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HE WAR was over. The Continental
Army was to be demobilized. The problem of a standing peacetime army, if
any, had now to be resolved. The Congress,
not atypically even then, turned it over to a
committee headed by Alexander Hamilton,
and the committee sought advice from General Washington among others. The Congress rejected the recommendations of its
committee and debated the issue. A congressional resolution under the Articles of
Confederation would require affirmative
votes from nine of the thirteen quarrelsome
States. On the last two days of the session, in
June 1784, the Congress voted terms of
demobilization. All officers and men of what
was left of the Continental Army—excepting
“80 [87 according to another authority] artillery men retained to guard military Stores at
West Point”—were terminated with back
pay. Further, the Congress tied this decision
to another: recruitment of “a new force of
700 men, comprising a regiment of eight infantrv and two artillerv companies.” Thus
was bom the Regular Army.
The Articles of Confederation gave way
before the real problems of the thirteen
States. The Constitutional Convention began
its work in the spring of 1787; and in April
1789 Washington became President and
Commander in Chief with executive power,
“checked,” of course, by congressional
power of purse and power to declare war, to
raise armies, and to provide for a navy. The
Congress shared power over the militia with
the several States. In August 1789 the new
Federal Congress enacted legislation creating the cabinet-level Department of War,
one of the three departments of the new constitutional Republic of the United States of
America. The other two were State and
Treasury. Thus was born the department
concerned with the defense of the U.S.A.

General Henry Knox, who had succeeded
Washington as Commander in Chief of the
Army, was named the first Secretary of the
Department of War. Its jurisdiction then included all U.S. land and naval forces. Though
there were strong voices during the years of
governance under the Articles of Confederation and during the Constitutional Convention of 1787 calling for a Navy Department
separate from the Army, and though the
Constitution authorized Congress “to provide and maintain a navy,” considerations of
expense and sectional benefits and rivalries
among the States continued to postpone any
such decision.1
Thus, as the Republic started on its course
—and not since then—there was one unified
military department of the U.S. government
to “provide for the common defense,” presided over by a cabinet-level Secretary of
War with a Standing Army of 700-800 officers and men.2With the lessons of the European wars before them, the early congresses,
except in wartime, proved to be generally
indifferent if not hostile to standing armies.
The Congress of today has not wholly cured
itself of such attitudes. The “improvised
Revolutionary Navy” (Sproufs phrase) had
been liquidated by 1785. “All of the ships had
been sold or given away leaving the United
States with neither a navy nor a naval program.”3
Such depredations as holding American
seamen for ransom and the pirating of
American merchant ships and goods by the
Barbary Coast powers renewed in the Congress the debate about a navy. And in 1794
by a narrow margin of two votes, the House
of Representatives approved its special comm ittee’s report to create a “naval force of six
frigates,” to protect American shipping and
to chastise Algerines and related Barbary Pirates. Four years later, in April 1798, the
3
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Congress established a cabinet-level Depart- the vice-presidency and became President of
ment of Navy, separate from the War De- the United States in September 1901 when
partment. A politically effective and efficient McKinley was assassinated. The Navy
merchant of Georgetown, Maryland, Benja- thrived.
To the political and organizational changes
min Stoddert, was appointed as the first
secretary of the new coequal defense sector wrought within the two military cabinet-levof the government. These two cabinet-level el departments, War and Navy, there
departments, War and Navy, were to retain emerged a third catalyst of change, technolotheir names and their mostly uncoordinated gy, which in time would bring about further
and separate development throughout decisive legislative change. The nineteenth
peacetime and wartime down through century had witnessed a quantum leap in the
development of arms and armor. Rifled artilWorld War II.
This is not to imply that there were no lery, the machine gun, high-explosive artilchanges in U.S. civil-military thinking and lery shells, the internai combustion engine
organization prior to WW II—quite the con- and steam propulsion, Steel and advanced artrary. The Civil War and the Spanish-Ameri- mor in land and sea transport—all were
can War had profound influence on both the products of the technological/industrial
civilian and military leaders of America’s de- revolution of that century.
fense establishment. A great Secretary of
Prior to the advent of the nuclear /space
War, Elihu Root, succeeded at the beginning age, perhaps the most important of these
of the twentieth century in getting national technological developments, certainly with
attention and decisions about military re- respect to the development and organization
forms in the Army (e.g., in the system of mili- of defense, was the introduction of the airtary education, Services of supply, and plane. In August 1907, an aeronautical divicommand and control) while breaking down sion was established in the Office of the Chief
some of the “walls of separation” between Signal Officer of the U.S. Army to “study” the
the Army and Navy.4 Earlier, the confluence new “flying machine” and the possibility of
of Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan, U.S. Navy, adapting it to military purposes. After World
a faculty member and fast-developing author War I the National Defense Act of 1920 and
at the newly founded (1884) Naval War Col- the consequent Army Reorganization Act of
lege, and the newly appointed (1889) Secre- the same year set up the Air Service as a
tary of the Navy, Benjamin F. Tracy, separate branch of the Army. It was redesigcontrived to shake up the then stultified nated as the Air Corps in 1926. During World
Navy, whose line leadership in the 1880s still War II its fortunes were advanced as the
held to “sails” first, “steam” only as needed! Army Air Force, one of the three autonoIt took about a decade to effect changes in mous and coequal commands within the stillthe Navy, but essentially Mahan’s geopoliti- named War Department; the other two were
cal and other concepts of sea power and com- the Army Ground Forces and the Services of
mand of the sea were vindicated in the war Supply. Finally, the National Security Act of
with Spain. They were further instrumental- 1947 created a separate D epartm ent of the
ized by a rising young political figure, Theo- Air Force, coequal in status to the two eardore Roosevelt, who became an Assistant lier-created Departments of the Army and
Secretary of the Navy in March 1897, five the Navy. The U.S. now had three military
years after he had published his first book, departments, but something happened on
The Na v<d War o f 1812f A disciple and the way. The three, in a significant sense,
friend of Mahan, Roosevelt was elected to were “less” than the one department of the
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war production, had been initiated. The
Regular Army had been put on a war footing,
and the National Guard and Organized Reserves were federalized. Any public opposiThe National Security Act
tion to preparation for war disappeared on
o f 1947
December 7, 1941. Later that month further
Each of the major wars fought in the nine- planning for allied or coalition warfare was
teenth and twentieth centuries brought undertaken at and in response to the Rooseabout at least temporary concern for the velt-Churchill Arcadia Conference in Wash“common defense.” The lessons of the war ington, D.C. There it was decided to
were presumably translated into enacted organize the Allied Combined Chiefs of Staff
policy affecting the military departments (CCS) “to plan and direct global strategy”
and the armed forces. As we ha ve seen, from with the newly authorized American Joint
time to time leadership capable of effecting Chiefs of Staff (Army, Naval Operations, and
change in policy carne from civilians, from Army Air Forces) and the President’s personthe military itself, or from a fortuitous combi- al military Chief of Staff, designated to reprenation of both. The experience during and sent the U.S. on the CCS.
immediately after World War II proved to be
Coalition warfare, never easy to conduct,
no exception. Out of it there carne the most proved to be even more difficult after Staiin
important governmental restructuring for joined with Roosevelt and Churchill to prosedefense and reorganization of the armed cute the war.7 The task of defeating Germaforces since the beginnings of the Republic. ny and Japan was ultimately successful, but
These changes were instituted in the Na- costly. On the American side there were
tional Security Act of 1947 (Public Law 253, inadequate arrangements for integrating
80th Congress), signed by President Truman and coordinating the roles and missions of
on July 26th of that same year. The act was the War and Navy departments. Error and
subsequently amended in 1949, 1953, and what has been called “a low levei of efficien1958 and will again be amended when the cy” stalked the war effort. Political and milipresent Congress acts, if it does, on the post- tary objectives were not always dovetailed.
Watergate issue of the role and structure of Those principies of war known as “unity of
what is now referred to as the intelligence command” (or, the application of the full
community.6
combat power under one responsible commander), and “mass” (or superior combat
power targeted for decisive purpose), and
the war and the debate
“economy of force,” its corollary—principies
Within days after Pearl Harbor, the U.S. known to every military man—were not infound itself, for the first time in its history, frequently in dispute or otherwise frustrated
fighting a war on two fronts. Germany and in application. This was true not only beItaly, following the Japanese attack, declared tween and among the three American Serwar against us. President Roosevelt was not vices—Army, Navy, and Air—but also
wholly unprepared for the event. In the sum- between and among the Allies. During the
mer of 1940 a strategy for war had been de- war there was some discussion in the U.S.
veloped with the British, based on the calling for unification of the Army and Navy,
expected entrance of the U.S. into the war. but this issue was shelved so as to get on with
Mobilization, by means of the first U.S. the war. It was relatively clear that after the
peacetime draft and stepped up industrial war there would be congressional hearings,
early Republic and less than the two departments coexisting since 1798.
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inquiries, and studies designed to bring
about reforms and improvements in defense
requirements.
The momentous events of the war, culminating in the need to decide what kind of
military establishment the United States
would require to guard our security and welfare and to preserve the peace, served as the
springboard for the “beginning” of a great
debate. Usually scholars and others will make
choices and therefore dispute statements
about where a beginning really began. I face
that risk and arbitrarily select as my “beginning” General George C. Marshall’s expressed concern during World War II for
postvvar military arrangements and conditions. That he vvas and is a revered figure in
American history and that he was a great
man gave weight to his views. His concern
rose out of what he rightly anticipated to be
postwar and interservice differences and rivalries; the loss or decline of national interest
in military affairs so clearly exhibited after
World War I; and the difficulty in postwar
peacetime to gain acceptance for a balanced
defense program. His views were funneled
into the debate on what generally has come
to be called the issue of unification or merger
and the proper organization of the military
departments and Services.
In October 1943, General Marshall presented to the Joint Chiefs and to the Army
initial views on the subject of reorganization
and unification. The Navy thereupon countered with its proposals. In a sense, as I have
suggested above, the stage for the great debate was set. The problems that the Army
and Navy faced as their respective proponents pushed forward to a resolution were
then, as now, strikingly evident. Among
them are the following:
What should be the proper relationship between the political civilian institutions and
the military under the constitutional doctrine awarding primacy to the former? How
shall the professional military contribute to

the interdependent mixture of policy and
decision-making?
Under the President and Commander in
Chief, how shall the Services and Service
chiefs be organized for command?
What command and control arrangements
should be created at the national center and
in the light of “unification” ; and, correlatively, what would “unification” mean for the
then existing War Department (Army) and
Navy Department, and the then emerging
third independent service, the Air Force?
What are their primary roles and missions?
Under what provisions shall we mobilize
and maintain men and arms for peacetime
and wartime defense?
How shall we set up and implement, and
where possible standardize (nationally and
internationally), current and new weapons
and weapon systems? Who runs what, does
what in research and development?
How shall we set up and carry out the
quintessentially necessary functions of gathering, analyzing, and implementing intelligence in peacetime?
These are not the only issues that were
analyzed and acted on during the great debate, but they were the major ones, and, in
fact, the National Security Act (as amended),
as we shall see, attempted to provide for
their resolution.
The debate continued with ever growing
intensity from 1943 until the act itself was
passed and approved on July 26, 1947. There
were a significant number of Service plans
presented to the various congressional committees and at various hearings. During the
war, the Admirai Richardson Committee,
correctly known as the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Special Committee for Reorganization of the
National Defense, interviewed scores of general staíf officers and others in the field so as
to garner their views for its April 1945 Beport. Through the influence of the Secretary
of the Navy, James V. Forrestal, the Eberstadt Committee was appointed and pre-
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sented its report in September 1945. Since
this was primarily Navy-oriented, or so the
Army thought, the Army presented its report and set of recommendations through
General J. Lawton Collins. In October 1945
and again in December, President Truman
presented his proposals to Congress, calling
for a strong postwar military organization
and favoring some kind of merger under a
single civilian Secretary of Defense (the
Army view), and called attention to the vievvs
expressed in General Marshall’s Biennial Report o f the C hiei o f Staíf o f the United States
Armv, July 1, 1943 to June 30, 1945. The
Senate Military Affairs Committee (Army)
began its hearings on the several proposals
emanating from civilian and military authority. The Senate Naval Affairs Committee
did likewise.8
As in all political processes in a democratic
society, bargaining and compromising are
inevitably necessary in order to produce a
majority consensus. The Congress, among
other decisions, contributed the passage of
the National Reorganization Act of 1946,
merging into a single committee the Military
and Naval Affairs Committees of each house,
and similarly merged the Army and Navy
Appropriations Committees of each house.
In July 1947 the National Security Act was
passed, in recognition of the need for greater
unity, coordination, and integration for defense purposes. It was clearly a compromise
calling for unified control, but not merger, of
the Services in a “National Defense Establishment” consisting of three executive departments, Army, Navy, and Air, headed by a
civilian Secretary of National Defense with
cabinet rank.
1 F, FROM time to time, we
appropriately refer to landmark decisions of
the Supreme Court as those which establish
significant, initiating, innovative baseline
constitutional interpretation,then similarly it
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is appropriate to so regard the National
Security Act of 1947, the thirtieth anniversary of which we are “celebrating”—if that is
the right word—this year!
It can be safely said that the intention of
the Congress was clear and became clearer
with succeeding amendments, even where
the separate provisions of the act were deliberately vague. And, I add, this was so in order
to allow for experience and evolutionary development to guide the Congress and the
executive branch in the future. Thus, the act
was amended in 1949, in 1953, and in 1958
and has acquired minor changes since then.
There have been no significant legislated
amendments since 1958. Secretaries of Defense since then have been able to effect
changes within the Department of Defense
because of additional authority vested in
them by the 1958 enactment. This was especially and necessarily true in the powerwielding era of and by Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara.
The Act of 1947 (as amended) contains this
declaration of policy:
Declaration of Policy
Sec. 2. In enacting this legislation, it is the
intent of Congress to provide a comprehensive
program for the future security of the United
States; to provide for the establishment of integrated policies and procedures for the departments, agencies, and functions of the
Government relating to the national security;
to provide a Department of Defense, including
the three military Departments of the Army,
the Navy (including naval aviation and the
United States Marine Corps), and the Air Force
under the direction, authority, and control of
the Secretary of Defense; to provide that each
military department shall be separately organized under its own Secretary and shall function under the direction, authority, and control
of the Secretary of Defense; to provide for
their unified direction under civilian control of
the Secretary of Defense but not to merge
these departments or Services; to provide for
the establishment of unified or specified combatant commands, and a clear and direct line of
command to such commands; to eliminate un-
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necessary duplication in the Department of
Defense, and particularly in the field of research and engineering by vesting its overall
direction and control in the Secretary of Defense; to provide more effeetive, efficient, and
economical administration in the Department
of Defense; to provide for the unified strategic
direction of the combatant forces, for their operation under unified command, and for their
integration into an efficient team of land, naval,
and air forces but not to establish a single Chief
of Staff over the armed forces nor an overall
armed forces general staff.9

The act as amended obviously drew on the
experiences of World Wars I and II, where
hastily improvised arrangements were
adopted and then dismantled in peacetime.
Its ultimate significance rested on the determination of the executive and congressional
branches of the government to institutionalize for the common defense the lessons
learned from the improvisations of the past
tvvo world wars.
main features o f
the amended 1947 Act

vices.” Corresponding to the Secretary of
State, the Secretary of Defense became the
principal adviser to the President on matters
of defense. The Service departments were
placed in a second-level DOD tier and deprived of their executive character. The
secretaries of the three departments, responsible to the Secretary of Defense, were also
deprived of direct access to the President.
Roles and missions were generally defined:
The Army received primary responsibility for
conducting operations on land, for supplying
anti-aircraft units to defend the U.S. against air
attack and for providing occupation and security garrisons overseas. The Navy, besides remaining responsible for surface and submarine
operations, retained control of its sea-based
aviation and of the Marine Corps with its organic aviation. The new Air Force received jurisdiction over strategic air warfare, air
transport, and combat support of the Army.10

The Act of 1947 and the 1949 reorganization of the Defense establishment in itself
gave major importance to the enacted legislation. Further, the act and the amendments
created a number of “firsts” in the long and
erratic congressional provision for the common defense. For the first time in our historv,
legislation established a peacetime Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) headed, as of the 1949
amendment, by a chairman from the military who acquired a vote in the JCS by the
1958 amendment. The chairman and the
three Service chiefs (the Marine Commandant sits with the Joint Chiefs when a subject
pertinent to the Marines is on their agenda)
are the sênior military officers and advisers in
peace and war. Though they report to the
Secretary of Defense, they have the right of
direct access to the Congress and to the
Commander in Chief, the President. The JCS
was provided with a support military group
called the Joint Staff.

The solution to the issue of unification under
civilian control was to create a new structural
vehicle into which the former cabinet-level
departments of War, now called Army and
Navy, would be separately fitted. The Congress wanted “integration,” a kind of “unification,” but it emphatically and repeatedly
rejected merger. The 1947 Act named this
the National Military Establishment, added
to it the newly created Air Force department, and subordinated all elements to the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).
James V. Forrestal, former Navy Secretary
and one of the most prominent and influential civilians involved in debate, was named
the first Secretary of Defense. The amendments of 1949 changed the name of the new
cabinet-level office to the Departm ent of DeT he presum ed unifying instrum entality of
fense (DOD) and enlarged the powers of the the JCS (w herein each Service chief also comsecretary, making him “the central figure in m ands his respective Service) was furthered
coordinating the activities of the three Ser- by the D efense Reorganization Act of 1958—
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am ending the National Security Act of 1947
—authorizing specified and com bined or
unified commands. A specifíed com m and,
usuallv assigned to a single Service, such as
the Strategic Air Com m and, has a worldwide
mission. The com bined or unified com mands, usuallv regional, consist of components from the th ree Services and are
com m anded by an officer from one of the
Services assigned to that regional m ilitary
section.

The act created, also for the first time, tvvo
other major national security institutions outside the Department of Defense. These are:

• The Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), whose director is also the chairman of
an intelligence board or group composed of
representatives from all military and civilian
agencies charged with an intelligence function—including the Department of State, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the National Security Agency. The CIA’s charter,
written into the act, gave it prime responsibílity for overt and covert intelligence operations.
• The National Security Council
(NSC) with statutory members to advise and
serve the President, at his discretion. The
NSC is concerned with all matters of defense
and foreign policy. Originally, the civilian
Service secretaries and the chairman of the
National Security Resources Board (NSRB)
were among the statutory list of members;
the Service secretaries were dropped by the
amendment of 1949 and the chairman of the
NSRB in 1973. Since then the NSC has been
composed of the following statutory members: the President, vice-president, the
secretaries of State and defense. Others m uy
be chosen and added by the President. There
is provision for an assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs who, with the
director of the CIA and chairman of the JCS,
customarily participates in the NSC.
From time to time the Congress, by
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amendment or new legislation, has authorized other additions to, deletions from, or
changes in the National Security Act. Three
boards were named in the 1947 Act: the already mentioned National Security Resources Board, later renamed the Office of
Emergency Preparedness (OEP) and disbanded in June 1973; the Munitions Board
and the Research and Development Board,
the latter two located in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. These two boards were
abolished by the 1953 amendments and replaced by the far more important Office of
Defense Research and Engineering (see below) in the substantial revisions of the act in
1958. Other minor changes continued to be
made.
In some ways the changes brought about
by the amendments to and rewriting of the
act by the Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 were the most significant
and lasting. Two factors contributed to this.
There had been ten years of trial and error
since the act was passed in 1947. Its defects
of organization, as well as continuing interservice friction over roles and missions,
required
executive and congressional
decision-making. The second factor was
much more stimulating. On October 4, 1957,
the Soviet Union successfully launched the
first manmade earth satellite. The shock of
having been bested by Khrushchev’s sputnik
helped to catalyze action both in the White
House and on Capitol Hill. President Eisenhower had no difficulty in getting congressional attention for the Defense passage in
his State of the Union message to Congress
on January 9, 1958. In fact, appropriate committees of the House and Senate had begun
hearings and investigations even before the
second session of the Eighty-fifth Congress
convened early in January 1958.
The 1958 changes,11 in addition to those
items mentioned above, increased substantially the authority of the Secretary of Defense to transfer, reassign, abolish, or
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consolidate Service and combatant functions, evaluation of weapons, weapons systems, and
including roles and missions, within certain Defense materiel; design and engineering
defined time frames and constraints imposed for suitability, producibility, reliability, mainby the Congress. The act clarified the chain tainability, and materiais conservation.” He
of command from the Commander in Chief supervises all research and engineering acto the Service chiefs, and to them acting tivities of the DOD “and in coordination
jointly. It added to the number and respon- with the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
sibilities of the Joint Staff of the JCS.
International Security Affairs helps friendly
The Services retained control of training, countries in military research and developequipping, and organizing the forces for the m ent.” 12 Finally, the DDR&E was added to
unified commands and of all units and in- the Armed Forces Policy Council. The latter,
dividuais not assigned to these commands. originally (1947) called the War Council, reThey were also responsible for logistical sup- ceived a change of name in 1949. Its memport to all forces. The 1958 reorganization bers are the Secretary and Deputy Secretary
also created a powerful instrument in the of Defense, the three Service secretaries, the
new Office of Defense and Research and En- Director of DR&E, the chairman and
gineering (DR&E). Its director (DDR&E) “is members of the JCS, including the Marine
the principal adviser and staff assistant to the Commandant.
Secretary of Defense . . . (for) scientific and
The accompanying somewhat simplified
chart
illustrates the National Security Act of
technical matters; basic and applied research; research, development, test and 1947 as amended, 1947-1977.

Presidem. Commander in Chiei

Central Intelligence
Agency

National Security Council
Department ol Delense
Secretary
Deputy Secretary

Readiness
'coaquai oo menara o» otraet concarn to tna Marina Corpt

Southern

Strateglc Air

NATIONAL SECUHITY ACT
the Act as amended and
implications for the future

A rather significant body of experience and
data has been gathered in the thirty years of
history under the act. Two wars have been
fought, one ending in stalemate and the other in defeat. We have survived the trauma of
Watergate. We are at the beginning of the
administration of the seventh President and
the thirteenth Secretary of Defense since the
act was first passed. The National Security
Council has functioned always in accordance
with the idiosyncratic will of the President
and, as a matter of fact, so has the Central
Intelligence Agency. The Congress has
deposed its will mainly, as its constitutional
right makes clear, through the power of
purse over the defense budget and through
derivative powers of six committees, three
each for the House and Senate: Appropriations, Armed Services, and Foreign AflFairs/
Relations.
The time has come for a “new look.” The
issues and the questions to be addressed are
virtually the same as were examined during
the debate attendant on the passage of the
original act and its subsequent amendments.
They are the following: The proper relationship between political civilian authority and
military professionalism; the organization of
the military for the most eflfective command
and control functions; the assignment of
roles and missions; the efficient mobilization
of men women and materiel; the elements
of policy guidance from the Commander in
Chief gathered together from relevant agencies (State, CIA, Treasury, Commerce, etc.,
and including Defense).
Put another way, one might ask:
Has “unification" worked under its present
terms? Has it gone far enough or too far?
What recommendations, if any, would be
made if we had a chance to improve on the
present order? Is DOD, as presently structured, an appropriate “solution”? Does DOD
represent a balance between civilian control
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and military command and control, military
professionalism? Are we any closer to clarification of roles and missions? Has the National
Security Council worked well or otherwise?
And what of the intelligence organization?
To address these issues and to seek answers
to these questions—to take a “new look”—
inevitably raise an anterior issue. How
“scientific” or “objective” can the “answers”
be? Some parts of some issues and questions
can be tested and quantified and, where relevant, should be. However, while the eíficiency of men and materiel is measurable, the
outcomes are not always meaningful. Hence,
it is here admitted that what follows is based
on reason, experience, and value judgments
necessarily tainted by the subjective lenses
employed in taking a “new look.” Further,
there is the imponderable role of tradition
and its partisans. Tradition, not always reasonable, absorbs change, if it does, slowly.
Interestingly, the issues concerning institutions established by the National Security
Act (as amended) outside the Departm ent of
Defense are easier to treat than those of the
department. Since the administration of
President Truman, the National Security
Council as a statutory body has served those
presidents who wanted to use it. But most
American presidents since Washington have
utilized statutory bodies, e.g., the cabinet or
personally selected advisers (e.g., “kitchen
cabinets”) at will. The NSC fits into such a
category. What should be expected from a
president whether he does or does not utilize
a National Security Council is clear policy
guidance to the Department of Defense and
to the military, the essentiã! element of that
arm of government.
The military, indeed the Departm ent of
Defense as a whole, however upgraded as an
organization, cannot function efficiently
without national security policy guidance
from the office of the President. To be told to
prepare for fighting two and a half wars, as in
the Johnson administration, or one and a half
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wars, as in the Nixon-Ford administration,
hardly represents guidance. It can and
should prepare for war against defined putative enemies. And the President, with or
without the advice of a NSC or equivalent, is
the source of such definition. The military in
the present nuclear/space age cannot and
should not prepare for war, as such. Inevitably, generalized and less than meaningful
guidance leads to preparation for the worst
case rather than for prudent preparation.
Military doctrine must flow from policy guidance and from a clear-cut delineation of roles
and missions so as to proceed eventually to
military readiness. Our military must function as professionals—as do doctors, lawyers,
engineers—who can best define their profession, but they can function optimally only
when they are clear about policy guidance.
That they should share in the formulation of
national security policy or at least have their
professional input in its making seems to me
to be a necessary and appropriate solution
for civilian-military relations. There is no
wall of separation between civilian and military participation in defense policy-making
though the civilian prime responsibility is
readily acknowledged. It is time to disabuse
ourselves of the view that somehow the soldier should be excluded from the political
decision-making process. To participate is
not to dominate. The so-called historical fear
of the man-on-horseback should no longer be
used to invalidate the subordinated but integrated role of the military in matters of defense policy. After all, that is their profession.
Nothing should prevent the military from
presenting its case, whatever the case may
be, to the civilian Secretary of Defense and
through him or directly to the Commander
in Chief. The latter, it seems to me, is preferable.
In like manner, the Central Intelligence
Agency as a peacetime institution is a necessary arm of the President/Commander in
Chief. Its overt and covert functions are the

logical extension in our own age of the historical and traditional functions of national
and international diplomacy. If the CIA were
no longer to exist, it would be necessary to
invent its successor. What is involved, therefore, with respect to the future of any CIA is
the need for agreed presidential and congressional definitions and oversight for its operations, its mandate to perform. The
present CIA has been badly marred by the
events of and the congressional investigations related to Watergate. Though the damage has been severe, now that the tumult and
shouting have died down, it is time to take a
calmer and fresh look at the intelligence
function, including its ability to prepare national estimates for the President and the National Security Council. Very little tinkering
with the National Security Act is required to
bring this about.
When one takes a new look at the Department of Defense itself, the task of thinking
about its future is more complicated. For the
DOD, not unlike the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, is a huge conglomerate, to use a business term. Its central legislated structure is the multisided Pentagon,
but its not always harmonious parts have a
global purpose, outreach, and positioning,
subject to episodic, sometimes unpredictable, change. The way it is presently organized may prove to be unmanageable by any
cabinet secretary even though its existence
over the past thirty years has brought about
some desirable unifying features.
The assets and liabilities of unification
within the highly structured Department of
Defense are best revealed by a brief examination of the McNamara era, for this strong
Secretary of Defense ruled that roost for all
but the last year of the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations—the longest tenure of any
defense secretary. McNamara insisted on
centralized military planning on functional,
not Service, lines. His program packages
were supposedly chosen on a cost-effective
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basis. He gathered into a Defense Supply
Agency all possible common-use items previouslv acquired separately by the service departments.
He
required
that
all
service-gathered military intelligence be
funneled into one Defense Intelligence
Agency reporting to the secretary. He combined the Armys Strategic Army Corps with
the Air Force’s Tactical Air Command into
an operational Strike (now Readiness) Command for rapid deployment in eruptive contingencies. In brief, McNamaras era may
weü be characterized as one in which unification under civilian control (in matters of
budget, manpower, logistics, weapon design
and acquisition, other R&D, etc.) made maximum headway. He was an indefatigable
civilian manager, with a vise-like mind capable of absorbing all the numbers of his whiz
kids, his systems analysts, and his computers.
If a proposition could be quantified, it was
acceptable; if it could not, it was questionable. He seemingly did not absorb the nonquantifiable arts of politics and warmaking.
The liabilities of the McNamara era are
equally clear. The military were downgraded and depressed, in both senses of the latter
term, not only by the civilian authority of the
secretary but also by the extravagant growth
in numbers and assumed powers of the civilian DOD bureaucracy. Their military professionalism was frequently ignored even in
terms of fighting in a theater of war, Indochina. “McNamara on Vietnam” is a serious
causai factor in the tragedy of Vietnam, a
tragedy in which President Johnson and
some top “military brass” shared, as did, later
on, President Nixon and his NSC adviser and
Secretary of State, Dr. Henry Kissinger. In
sum, the McNamara era produced a dangerous imbalance in civil-military relationships
and policy-making while advancing the
cause of centralized managerial unification.
Whether or not others share this view, it is
still the case that the lessons of the McNamara era, including the lessons of the Vietnam
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war, require a cool analysis free from the partisanship engendered by the troublesome
events of the 1960s. I suggest that such analysis warrants legislative and organizational
changes in the DOD. Such changes to be
truly effective would most certainly have to
consider the possibility that the vasty deep of
the Pentagon and its centralized management might require at the very least some
decentralizing initiatives. Conglomerates in
the business world sometimes acquire too
much. They decide to sell off or split off certain subordinate assets. Or, antitrust actions
force them, by order of the court, to divest
themselves of certain operatives. The profession of the soldier—like that of the doctor or
lawyer or engineer or other—is much too
complicated to be mastered by one soldier
(or sailor or airman); and certainly it is much
too complicated to be mastered by one
Secretary of (one) Departm ent of Defense.

I DO not propose legislative
change for its own sake. I believe, however,
that the kind of analysis herein suggested
could lead to a resolution of some of the troublesome issues revealed by the thirty-year
history of the act. For example, it is necessary
to clarify further the relationship between
the civil and military authorities within the
DOD; to address remaining interservice differences; to come to grips with the ever
present problem of the budgetary process
and its relationship to the allocation of always
scarce resources of manpower, force structure, and research and development. If, further, there could be a satisfactory definition
and assignment of military roles and missions, a major, if not the major, contribution
would be made. Improvements between
legislative and organizational relationships
would necessarily have to be related to decisions with respect to mobilization of men and
materiel. It is clear that the issues of modem
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warfare and advanced technology can no
longer rely on the kind of mobilization of
men and materiel that we successfully
managed in World Wars I and II. Further, we
have gone from conscript armed forces to a
voluntary system, and voluntarism already
reveals severe limitations. It is time to take a
new look at the volunteer armed forces for at
least two reasons: Q) It is failing to meet the
manpower and readiness requirements of
the Services. (2) It consumes 55 percent of
the total Defense budget. Once again we
face the need for re-examining whether our
present voluntary system of acquiring forces
ready for all contingencies is adequate. Shall
we move to a national Service act or to a
nonprejudicial draft procedure, eliminating
some of the injustices that were so marked in
the conscript system during the Vietnam
war?
In my judgment the institution of the military cannot be modeled on just another business or civilian professional institution
though I have suggested that we can learn
something from the experience of business
conglomerates and from other professions.
The military, however, has no counterpart in
our civilian society. It is unique if for no other
reason than being the only institution in
American society with the right and duty to
kill if necessary, and be killed if necessary.
Models drawn from civilian society, therefore, are not readily applicable to this unique
institution.
I do not mean to suggest that all has been
bleak in the thirty-year history of the act, nor
even in the McNamara era—quite the contrary. What I am suggesting is that there has
been, as is proper in a democratic society, an
evolutionary history and that the process itself leads to the discovery of assets and liabili-
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for doctrinal change
L ie u t e n a n t C o l o n e l
D a v i d T. M a c m i l l a n

T

HE FIRST question that arises in any
discussion of doctrine is, "What is doctrine anyvvay?” In answer to that question the preface to Air Force Manual
United States Air Force Basic Doctrine, 15
January 1975, States: “Aerospace doctrine is
an authoritative statement of principies for
the employment of United States Air Force
resources. . . . Because of the wide range of
missions and responsibilities assigned to the
Air Force, different categories of doctrine
16

are required." Basic doctrine is eomprised of
“the fundamental principies for the employment of aerospace forces. . . . ” Operational
doctrine governs “the organization, direc1-1,
tion, and employment of aerospace forces in
the accomplishment of the basic combat operational missions of strategic attack. counter
air, air interdiction, close air support, aerospace defense, aerospace surveillance and
reconnaissance, airlift and special operations.
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The United States Air Force Dictionarv
(1956) expands on the terms as foliows: Basic
air doctrine is doctrine “concerned with the
nature of air power, and with what can be,
and what cannot be. done with it. . . . Basic
air doctrine deals with the phenomenon of
flight, with the new relationships that exist as
a result of hitherto unrealized speeds, range,
mobility. and flexibility, and their application
to the principies of war, such as those of mass,
dispersion, and surprise. . . . ”
The dictionarv shows a second sense that
doctrine is “a teaching on how to do something, or on what to do in a given situation,
cast in the form of a practical rule, command,
or exhortation. . . . ” Operational doctrine is
defined in this latter sense; it “is evolved to
give guidance in particular situations, ranging from how to fight a war, or from what
limitations to place upon a command, . . .
consideration is given both to currently accepted concepts of air power and war and to
the particular plans entertained by the commander to adapt to these concepts.” Basic air
doctrine “changes only in response to a
change in understanding of phenomena”;
operational doctrine “may change with each
new concept of how to do something.”
Perhaps at this point one should ask, “Why
be concerned about doctrine? Is not doctrine
only the historv of lessons learned?” USAF
Chief of Staff General David C. Jones, in his
preface to AFN1 1-1, 15 January 1975, States,
"Basic doctrine is derived from knowledge
gained through experience, study, analysis
and test. It evolves from changing military
environments, concepts, and technology;
and through continuing analysis of military
operations, national objectives and policy.”
Thus experience is a necessary ingredient in
formulating doctrine, but it is not sufficient.
How can doctrine be structured to guide the
future? We believe that the answer to this
question must come by imaginative analysis
of our experience in combination with prudent estimates of the nature of the future. A
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major influence on that future will be the
emerging military capabilities represented
by infant technologies.
The objective of this article is to describe
some advancing technologies that are providing both a new understanding of important phenomena and stimulating some new
concepts for tactical air warfare and, further,
to encourage thought on the impact these
technologies will have on Air Force doctrine.
Accelerating Technology
The basic tasks of warfare have remained
relatively unchanged throughout history.
We must be able to know where the enemy
is, how to destroy or neutralize him, and how
to protect ourselves while doing it. The
methods for accomplishing those tasks have
changed, slowly at íirst but lately with increasing speed. Fortress walls were an excellent defense against the bow and arrow and
served for centuries. In relatively recent history, the advent of the cannon caused defenses to stress maneuverability. The moves
and countermoves have continuously accelerated since then, paralleling the exponential growth of technology.
Few would deny that the evolution of
technology has had a profound effect on Air
Force doctrine. After all, the birth of the Air
Force (actually the Aeronautical Division of
the U.S. Army Signal Corps) was the result of
the marriage of two technologies: aerodynamics and the internai combustion engine.
Since the recent date (1903) of the first heavier-than-air flight, the rapid technological
changes that have influenced and built the
Air Force include the atomic bomb, the jet
engine, and the intercontinental ballistic
missile (ICBM). The rapidity of those changes
has indeed been awesome.
The effects of accelerating technology
have been stated brilliantly by Alvin Toffler,
author of Future Shock. He explains that the
reason for technological explosion “is that
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Our surveillance is being transformed by
the development of advanced sensors operating from
various platforms. Some of these advanced sensor
technologies have already had a strong impact on our
strike capabilities. A beam of laser light can be used
to designate the target and a sensor in the weapon for
guidance to the target. USAF's Tactical Warfare
Center (TA WC) project manager for the laser
acquisition device (LAD) assists a fellow pilot in a
preflight check-out o f the LAD. Two models are being
tested by Eglin's Armament Development
and Test Center and TA WC.

• Specialism—narrowing of the slit
through which one views the world; an attempt to keep pace with change in only one
specific, narrow section of life.
• Reversion—a clinging to previously
programmed decisions and habits with dogmatic desperation.
• Oversimplification—the belief in a
single neat equation to explain the complex
novelties of a rapidly changing society.2
technology feeds on itself. Technologies
make more technologies possible. . . . The
diffusion of technology embodying the new
idea, in turn, helps generate new Creative
ideas. Today there is evidence that the time
between each of the steps in this cycle has
been shorténed.”1
TofBer goes on to describe the negative
impact on individuais of the accelerating rate
of change.He terms the collective impact of
this change as “future shock,” a condition
that leads to an inability to adapt and function on the part of the victim. The victim
may also develop one or more symptoms of
maladaptation:
• Denial—the strategy of blocking
out unwelcome reality; the flat refusal to take
in new information.

TofHer stresses that organizations are similarly affected by future shock. He further
States that the only way to avoid the disabling
effects of shock is to look into the future so
that we can understand and cope with the
new world today.
If the reader doubts that an organization as
large and forward-looking as the Air Force
could experience future shock, we invite him
mentally to review his circle of acquaintances (as well as himself) and count the number who exhibit at least one of the symptoms
cited above.
The task of making Air Force doctrine a
sound foundation for the application of U.S.
air power is one that demands our best
efforts. We must apply the lessons of experience to our vision of the future, despite the
fact that this vision is, at best, very dim.
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Tactical Implications
of New Technologies
The evolution of tactical air warfare into
the missions of counterair, air interdiction,
close air support, aerospace surveillance and
reconnaissance, airlift, and special operations
has been the result of our experience in four
major vvars. Technological iinprovements
made it possible to develop the specialized
equipment and tactics to perform each of
those missions. At first, the airplane merely
enabled an easier, more accurate assessment
of enemy force disposition. As technologies
advanced, aircraft were able to fly farther
with heavier loads—they could drop bombs
to support land forces. The capability for defending against enemy aircraft was developed, and counterair was born. Interdiction
became possible with long-range aircraft and
more accurate navigation and bombing.
As technology enabled these missions to be
performed and as experience was gained, individual and integrated doctrine for their use
evolved. Our operational doctrine that separates the classical tactical missions has served
us well. However, it must not remain static.
Emerging technologies are tending to blur
those classical distinctions. In order for doctrine to remain viable, it must keep pace
with technology. An examination of some
new technologies and their implications for
doctrine is a logical first step.
The development of solid State electronics
was the major technological breakthrough
that spawned many current revolutionary
advances. Starting with the discovery of the
transistor in 1947, this field has rapidly progressed to today’s integrated-circuit technology and large-scale integration (LSI)
manufacturing techniques. This breakthrough has been most apparent in Computer technology.
The past twenty years have seen orders-ofmagnitude increases in computing speed,
memory capacity, access time, and reliabili-
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ty. At the same time, the physical size, power
consumption, and cost of computers have decreased by several orders of magnitude. Today^ integrated circuits the size of a sugar
cube have the same computational capacity
of early computers weighing thirty tons.
Similar advances are forecast for the future.3
Also spurred by solid State advances, electro-optics technology has led to many important developments. These include low-cost,
compact television cameras, laser designators, infrared imaging devices, fiber optics,
and ring laser gyros. A major advance in sensor technology was achieved through the development of charge-coupled devices
(CCDs) used in miniature TV cameras. CCDs
provide self-scanning, which eliminates
vacuum tubes, electron beams, and filaments. Although only the size of a thumbnail,
they contain more than 200,000 detectors
and provide greater range and sensitivity to
low-light-level viewing.4
Radio-frequency and microwave technology is continuing to improve radars and Communications. Again, solid State devices are
fundamental to these developments. For signal generation at frequencies from ultrahigh
frequency (UHF) to millimeter wave, low
power requirements are now being met by
solid State sources rather than klystron vacuum tubes. Low-cost, efficient, high-capacity
signal processing is now available by using
surface wave acoustic filters and CCD delay
lines, together with microprocessors. As a result, highly capable phased-array radars have
been developed. In addition, millimeterwave radars are being designed for a variety
of applications. These will provide high resolution, jam-resistant tracking.5
The implications of these and other technologies on our tactical capability are profound. Our ability to conduct surveillance is
being transformed by the development of
advanced sensors operating from various
platforms. Using frequencies across the electromagnetic spectrum, these sensors will de-
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tect detailed enemy force disposition and
movement. Advanced synthetic aperture radars may permit a significant improvement
in cell resolution. An advanced airborne System could remain in friendly airspace and
observe enemy activities from several kilometers avvay with near-photographic clarity
at night or in bad weather. Highly complex
signal processing and storage functions will
take place in small, reliable, and relatively
rugged devices. The information provided
by such a system could be sent via data link
to a fusion center, either on the ground or in
an airborne center if survivability is too low
on the ground. At the center, information
from intercepted enemy Communications
and other intelligence sources could be cor-

related and analyzed in near real time to
keep the commander continually aware of
enemy movements. As sensor capabilities advance, eventually the missions of surveillance
(continuai
observation)
and
reconnaissance (periodic observation) could
merge. Then, when a target is located and
the theater commander makes a decision to
strike, the same sensor network can be used
to guide and monitor the strike.
Some of the same advanced sensor technologies that will enhance the surveillance
and reconnaissance missions have already
made a drastic impact on strike capabilities
in the form of precision-guided munitions
(PGMs).
A PGM can be defined as:

The Defense Department charged USAF with developing two phased-array radars: one to increase radar coverage of advanced threats and provide better attack characterization information-, it is to be augmented by
A.WFPS-85, the Space Track radar at Eglin AFB. Florida, shown in aerial
view. The FPS-HS consists of more than 5000 radar emitters and transmitters built into the face of a building that is a city block long and
thirteen stories high. The octagon-shaped surface of the phased-array radar at Eglin is the receiver, and the square area is the transmitter.
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to a pilot. This weapon now becomes a
remotely piloted vehicle (RPV). RPVs can be
fairly complex, sophisticated vehicles recovered after each mission and used repeatedly,
or they can be relatively unsophisticated,
inexpensive expendable devices used on
only
a single mission. The effectiveness of all
The precision of these munitions can be
achieved using a variety of technologies. these weapons has been improved by the reSome weapons use a beam of laser light to cent developments of highly efficient wardesignate the target and a sensor in the heads that have great destructive potential
weapon for guidance to the target. Others but are lightweight.
S. J. Dudzinsky, Jr., and James Digby, of
are guided by the target signature in the
visual or infrared light spectrum. Advanced the Rand Corporation, have described the
systems will be able to guide on the mi- impact of some of these technologies in concrowave signature of the target. In bad junction with military hardware. They deweather or at night, future weapons may be scribe airborne lasers, for example, that use
guided to the near vicinity of the targets us- frequencies just below the visible-light specing signals from the space-based Global Posi- trum to guide weapons with great accuracy;
tioning System, accurate to within tens of small, light RPVs guided even during the terfeet. Alternative technologies will provide minal phase and thus independent of condiaccurate guidance systems which correlate tions at time and place of launch, so long as
“maps” of the target or the route to the tar- the data link is maintained. As Dudzinsky
get with the signature received by an on- and Digby indicate, a number of these techboard radar, infrared, visual,or microwave nological applications were used with drasystem.
matic success toward the end of the Vietnam
For the myriad transmitting targets the war and during the Arab-Israeli War of Octotransmission itself can pinpoint target loca- ber 1973, and many of them are “relatively
tion, and advanced systems such as the Preci- inexpensive” and “relatively simple to opersion Emitter Location Strike System (PELSS) ate.”7
can pinpoint and guide a strike force to an
emitting target even if transmissions cease
The Impact of
after the strike force is launched.
Changing Technology
Advanced technology will also help comThe outline of the future is discernible if
bat the high risks associated with penetration
we
examine the impact of these technoloof heavily defended enemy territory and the
high costs associated with the increasingly gies. In the face of sophisticated air defenses,
sophisticated systems required for penetra- traditional rollback tactics to achieve signifition. The solution can be a force of standoff cant air superiority or air supremacy may be
weapons with various ranges—from a few obsolete. Even if we can win the air battle,
miles for a glide bomb such as the GBU-15 to we may have lost the ground battle and,
several hundred miles for weapons powered therefore, the war.
On the other hand, in the far term the
by rocket or air-breathing engines. When
these weapons are employed against targets technologies described above can be develthat are difficult to locate and acquire, the oped into an effective force with the followadvantages of man-in-the-loop can be added ing attributes:
through a data link from the standoff weapon
• A continuous capability to acquire
A guided munition whose probability of making a direct hit on its target at full range (when
unopposed) is greater than a half. According to
the tvpe of PGM, the target may be a tank,
ship, radar, bridge, airplane or other concentrations of military value.6
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and strike targets regardless of the weather.
• A command and control structure
fusing target information and strike force
status in near real time.
• RPVs which are dispersed for survivability and which can react almost instantaneously to a strike order.
• Standoff weapons that are relatively
immune to air defenses.
The overall impact of such capabilities will
be to blur the distinction between classical
missions. The traditional air warfare sequence of air superiority, interdiction, and
close air support may disappear. Forces will
be orchestrated in a complex way to strike
targets simultaneously or at an opportune
time. “Campaign” may no longer be a useful
description of an element of war. Weapon
systems will lose their association with particular “missions.” Apportionment and allocation of effort will be a continuous rather
than a periodic process. Air-delivered weapons will be timed more like artillery but at
much greater ranges. Few sorties will be preplanned, and long periods for gathering and
correlating information for flight planning
will be unnecessary.
In a typical concept of operations the key
element will be the orchestration of sensors
and electronics which will gather, process,
and distribute battle and target information
in almost real time and simultaneously produce a common coordinate grid to locate targets and guide weapons. The information
will be fed directly into battle centers—either ground or airborne—as will information
on the status of friendly forces. Battle center
controllers will allocate targets to weapons

that will be essentially on alert. Any required
flight information as well as target location
will automatically be entered into the controlling avionics of the weapons. The weapons will navigate to the target, using the
coordinate grid and terminal guidance either by self-contained or externai system.
Within such a concept, air-delivered firepower becomes a continuous process. Weapon controllers can respond almost as rapidly
as a soldier who sees a threat and immediately shoots at it. With such a rapid response and
probability of kill equal to ground-based direct fire weapons, the need for direct and
indirect fire weapons on the ground will decrease. Air power will no longer supplement
ground power. Rather, air and ground missions will merge and complement each other.
As w e h a v e observed,doctrine is of significant
importance to the Air Force, and, hopefully,
we have ignited some sparks of thought
about the implications of new technologies to
our existing doctrine. Those sparks may develop an illuminating fire and inspire a modern thinker to emulate the great Italian
theoretician Guilio Douhet, who examined
the fledgling aircraft and envisioned a doctrine of strategic air warfare before the existing technology could match his ideas. He
applied the elemental truths extracted from
his experience to a vision of the future. He
forged concepts which the technologists took
many years to validate. We need someone
like him today.
A ndrew s AFB. Marylond
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ITTLE can be said about the characteristics and component functions of new
weapons and aircraft that is not already
generally well known from reading trade
joumals such as Aviation Week. In recent
years, however, I have been able to participate in extensive analyses of the quantitative

relationships among these weapons and aircraft and the tasks they must accomplish.
Such analyses can help generate perspective
not available from simple comparisons of the
numbers and characteristics of individual
systems. It is this integrated view of current
and future directions in the evolution of tac23
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tical air power that I will focus on in this
article.
The rapid advance of technology raises uncertainty and concerns about the use of tactical air power today. In part because of the
claims of some proponents of air power,1
there has been in the past, both remote and
recent, a tendency to expect that it can, by
itself, win key battles and wars. Experience
has shown that this expectation is seldom
realized. Air forces occupy no territory, and
by themselves they have defeated no armies.
But they can have a powerful impact on battles.
Thus it has long been true, from World
War II to Vietnam, that the unopposed ability of aircraft to deliver weapons in immediate support of one side in a ground battle has
made it difficult if not impossible for the opposite side to operate. American forces at
Anzio in World War II had trouble establishing their beachhead until German aircraft
were driven from the battle area.2 In the
1944 battle of the Ardennes, it was difficult
for the Allies to exert immediate and integrated resistance while moving their overwhelmingly strong ground forces to meet the
German attack because the weather was
poor and their aircraft could not operate.3 In
the 1967 Middle East War, Israel defeated
the Jordanian forces by first pounding them
from the air and then attacking on the
ground while they were still reeling from the
air attack.4 In Vietnam, the Viet Cong and
\o r th Vietnamese tended to break off a battle on the ground when American or South
Vietnamese forces received direct air support. The strong use of air power was largely
responsible for preventing besieged Khe
Sanh from becoming a little Dien Bien Phu.5
The use of air in this manner, however, is
controversial among the Western world’s air
forces. The controversy arises from the difficulty of achieving the necessary close coordination between the ground and the air
forces, especially in highly mobile war and

particularlv if air tactics dictate very-low-altitude flight to evade the defenses, since under
those conditions target acquisition and avoidance of fratricide are extremely difficult. Less
concrete, but nevertheless important, each
air force has its “style” and plans for combat
under particular conditions consistent with
that style. An Israeli Air Force colonel remarked to me after the 1967 war that the
Israeli armed forces at that time did not believe in using precious and expensive aircraft
as cannon. But, in fact, the problems of
economy of force, together with the opportunities for rapid massing of heavy fire, in
most of the Western military forces, have
reinforced the trend toward less use of artillery and more use of aircraft for close support
of engaged forces.
While the desirability and means of providing close air support may be controversial, there has been no disagreement about the
advantages of using air to attack the enemy
beyond the immediate area of conflict between the ground forces—from the distance
just past artillery range and beyond. Here,
targets and missions have been many. They
range through destruction of command posts
and communication centers; disorganization
and attrition of units moving to the battle;
elimination of long-range weapons such as
opposing aircraft and surface-to-surface missile systems; and disruption of the supporting
transportation system—roads, railroads,
bridges, tunnels, junctions—to delay or prevent the forward movement of troops and
supplies.
The effects of tactical air attacks in the enemy’s rear tend to be more ambiguous and
difficult to establish, however, than the
effects of direct support of “troops in contact.” The Germans felt that the Luftwaffe,
in 1940, had protected the flanks of their advancing columns against French counterattacks.6 The Allied air attacks against German
installations and communication lines in
France succeeded in cordoning off a large
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area around the invasion zone in 1944, making it difficult for the Germans to shift their
forces to meet the invasion and requiring
them to incur the delays attending their ability to move only at night.7 This mode of using
tactical air benefited considerably from the
lessons of Operation Strangle, which had
taken place earlier in Italy in 1944. This operation was supposed to prevent resupply of
the German defensive Gustav line south of
Rome. It did not succeed in doing that. Yet
it was found afterwards, in the outcome of
the battle and when the records on both
sides were examined, that the extensive
bombing of the supply and transport routes
had prevented the German commander,
Field Marshal Kesselring, from shifting units
to and across the front in the face of the Allied oflfensive, and thereby made a critically
important contribution to the success of the
Allied drive north. (Even during the battle,
Sir John Slessor, the Deputy Air Commander
in Italy, noted that “supply denial could not
be achieved without the need for ground action that would impose heavy consumption
on the enemy.” He also became aware that
“air power could make a possibly more important contribution by denying the enemy
armies their power of movement while under attack, when mobility would be at a
premi um.”8)
A similar attempt at supply denial in Korea
(also called Operation Strangle), in the summer of 1951, failed to prevent resupply by
the Chinese and North Koreans. But it did
force them to move troops and supplies at
night and to make extensive efforts to camouflage those movements, at a cost in
prosecuting the war which we cannot know.9
Similarly, in Vietnam (leaving aside the
quasi-strategic aspects of the air campaign,
designed to persuade the North Vietnamese
that they did not want to pay the price for
continuing the war, or to act as a “bargaining
chip in negotiations),10 the bombing campaigns in North Vietnam and Laos failed to
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stop North Vietnamese support of the war
and resupply of their own and Viet Cong
forces in the south. But this support clearly
required a large effort on their part, with
extensive losses, to keep adequate supplies
moving into South Vietnam along the Ho Chi
Minh Trail. More important in the long run,
and not commonly recognized, the incessant
bombing and gunship missions against the
road net in Laos prevented rapid reinforcement of Communist forces in the south in the
course of a single campaign season, by requiring about three months’ footmarch from
North Vietnam to the battlefields in the
south along jungle trails, instead of a week’s
ride in trucks along the roads that had been
built for moving supplies. The impact was
illustrated dramatically in the spring of 1975,
when this restraint no longer acted, and the
North Vietnamese could take advantage of
the confusion of the sudden South Vietnamese withdrawal from the Central Highlands to bring the war decisively to Saigon’s
environs with massive troop movements
along good roads in a few weeks.11
Thus, it can be seen that although on the
battlefield “victory through air power” alone
is illusory, tactical air operating as part of a
concerted air-ground campaign can have a
powerful and direct effect on the outcome of
battles and more subtle but no less important
effects on sequences of battles by attacking
the Communications zone behind the front.
Although in consideration of a conflict between two sides, both of which have extensive and effective air forces, the drive to gain
air superiority by destroying the other sides
aircraft has come to symbolize the struggle
between air forces, it is clear that this effort
is supportive of the primary mission. Air superiority or supremacy is needed to allow
one side’s own air force to have the desired
effect on the ground battle and to prevent
the air forces of the other side from doing the
same.
There have been, since the mass use of air
Continurd on page 28

Operation Bold Eagle '76. a joint task force exercise conducted at Fort
Erwín. Califoi-nia/Nellis Air Force Base. Nevada, in early 1976, provided training in simulated desert combat. Reserve and active units
gained experíence with recent military technological developments
like those in the Direct Air Support Center tDASC). seen in overall interior view (above) with a closer look at status boards (below).

Duririg Operation Bold Eagle '76, a mobile radar
unit (above) was the Forward Air Control Post
IFACP). Deployed to AngeTs Peak, Nevada, the unit
provided radio and radar support for the exercise.
. . . Troops were airlifted from Texas to Califórnia, and combat controllers (left) visually located a
C -H l and gave landing instruetions. . . . The interior of the FACP Ibelow) was technologically a
far cry from the desert warfare of World War II.
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power in World War II, many arguments
about priority in the air-to-ground war. Until
recently these arguments generally took the
approach that air superiority must be gained
first, with subsequent attacks against the
ground. The following quotation is typical,
and although it dates from 1943 it expresses
views still held in many air forces (including,
until very recently, parts of the U.S. Air
Force):
16. MISSIONS.—a. The mission of the tactical
air force consists of three phases of operations
in the following order of priority:
(1) First priority.—To gain the necessary degree of air superiority. This will be accomplished by attacks against aircraft in the air and
on the ground, and against those enemy installations which he requires for the application of
air power.
(2) Second priority.—To prevent the movement of hostile troops and supplies into the
theater of operations or within the theater.
(3) Third priority.—To participate in a combined effort of the air and ground forces, in the
battle area, to gain objectives on the immediate front of the ground forces. . . .
Airplanes destroyed on an enemy airdrome
and in the air can never attack our troops. The
advance of ground troops often makes available new airdromes needed by the air force.
Massed air action on the immediate front will
pave the way for an advance. However, in the
zone o f contact, missions against hostile units
are most diiScult to control, are most expensive, and are, in general, least effective. Targets
are small, well-dispersed, and difficult to locate.
In addition, there is always a considerable
chance of striking friendly forces due to errors
in target designation, errors in navigation, or to
the fluidity of the situation. Such missions must
be against targets readily identified from the
air, and must be controlíed by phase lines, or
bomb safety lines which are set up and rigidly
adhered to by both ground and air units. Only
at criticai times are contact zone missions
proBtahle.12

However , such views are currently changing
because of the recognition that wars where
both sides can use their air forces may not (as
will be illustrated quantitatively later) last

long enough for the sequence to be enforceable. Thus it is now accepted that, particularly
against superior forces, it may be necessary
to undertake air-to-ground warfare and the
attempt to gain air superiority simultaneously.13 But all these arguments have the same
end in view: maximizing the opportunities
for observing the enemy’s dispositions and
movements and carrying firepower against
his ability to wage war on the ground.
Since World War II there has been considerable evolution of the techniques of air warfare, in keeping with the changing
capabilities of both the aircraft and the defenses against them. Air attacks against
ground targets on and beyond the battlefield
have become complex operations requiring
extensive communication, theater-wide
coordination, and massive support.
To provide direct support of troops under
fire, friendly forces must explicitly designate
the individual targets for air attack. In the
last years of World War II, and in Korea and
Vietnam, where close support aircraft did
not face significant air or surface-based opposition over the battlefield, the light, slow forward air controller (FAC) aircraft flying at
fairly low altitude carne to fulfill this role. The
designation of targets for close support can,
of course, also be performed from the
ground. A ground observer or ground FAC is
likely to be much more restricted in how far
he can see than an airborne FAC—perhaps
two to four kilometers in open country and
possibly much less in the heat and smoke of
battle—and at criticai times he may be in
imminent danger of being overrun. But since
he is in intimate contact with the battle, he
may be required to act because the airborne
FAC is not available.14 In the future, forward
observers or FACs on the ground (or in the
air, if they are not driven away by the defenses) are likely to be equipped with laser
designators. With laser spot seekers in the
aircraft, conversion to attack then requires
little further communication with the FAC,
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thereby greatly increasing the rapidity and
efficiency of the attack sequence.
The growing power of ground-based air
defenses has thrown the viability of the slow
airborne FAC into questlon. The FAC in a
fast airplane would also be vulnerable to the
defenses if he must orbit in search of targets,
and if he must move as part of the attack
formation, he may have as great difficulty in
target acquisition as the other pilots. Often,
however, this “fast FAC” may be the only
carrier of the target acquisition means—such
as a Pave Tack FLIR/designator pod for
night attack—and then he would be indispensable. In close air support, he would nevertheless still face the problem of identifving
objects as enemv targets. For reasons such as
these, there is experimentation with small,
hard-to-detect remotely piloted vehicles,15
which can carry various sensors and laser
designators and which, it is hoped, may in
time be able to replace the vulnerable airborne FAC in the close air support system.
The provision of close air support calls for
continuing and extensive efforts to solve the
problems posed bv ever evolving weaponry
and tactics. Interservice coordination on the
battlefield, the determination of target prioritv when there are limits on the numbers
and availabilitv of close support aircraft,
procedures to determine whether and when
air is to be called in—all are problems requiring continuing attention. The controversies
of the mid-sixties and early seventies regarding the choice between Air Force fixed-wing
aircraft and Army helicopters for close support arose from these adjustments.16 However, the U.S. Air Force’s commitment to
provision of close air support was confirmed
in the crucible of war—during the years of
Vietnam as well as in Korea—and most recently with the adoption, in 1974, of the A-10
aircraft specifically for this purpose. Vietnam
also proved the value of the armed helicopter, which was able to operate in unique ways
not available to fixed-wing aircraft, and today
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the controversies are muted with the two
types of aircraft filling complementary roles.
For attacks well beyond the forward edge
of the battle area (FEBA), air forces must
obtain and evaluate target information without assistance from ground combat units, although the progression of the ground battle
will influence surveillance and reconnaissance priorities. The data obtained by aircraft having various sensors—“eyeballs,”
cameras, radar, direction-finding equipment
—all have different formats, precision, and
time constants, and they must be processed
and combined with other intelligence to produce information on the enemy, his weapons, and his movements in sufficient detail
and in good time for planning effective air
attacks. The rapidity of maneuver expected
in war between armored forces—for example, a unit thirty to fifty kilometers to the rear
of the FEBA might enter the battle in a fewr
hours, or a missile launcher even farther
back might fire at any time—requires great
effort, in research and development and operational training programs, to improve the
quality, focus, and timeliness of combat intelligence and target information. The problem, of course, is that the cost of the
information increases dramatically as the
time from sensing to presenting processed
data for use decreases.
For example, as the task has been configured, an aircraft with a relatively inexpensive camera or a side-looking radar flies its
mission, returns home, a recording film is developed, analyzed by photointerpreters, and
the information sent to the commander, who
must merge it with other inputs and then
decide on target allocations. The entire process consumes from one to six hours, and during this time the armored unit mentioned
earlier may have entered the battle, achieving surprise and perhaps decision. If it is
desired to have the detailed information for
analysis within a few minutes from the time
the aircraft observes the armored unit (and

A B-52H. parked on the runway, is equipped with an
AN/ASQ-151 Electro-optical Viewing System (EVS).

the unit may or may not be disposed so it is
visible to the pilot*), automatic developing
and scanning equipment and a data link, the
latter designed to be electronic countermeasure (ECM) resistant, can be associated
with the camera or radar on the aircraft. All
of this equipment would raise the cost of the
on-board equipment, while the photointerpretation and data distribution system on the
ground, as well as the C3-associated decision
delays, would still be present. The provision
of computers for information processing,
synthesis, and display as well as jam-resistant
Communications links to transfer the data, all
add to the cost, increasingly so as their
capacity and timeliness increase. The attending centralization of functions also increases
the vulnerability of the entire system to degradation or elimination by enemy attack.
•During the planning for the Market-Garden operation in World VVar II.
two German armored divisions moved. unknown to the Allies, into the
vicinity of Arnhem. The feu observations and isolated tank photographs by
reconnaissance pilots were not persuasive enough to affect the plans for the
operation. See, Comelius Ryan./t Bridge Too For (New York: Popular
Ljbrarv, 1974), pp. 158-63.

All this, it might be noted, simply provides
information of varying precision about a kind
of target and where it was last seen. The attack pilots who arrive after some delay—
length depending on whether they were in
loiter or on the ground—must, in current circumstances, reacquire the target for attack
when they arrive in the target area, if it is still
there and in a form that matches the earlier
description. Of course, in some circumstances on a dynamic battlefield populated
by numerous forces, it may be possible to use
a fixed reference that persists for some time.
For example, if extensive traffic is moving
through a road junction over a period of
time, it may be sufficient, and may have an
even greater impact on the battle, to designate anything found in the crossroads, rather
than specific units, as targets.
In the attacks following target location and
fragging of missions, many of the available
sorties will engage in other than direct strike
duties. Given the requirements for combat
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air patrol, defense suppression, and escort
and standoff ECM support, the total number
of aircraft engaged in a strike operation can
exceed by a factor of two to four those actually involved in attacking primary targets on
the ground. Moreover, in a surge situation
such as that which might attend a breakthrough attempt by Warsaw Pact forces in a
European war, several hundred attack sorties might be required in a few hours in the
narrow space of a corps front and a few tens
of kilometers beyond it.
The “command pyramid,” including the
tactical air control center, direct air support
centers, and forward air control parties—all
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with
interconnecting
Communications
among themselves, to the ground forces, and
to all the aircraft—has grown to facilitate the
integration of information and close coordination required in such air operations. Further evolution will be necessitated by
developments in both offensive and defensive weaponry.
Once all this complex mechanism, whose
objective is to have a significant impact on
enemy fighting capability, has been established, it would be desirable if it indeed had
the intended effect. However, while aircraft
attack performance has continued to improve, as shown in Table I, a persistent limi-

Table I. Comparatiie performance indicators offighter-bombers, 1942-1976
Approximate Performance2
Year

Aircraft

Combat Speed
(knots)

Radius
(nautical miles)

Weapon Load
(typical)
4 .50 cal guns
2 500 Ib bombs

1942

A-36 Invader
(version of
P-51A)

280

150-200

1944

P-51 H
(fighter-bomber
version)

350

400

1955

A-4C4

500

600-800

2 20-mm cannon
3 store sta capable of
5000 Ib bomb load

1960

F-4B4

5003

850

16,000 Ib of payload
(e.g., 11 10001b bombs,
or bombs plus gun pods
and rockets)

1975

A-10A

390

250+2.2
hours loiter
over battlefield

1 Source Jane 3 All lhe World s Aircratl (or the /ears indicated
2 These are simply indicators ot performance which do not especially go together
Speed is less than ma»imum radius with heavy weapon load would be less than shown
3 Arbitrary ground attack speed aircraft capable of Mach 2 performance
4 These aircraft (as later versions) are still active m the lorces

6
2

.50 cal guns
1000 Ib bombs

30-mm, 6 barrei Gatling
gun + 16,000 Ib payload
on 11 store
stations
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Figure I Probability of recognition of tank in frontal aspect. Hannover, Germany, January 1970: FLIR. 8.5-11 pm. 7-in. display; 3-km and 4-km ranges
for 2.5° field of Vision■. 1-km and 1,5-km ranges for 7.5° field of Vision.

tation on the effectiveness of tactical air has
been the accuracy of weapon delivery. While
the circle of error probability (CEP) of conventional (ballistic) weapon delivery can be a
hundred feet or less in practice or test sessions on a bombing range, extensive experience and data show that in combat, with the
uncertainty of target location and the stress
of pilots under fire, typical accuracies are
likely to be several times that. This is true for
bombs; in some cases, such as strafing vehicles on roads, weapon accuracies can be better, but these instances, while not negligible
in number, are specialized and do not typify
the effectiveness of attack aircraft.
Night and bad weather have created additional problems for weapon delivery from
the air. For fairly clear nighttime conditions
it has been possible, although restrictive, to
make ground attacks by parachuting flares to
light the battlefield for a time. Low-light-level TV or infrared (FLIR) systems, under appropriate atmospheric conditions, can show
targets such as tanks, trucks, or structures

that stand out from the terrain. Although
these devices now open up the night to “visual” attack on targets, the distances to which
they can “see” and their image quality under
many conditions are sufficiently limited that
pilots cannot use them for random searching
as they would use their eyes in the daytime.
To illustrate, Figure 1 shows typical (calculated) probabilities of recognition of a tank by a
forward-looking infrared (FLIR) sensor, for
each hour and day of the month of January
1970, under conditions at Hannover, Germany. These data are extracted from an unclassified study originated under AGARD
auspices.17 While with appropriate optics
and displays, and under good conditions,
such ranges might be as high as 6-7 km, it is
apparent that atmospheric conditions often
prevent seeing with the FLIR at all, and that
high-probability recognition ranges will not
consistently be over a few kilometers. Thus
in order to use these aids to night attack,
pilots must know a priori where they are going and what they are looking for and be able
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to navigate accurately (with or without outside assistance) to a point from which target
reacquisition for weapon delivery is possible.
If the weather is closed in, then air-toground attacks must depend on radar Systems (such as TPQ-27 or MSQ-77) or on other
guidance schemes that use accurate navigation (such as LORAN C/D, GPS NAVSTAR,
or DME guidance) for direction to blind release points or to positions from which reacquisition by on-board radars is possible.
VVhile on-board radars may be useful for acquiring large, fixed targets, pilots need some
form of externai assistance (even if it is only
in the form of contextual information provided from externai intelligence sources in
the missions briefing) to flv to the locations of
small mobile targets and to identify the
“blobs” on the radar screen as the targets
they are seeking. If it is desired to become
more certain by becoming more elaborate
and spending more, moving target indication (MTI) can be added to the on-board radars. Then the aircraft would be able to
attack such targets as vehicles moving on
roads (and these are often the targets of
greatest interest) in what might almost be an
armed reconnaissance mode—provided the
vehicles are moving faster than the minimum detection velocity of the radar. The latter is graduallv being reduced, although the
radar costs tend to rise as capabilities are
added. Accurate navigation or externally assisted guidance to the general target areas,
and prior or current assistance in identifying
the “blobs” as the targets to be attacked,
W'ould still be necessary; navigation to known
road locations in enemy territory may be
sufficient if friendly forces are not nearby.
The problem with all these approaches to
bad-weather bombing is that they tend to be
no more accurate than visual bombing, and
in most cases less so—sometimes very much
less. The utility of the achievable accuracies
(in either the visual or radar bombing cases)
depends on the weapons and the targets. The
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accuracies cited might, at an earlier time,
have been considered satisfactory for delivery of nuclear weapons, but CEPs of several
hundred feet might not be compatible with
the current desire to combine smaller yield
with higher accuracy to reduce collateral
damage.18 Conventional high-explosive
weapons delivered with such accuracies
would be devastating to troops in the open or
in unprotected vehicles or buildings, and
they could also destroy large, fixed targets
such as groups of buildings or arrays of stored
supplies. But troops on a modern battlefield
are likely to be in armored personnel carriers
(APCs), and against hard targets such as concentrations of armored vehicles, any effect
from inaccurate bomb delivery would have
to come from the mass of weapons delivered
in the area rather than from targets directly
destroyed. This would be an uncertain effect
and could not be relied on to be effective.
Similarly, there would be little assurance that
such structures as bridges could be destroyed
or even seriously damaged.
In the early- to mid-1960s a number of
technological advances appeared to help
remedy these terminal effectiveness problems. One was the development of cluster
weapons, such as Rockeye, which have distributed terminal effects. Against hard targets their effectiveness depends very much
on the disposition of the targets in relation to
the submunition pattern. If armor is closely
spaced on a road or concentrating for an assault, such weapons can be very effective
even in blind or radar-assisted release modes.
Against widely dispersed targets (and the
effective use of such weapons will doubtless
encourage dispersion when ground units
come under air attack), the weapon effectiveness falis off rapidly as CEP increases.
Two other approaches have concentrated
on increasing the accuracy of weapon delivery or of the weapon itself. One has been the
development of accurate bombing systems,
such as that in the A-7D/E aircraft, using
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inertial navigation with a bombing Computer
for accurate target tracking and automatic
weapon release. In the future, the navigation
and positioning task might be done by a satellite navigation system such as the NAVSTAR,
but the principie would be the same. Such
Systems can reduce bombing errors to about
one-third of their previous value,19 but they
are expensive; and because they are complex, their reliability is not as high as might
be desired.
The other new approach to accurate weapon delivery is weapon guidance. There have
been guided air-to-ground weapons since
World War II. The Germans made use of
crude radio-guided bombs against Allied
ships at Anzio,20 and the United States was

experimenting with the AZON, RAZON,
and TARZON optically command-guided
bombs at the end of the war.21 The advent of
laser guidance and successful optical contrast
seekers led to the first practical air-to-ground
weapons (popularly known as precision-guided munitions or PGMs) that could attack
small, hard targets with accuracies of a few
feet.
Of course, each new kind of equipment
brings its own complexities, in this case such
things as the need for a two-part team to use
some weapons, the requirement for weapon
release within the “guidance envelope”
(similar to the need for a precise release
point for ballistic bombs), the need for high
reliability in the guidance system, and the

Table II. Comparison of World War II and current tactical air attack capability
World War II’
Number of
Aircraft

Sorties per day
per aircraft

Typical bomb load

About 2500
(P-47, P-51, Hurricane.
B-25, B-26)

.61

2 500 Ib bombs or equivalent

•

Current}
100
(F-4, A-7, A-10)

1-3
8-18 500 Ib bombs
or clusters
or
3-6 PGMs3

Tank equivalents
damaged or destroyed
by force, per day

60-704

300-8005
(using PGMs)

Sorties to destroy
bridge over minor
river

20-30

1
(using PGMs)

1. Statistics from: F M Sallager, Operalion STRANGLE" (llaly. Spring 1944): A Case Study o l Tactical
Air Interdiction, Rand Report R-851-PR. February 1972.
2. Estimated
3. Depends on number ol store stations and lype ol PGM
4 Based on estimated ellectiveness ol weapons. typical accuracy, and average bomb load per sortie.
5. Depending on type ol aircralt and combat conditions.
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requirement for appropriate atmospheric
conditions or a lack of (inadvertent or deliberate) smoke on the battlefield that might
interfere with guidance. Nevertheless, even
accounting for all such problems, these
weapons, combined with the load-earrying
capability of modem jet aircraft, have drastically changed the nature of tactical air’s potential impact. Table II sums up the
implications of the combination by comparing statistics for Operation Strangle in World
War II with the results of performance calculations for current aircraft, in terms of an
arbitrary but meaningful measure: tank-killing potential. In appropriate circumstances,
noted above, cluster weapons might achieve
results similar to those achievable with
PGMs. It is clear that although modem aircraft are much more expensive (by a factor of
20 or more) individually, a much smaller
force can now do much more than was possible in World War II.
N OW, even aside from
the doctrinal differences about usage and the
sometimes disappointing expectations for
tactical air effectiveness that we have discussed, these advances do not yet seem to
lead to the anticipation of—nor did experiences like Vietnam and the 1973 Middle East
War show them to have—the unequivocal
impact on modern land warfare that the
numbers shown in Table II suggest they
might have. Why?
First, the uses of air-delivered PGMs in recent wars were too limited to be decisive,
and the awareness of their current shortcomings remains keen. Second, the high costs of
the aircraft limit their numbers, so that even
with the best performance in a large-scale
war the available air force may well run out
of sorties long before it runs out of vitally
important targets and day-to-day missions.
Third, tactical air will not always work as
planned, either in achieving expected sortie
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rates or in its ability to deliver weapons under the good conditions usually incorporated
in battle plans, because the enemy and the
vveather will not cooperate. Fourth and most
important, the ground-based air defenses
(which have also capitalized on guidance
technology) have advanced to match the air
attack capability.
Figure 2 is designed to convey schematicallv an impression of the type and density of
overlapping coverage that can be obtained
today by a complete, multistage air defense

Figure 2. Schematic víetv of a
ground-based air defense array
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system using a combination of radar-directed
guns and surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) having diverse radar and infrared guidance
schemes. In Vietnam the presence of the
relatively crude SA-2 induced our aircraft to
operate at low altitude where they were vulnerable to optically and radar-directed
gunfire. A defense array such as that shown
in Figure 2 would be far more difficult to
withstand and requires a great diversity of
countermeasures, all adding to the cost and
complexity of the attack. The nature of the
problem was well illustrated by the Soviet air
defense systems deployed by the Arabs
against which the Israelis had to fly in the
1973 Middle East War.22
Of course, defense systems also have weak-

Inside art Airborne Waming and Control System (AWACS)
E-3A, a crew member mans his post at the radarscope.

nesses; they are susceptible to jamming and
deception,23 and they are also vulnerable (after exacting a penalty) to multiple-aircraft
attacks specifically designed to neutralize or
destroy them. The surface-to-air missiles are
large and expensive and not easy to transport and to load on launchers for sequential
firings in large quantities on the battlefield.
At some point a massive attack against the
defenses could saturate their target acquisition and tracking capability and run them
out of ammunition. However, the Soviet
Union has compensated for the West’s more
technically advanced systems by sheer
weight of numbers. Although their individual systems might be more easily countermeasured and might have to fire more
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missiles to hit an airplane, calculations show
that the great volume of fire that their numerous and diverse systems can put up
could, unless tactics are changed, cause so
much attrition of attacking aircraft that in a
short time there would remain insufficient
offensive strength to be useful. Here, then, is
the obverse of the capability shown in Table

n.

Clearlv, for tactical air power to do its
work against ground forces, the defenses
must first be defeated. In Vietnam, defense
suppression tactics were developed so that in
every attack against North Vietnam a significant fraction of the attacking aircraft were
used to countermeasure and attack the defenses. Precision-guided munitions were
used in these efforts, too, including, for example, radar-homing missiles such as the Shrike.
An obvious countermeasure to radar homing is to shut the radars off; but without them,
of course, there is no defense. This problem
for the defense can be alieviated by extensive use of decoys and by netting the radars
to permit the entire, integrated defense network to react and support opposition, even if
degraded, to penetrations at particular locations. Over North Vietnam, even with suppression, the defenses took their toll of both
the attack and the suppression aircraft.
The advent of time of arrival/distance
measuring equipment (TOA/DME) emitterlocation systems with appropriate, near-realtime processing will in the near future enable the delivery of missiles or guided glide
bombs against the radar-directed defenses
from standoff positions. Thus, losses during
defense suppression would be much reduced, the nature of the aircraft systems required to support a strike would be changed
to free more attack aircraft for their primary
purpose, and fewer defenses w'ould remain
to oppose the attack aircraft. In the more
distant future such standoff technology
might be coupled with improvements in
long-range MTI radar for use against the pri-
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mary targets. However, currently and in the
near future the problems of acquiring non emitting targets, limitationson the number of
weapons that can be launched and remotely
controlled, and the projected high cost of the
early generations of standoff weapons—all
tend to inhibit the full development of the
capability. The technology is likely to be used
first for suppression of the longer-range, less
mobile defenses, and in that mode it would
assist attack of targets from altitudes above
the range of the more numerous forward,
highly mobile air defense systems shown in
Figure 2. Weather permitting, or with the
more advanced bad-weather attack systems
that future radar and guidance technology
may bring about, this would in any case be
the preferred mode.
While suppression remains necessary, it
will have to be done in concert with the airto-ground attacks that are the reason for it
all. The acquisition and processing of information about the defenses, rapid conversion
to attack against them, simultaneous location, classification, and tracking of primary
targets, and rapid follow-up by attack aircraft
will all place new demands on the responsiveness of the C3 system; and as noted
above, they are certain to require restructuring of the system, probably toward less centralization, especially during periods of
intense operations.
Aircraft losses in these operations are likely to be heaviest during the initiation of the
attack and during the suppression phase,
while the defenses can be expected to
become less and less effective, more disorganized, and low in missile stocks as the battle progresses. There would thus be a great
advantage to pressing the attack once the
difficult and expensive defense suppression
stage has been successfully undertaken; as in
ground warfare, mass and aggressiveness are
important. This may be a difficult sequence
to pursue, but it may be the only way to
achieve success in the air-ground war until
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the day when advancing technology brings
the capability formassed attack from standoff in reach.
Of course, if the defenses are mobile and
numerous, all will not be taken out or evaded
with certainty; and some of those struck
might be repaired. Thus, even the advanced
technology is unlikely to defeat all defenses
at once, and the outcome would not be certain for either side. What ís certain is the
growing cost all this use of advanced technology entails for both sides.
USAF commitment to close air support was confirmed
We could, as the British say, “do the sums”
during
the Vietnam war, and in 1974 the A-10, seen
to add up the total cost of the attack, includhere with two CBU-67 cluster bombs on each wing
ing the remote or standoff defense suppresand two on the fuselage, was adopted for that purpose.
sion and attack systems, the complex target
acquisition, and the guided weapons and divide that cost by the number of targets that
could be destroyed, including the effect of
losing aircraft to the defenses. We could also noted, as well as the difficulties of doing the
add up the cost of the defenses, including the job, suggest caution about excessive reliance
search and tracking radars and the netted on this approach. Analyses show that in the
command and control system, required to environment of armored warfare, the air
destroy some numbers of the attacking air- component may well pay for itself better by
craft and thereby save targets on the ground attacking supporting arms such as artillery,
from being destroyed by them. The resulting or by interdiction beyond the battlefield to
cost trend, as sophisticated attack and de- delay and weaken the entry of second-echefense systems proliferate, would be such that lon forces into the battle, than by destruction
either to destroy a target or to save it from of armor per se. However, the latter will be
destruction may come to cost more than the necessary sometimes, and it might best be
target itself. Thus, both sides must increas- undertaken at locations near the FEBA,
ingly justify the expenditures, not on an in- where the ground forces can help suppress
dividual-system, cost-effectiveness basis but the close-in mobile defenses, or against units
in terms of the value of winning the battle or attempting to exploit a breakthrough, when
the war, wTiich is not quantifiable in any prac- they may outrun many of their covering detical sense.
fenses. All this speaks for a variety of weapAmong the difficult-to-quantify alterna- ons and tactics, extensive and effective
tives are the tactics and objectives of air-to- coordination with the ground forces, and
ground warfare. The advent of PGMs and great flexibility and responsiveness to local
the consciousness of the massive armored and strategic developments in prosecuting
threat that has accompanied our renewed the air war.
concentration on NATO problems have encouraged a trend toward air support concepts that stress one-on-one dueling between
T h u s far we have deattack aircraft and armored fighting vehicles ferred consideration of the air superiority
at criticai locations. But the cost trends battle and the use of interceptors and fighters

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System, a satellite navigation
system, may in the future be used
for navigation and bomb positioning, perhaps reducing bombing
errors by as much as two thirds.

to escort and protect or to intercept and destroy ground attack aircraft. Here the relationship between the major players is the
sarae, withal adding greater complexity.
While the United States and other Western
countries have developed air-to-air technology to a higher levei than the Soviet Union,24
the U.S.S.R. has acquired greater numbers of
systems.25 Until the late 1960s, the Soviets
appeared to concentrate on short-range interceptors such as the .VliG-21 in various versions to supplement and back up their
ground-based air defenses. NATO, while it
has ground-based air defense systems, earlier
concentrated more on the use of high-performance fighter aircraft, such as the F-4 and
F-111, to gain air superiority primarily by
destroying opposing air forces on the ground.
However, with both sides building shelters
extensively (and the extension of shelters
elsewhere, as the experience of the 1973
Arab-Israeli War demonstrated),26 it is now
extremely difficult to destroy an air force on

the ground; thus unless nuclear weapons are
used, there is little hope of success for the old
doctrine. Hence there must be more reliance
on air-to-air combat and effective groundbased defense systems to gain air superiority
or supremacy. The new generation of Western fighters, such as the F-15 and F-16, has
reversed the trend toward increasing gross
weight while concentrating more on the performance characteristics useful for air-to-air
combat, and a new generation of air defenses, including the Rapier/Roland/Crotale
family and the Patriot (formerly SAM-D), is
also appearing.
Concurrently, the Soviet Union appears to
have changed the policy that concentrated
on short-range interceptors and light to
médium bombers in favor of increasingly
heavy attack aircraft with long-range strike
capability. The trend in Soviet tactical air development relative to that of the United
States is shown in Figure 3.27 This does not
imply that the U.S.S.R. still adheres to the air
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Figure 3. Trends in Soviet
tactical aircraft capability

superiority doctrine that was outmoded by
shelters. It does suggest, however, the
growth of an offensive tactical air capability
patterned on or similar to ours. The intensification of interest and effort by the U.S. and
NATO in ground-based air defenses is being
driven in part by awareness of this trend.
Thus, as shown in the summary chart of Figure 4, the svnthesis of technological opportu-

nity and perception of the opposition
imposes its own cyclic logic and convergence
on both sides’ capability, tactics, and doctrine.
Also shown in Figure 4 is the appearance
of the U.S. Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS) command and control System. While the idea behind the AWACS is
certainly not new, this system introduces a

Figure 4. Soviet and NATO tactical air warfare Systems developments
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new order of capability in airborne warning
and control. The central role of radar in command and control and weapon guidance in
air warfare has encouraged a trend toward
very-low-altitude flight to gain the advantages of a near horizon and terrain masking
—this despite the attending greater difficulty
of target acquisition. Both NATO and the
U.S.S.R. to different degrees have undertaken each of the two possible steps to defeat
this tactic: proliferation of ground-based radars and elevation of radars on aircraft. Extensive low-altitude radar coverage on the
ground obviously requires considerably
more men and money than are needed for
the fewer radars that provide high-altitude
coverage alone. In addition, a multiplicity of
low-altitude SAM defenses must be proliferated with the gap filler radars, if the information they provide is to be used, or else the
combat information and control system must
be made more complex to control fíghters
after integrating data from a multiplicity of
sources, or both. The Soviet proliferation of
mobile SAM defenses clearly helps do part of
this job for them.
But raising the radars on high-flying aircraft and providing them with ground clutter rejection and ECM resistance are also
expensive, and the aircraft are, of course, exposed. If they fly at high altitude well behind
the combat area, friendly fighters can give
them a measure of protection—how much
protection is a subject of extensive argument.
All systems, including ground-based radars,
are vulnerable to attack; the AWACS aircraft
can be configured to carry out the equivalent
of the ground-controlled interception (GCI)
function from the air. In doing this they
would become airborne command centers
controlling the air-to-air battle. Thus, the airborne radar and associated combat control
system contributes to its own protection, and
it can lead to much more effective and efficient use of the ground and tactical air resources than would be possible otherwise—as
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long as the airborne system survives. The potential vulnerability of the AWACS system
and its high unit cost (on the order of $60
million, in 1976 dollars, per aircraft,28 for 30
to 40 aircraft) have raised considerable controversy about its acquisition, both in the
United States Congress and with our NATO
Allies who have been invited to purchase it.
But, although less conspicuous because there
are many more units of equipment, each one
relatively inexpensive, a wholly groundbased system that would be equally effective
across a large front such as that in Central
Europe may well cost about as much and
may be equally vulnerable, although in different ways.

N

OW THAT we have laid
out the main directions of the modern evolution of tactical air warfare, we must take
stock of their meaning. In part, this depends
on the comparisons we have made between
trends in Western and Soviet forces and doctrines. Although Western technology continues to be more advanced, the Soviets are
advancing also, so that differences in technology evolving over the years might be considered to remain constant, on the average.
What the Soviets lack in quality they make
up for in quantity, and the big question is
whether the better quality of American and
other Western weapons more than compensates for the greater Soviet quantity.
Without attempting an answer to this
question, which depends on complex and uncertain analyses using the detailed performance characteristics of systems on both sides,
it is convenient to explore another aspect of
its significance in terms of “exchange ratio”
—targets destroyed per attacking aircraft
lost. Suppose that we retain the technological edge as technology advances on both
sides, so that the exchange ratio can be assumed to remain the same even as both sides’
systems improve (it would not remain the

Table III. An illustration ofthe accelerating pace of warfare
A: Air-to-Air Warfare - -Exchange Ratio1= 5
Outcome

Friendly Force Parameters2
World War II
(later stages)

1970s

Number of aircraft:

100

Probability of detecting enemy:

.2

Probability of engaging:

.5

Probability of kill:3

.1

Sorties per day:

.6

Losses per sortie:

.002

Number of aircraft:

Time to kill 100 enemy aircraft: 6 months

100

Probability of detecting enemy:

.8

Probability of engaging:

.5

Probability of kill:

.5

Sorties per day:

Half-life4 of friendly force: 19 months

2.5

Losses per sortie:

Half-life of friendly force: 7 days

Time to kill 100 enemy aircraft: 2% days

.04

B: Air-to-Ground Warfare —Exchange Ratio’ = 100
Friendly Force Parameters2
World War II

1970s

Number of aircraft:

Outcome
100

Vehicle kills3 per sortie:5

.5

Sorties per day:

.6

Losses per sortie:

.005

Number of aircraft:

100

Time to kill 1000 vehicles: 35 days
Half-life of friendly aircraft
force: 9 days

Vehicle kills per sortie:

3

Sorties per day:

2.5

Losses per sortie:

Half-life of friendly aircraft
force: 8 mos.

Time to kill 1000 vehicles: 1V4 days

.03

1 Enemy aircraft killed per friendly aircraft lost, or enemy vehicles killed per Iriendly aircraft lost, taken
as constant over time in each case as a surrogate (or constant dillerence in weapon quality
2. Typical values. assumed for purposes o( illustration.
3 "Kill" means damage or destroy. throughout
4 Time (or the force to be reduced by hall.
5. Includes bombing and strafing of "soft" and "hard" vehicles; includes all detection and attack
probabilities.
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inHation, such correction would not change
the main trend illustrated: individual system
costs are increasing much faster than the
overall budget. This uncomfortable relationship has led to a search for Lebensraum within the available resources, and that in turn
led to the concept of the “hi-lo” force mix.
This has commonly been interpreted to
mean that we would reserve relatively small
numbers of the most sophisticated systems
for use against the most capable enemy (e.g.,
in Europe) with large numbers of simple, and
therefore cheap, systems for use elsewhere.
The problem with this conception is that
“elsewhere” may not be different from
Europe in terms of opposing capability, and
consequently the elements of a successful
tactical air system are not separable in terms

Figure 5. USAF budget and system cost trends
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same if one side improved while the other
did not). Then the increasingly greater destructive capacity attending the system improvements will cause the loss rates on both
sides to be much higher. The effect on the
pace of air warfare is illustrated in Table III.
This shows the need for adjustment of air-toground tactics and priorities, discussed earlier, to maximize the payoff from a very large
investment that may be drawn down very
rapidly.
All of this describes the anticipated situation were the two strongest nations or alliances to interact militarilv. But the nature
of the technology is such that this kind of
dénouement can take place elsevvhere—it
occurred, for example, in the 1973 Arab-Israeli VVar, vvhere Israel had a powerful air force
and Egypt and Syria had some of the Soviet
air defense weapons. We also found in Vietnam, that although the North Vietnamese air
force itself was very weak compared with
that of the United States, we were far from
having a free ride, because of the early warning systems and air defenses supplied to the
North Vietnamese by the Soviet Union—and
there w-ere none of the SA-6s and few of the
IR SAMs that the Israelis encountered in
1973. In some perhaps significant degree, the
problems described for the worst case must
be anticipated everywhere.
This development brings us, finally, to the
problem of developing a force structure
within a budget while incorporating the
technological evolution that is becoming a
revolution: advanced aircraft, navigation,
and target acquisition; PGVls; standoff defense suppression and other countermeasures; AWACS. Figure 5 compares the trends
in Air Force budgets and two key elements
of the combat system, fighter aircraft and airto-surface weapons, since 1950. The sequence of weapons selected also represents a
progression of standoff capability, symbolizing the new attack technology. While the
costs in Figure 5 have not been corrected for
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of scenario. But the high-low idea has merit
if it is reinterpreted in terms of an integrated
force structure.
It does not take sophisticated and expensive aircraft to launch standoff vveapons, to
carry a TOA/DME receiver, or to deli ver
either PGMs or close-in vveapons once defenses have been effectively suppressed and
targets acquired. The A-10, for example,
could serve just as well as an F-4E, F - lll, or
F-16 in these roles—its large payload would
be an advantage. For capabilities now Corning into being, the sophistication lies in data
Processing on the ground, in ECM-resistant
C3, in countermeasures-resistant weapon
guidance, and in such aids to target acquisition and weapon delivery as FLIRs and target designators. A force mix combining these

The Soviet SA-6 missile, code-named “Gainful," was introduced in 1967. The I9 ‘/2-foot surface-to-air weapon is part of a
unit o f three solid-propellant missiles on a tracked transporter.

elements in appropriate proportion would
reduce reliance on self-sufficient aircraft,
each of which can perform all of the tasks in
air warfare, and would increase reliance on
integrated and coordinated subsystems,
some in the air and some on the ground, each
performing an essential part of the task.
Even with appropriate redundancy to cover
loss of criticai elements of such a force, it will
be found that as a whole it would be less
expensive and more effective than one which
attempts to use “high” technology exclusively for one scenario (but is too small as a result)
and to use “low” technology exclusively for
another scenario (but is consequently insufficiently effective). In fact, when pressed to it
by the exigencies of combat in Vietnam, the
USAF adopted such an approach in the field.
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I believe that the constraints of budget must tion to another as the military situation deinevitablv encourage the evolution of tacti- mands; and to observe what is happening
cal air power in this direction during peace- beyond the sight of the land forces so that ad
time preparation for the tactical air mission, hoc action can be taken to shift effort to meet
in the face of evolving technology and its shifting military situations. It is also clear
that, since the anticipated effectiveness of air
costs.
defenses rests, as does that of tactical air, on
many uncertainties, the side that has tactical
I.\ c l o s in c .I might give some attention to an- air while the other does not is still likely to be
other important philosophical aspect of this able to use it to help impose its will at criticai
unexpected outcome of the march of mili- times in a conventional military conflict. It
tarv technology, which will also become a would be difficult or impossible to win such a
public issue in discussions of rising defense war without tactical air, even though tactical
budgets: if achieving the desired effective- air cannot win it alone. (The outcome in Vietness of tactical air has been made more diffi- nam might seem to some to belie this, but
cult and the price keeps rising, why pay the without arguing that war here we might remember the observation made earlier: the
price?
It remains that tactical aircraft are the North Vietnamese did not win until the abmost flexible means to mass heavy firepower sence of U.S. tactical air gave them greatly
on short notice and bring it where it is des- increased freedom of movement on the
perately needed; to carry firepower deep ground.) But tactical air is in a period of rapid
into enemv territory when that is appropri- change, and the greatest success will go to
ate; to shift attacks rapidlv from one form of those who adapt most rapidly and effectively.
tactical target to another and from one locaInstitute for Defense Analyses
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NEW NONNUCLEAR
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
implications and
exploitable opportunities

N RECENT years an unusually large
number of technical developments have
been put to practical use in new weapon
systems. Some of these developments promise to make the more traditional weapons
(which are often less cost effective and quite
vulnerable) obsolete. The combined effect of
a number of these developments is sufficient
to cause some sênior officials to use words like
“revolutionary” to describe what is happening. It is my own view that most of the
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changes that could be called “revolutionary”
are potential changes not yet realized.
Some Potential Developments
There is a variety of advances in weapon
technology, new kinds of tank armor, new
submarine hull designs, automated test
equipment, to name just a few. The Econom ist (London), which had been rather excited over the prospects for precision-guided
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weapons eight months earlier, in a recent
article selected six other developments
"which may bring about equally radical
changes in the way wars are fought.” My
summary preserves many of The Econom ista adjectives, from the article1 which
made these points:
1. High-energy Jasers. Although a laser
beam takes a lot of energy to generate, it
loses relatively little along the way to the
target, so it can destroy things at a distance.
It has long range, simple fire-control apparatus, easy “ammunition” supply, and
nearly zero time-of-flight—thus easing the
task of shooting down ballistic missiles or
satelhtes.
2. Seeingin the dark. Night will soon favor
the side with the better equipment and better night tactics.
3. Artillery locators. Guns will have to hit
their targets with their first or second shot
because after that they will be scrambling to
avoid getting clobbered themselves. Massed
artillery and barrages may soon be a thing of
the past.
4. Tank armor. Shaped-charge warheads
will no longer be so effective, and the new
lightweight antitank weapons may be ineffective—except that the Russians now have
40,000 tanks with the old armor and would
be hard-pressed to replace them.
5. Rem otely piloted vehicles. These are
cheaper than manned aircraft, can fly higher
and longer, and maneuver more tightly—all
in a smaller package, which makes them
harder to detect and shoot down. Next, they
will be ahle to see better than a man, and by
the end of the century they will replace most
manned aircraft.
6. SmalJ submarines. Minisubmarines will
soon be far enough advanced for small countries to possess, their size making them hard
to detect, yet able to carry one or two weapons—such as cruise missiles—that could have
remarkable accuracy and telling eflfect.
By including this summary I do not mean
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to endorse The Econom ists views without
reservation. I think they have overestimated
the rapidity with which some of these ideas
will be at hand, but their listing calls attention to three points:
• Professional military journals and
official program documents are usually deficient in pointing out the extent of the
changes that technology may bring and their
implications.
• These developments do not require
little-known technology; rather they involve
engineering applications of known techniques.
• The developments in precisionguided munitions and remotely piloted vehicles are only part of a larger set of ideas that
have a potential for changing military tactics
and changing the dominant trend toward
bigger and more expensive penetrating
weapon systems.
Nonetheless, much more thought needs to
be given to the implications of precisionguided munitions (PGMs) and remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs).
A PGM can be defined as a guided munition whose probability of making a direct hit
on its target at full range (when unopposed)
is greater than half. According to the type of
PGM, the target may be a tank, ship, radar,
bridge, airplane, or other concentration of
military value.2 This definition includes a
wide variety of weapons, with the term “munitions” indicating that they are designed to
impact on their target. Thus the increasingly
important category of cruise missiles is included.
PGMs overlap with RPVs, many of which
are designed to be recoverable and are used
primarily to carry reconnaissance equipment or devices such as laser designators.
Others, designed to impact at the target,
qualify as PGMs. An RPV may be defined as
a vehicle that is piloted from a remote location by a person who has available much of
the same piloting information he would have
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if he were on board. Some people are considering RPV techniques for tanks, submarines,
or other vehicles, but in its most common use
the term refers to aircraft.
technical bases o f PGMs

Three technological advances have greatly
facilitated the development of the new
precision-guided munitions:
• The capability to produce transmitters and receivers that use much higher frequencies than those used in the past. These
high frequencies have made it possible to obtain angular accuracies approaching those
obtained with visual telescopic sights.
• Progress in microelectric Circuit designs that permit quite complex signal Processing and storage to be handled in small,
reliable, relatively rugged devices.
• Progress in the design of nonnuclear
warheads. These new designs permit much
smaller weapons to have the capability of destroying targets that formerly required much
heavier warheads.
Perhaps the main thing to say about PGMs
—if they are used under the conditions for
which they were designed—is contained in
the following statement:
Accuracy is no longer a strong function of
range; if a target can be aequired and followed
during the required aiming process, it can usually be hit. For many targets, hitting is equivalent to destroying.3
drawbacks o f near-future PGMs

This statement also gives some clues as to
what might go wrong. For example, actual
experience in the 1973 war in the Middle
East showed that acquiring targets and then
recognizing which were hostile and important was a very difficult job. That war also
showed that it was possible to evade relatively slow PGMs, like the Soviet-supplied Sagger antitank missile, during their 15 to 25
seconds of flight. Israeli defenders learned

quickly to take Sagger crews under fire during the time they were guiding their missiles.
Sometimes, relatively simple measures will
serve to conceal the targets. Finally, it can be
noted that there are a number of ways of
interfering with the seeing process. For some
of the earlier missiles that use visual sighting,
darkness, battlefield smoke, or ground fog
may prevent sighting. (Later systems using
long-wave infrared will expand considerably
the conditions where seeing will be possible.)
Thus, the benefits of increasingly using
PGMs and RPVs will be treated here as potential values, not as statements about a
weapon revolution that is already here.
potential benefits o f PGMs

First, it appears that PGMs and RPVs could
substantially increase their users’ tactical
capabilities. Under best operating conditions, this is probably true. However, as mentioned, there are a number of ways to
counter the new guidance systems, though
many of these problems can be overcome by
resorting to nonvisual-spectrum guidance
systems. Now the United States seems to
have the advantage over the Soviets in longwave infrared systems and millimeter-wave
systems, for example, and we seem far ahead
in air-launched PGMs. However, the Soviets
apparently have exploited the visually guided ground-based PGMs more efficiently, and
they have been especially adept in exploiting
antitank weapons.
The second point is that PGMs can be concealed in small units with great firepower potential. U.S. doctrine often runs directly
counter to realizing this potential. The Army
puts highest priority on developing the Big
Five, all large, expensive systems.4 The Air
Force has put high priority on large, multipurpose penetrating aircraft as well as an
airborne warning system that concentrates
great value in a single aircraft. And the Navy
is building expensive, nuclear-powered air-
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craft carriers and strike cruisers, both extremelv high-value targets. The Soviets,
however, are typically building large numbers of smaller vehicles. (One resultlng problem is the difficulty of coordinating these
dispersed units in a combat situation; the
Soviets compensate by using standing procedures to a greater extent than we do.)
The third potential value of PGMs is that
the offense will particularly profit from future, ionger-range PGMs. This capability will
require the development of new and appropriate tactics. Unfortunatelv, the United
States, which has made greater technical
progress, is not matching this potential capability with the necessary improvements in its
reconnaissance capabilities, particularly over
the ocean. At the same time, the American
Services seem reluctant to design appropriate tactics, especiallv for the projection of air
and naval power, to utilize this emerging capability.
Fourth, PGMs are light and mobile, so they
can be moved laterally or from a reserve and
brought to bear in areas of greatest defensive
need. In other words, they can reduce the
requirement for static defense emplacements. Again, U.S. doctrine has not yet reflected this PGM capability with respect to
land warfare and tactics for lateral deployment. Neither are there adequate commandcontrol networks available to exercise this capability. If it is assumed that the Soviets will
be on the offensive, this type of exploitation
is less relevant from their perspective.
Fifth, since most PGMs and RPVs are both
mobile and the units easily divisible, this
facilitates a greater centralization of resources before combat use. This is especially
important because it is essential that the
United States be able to call on all its assets
in any confrontation with the Soviets. At
present, the United States is probably quite
far from having a suitable coordinated plan
under which all three Services would work
together in a deployed mobile force. Poten-
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tially, though, the U.S. advantage in data
Processing systems would be most beneficiai
in monitoring, deploying, and controlling
forces that consist of many independently
mobile small units. This is one area that the
United States should exploit to the fullest.
Sixth, PGMs and RPVs can be used most
effectively if the tables of organization and
equipment (TO&Es) are redesigned to exploit the new capabilities. PGMs are somewhat indifferent to the kind of platform that
fires them, and their full exploitation might
suggest changes in the traditional Service
role and mission assignments. It will not necessarily be best to use sea-based platforms to
launch antiship missiles or air-launched missiles to attack airfields. To date, United States
TO&Es have not reflected the new possibilities with any substantial degree of change.
The Soviets, however, have made a major
change in their tactical doctrine in the employment of missile-armed BMPs;5 this implies a significant alteration in combat tactics
to emphasize the use of PGMs. To the American advantage, Soviet military practices have
traditionally discouraged tactical flexibility
whereas U.S. doctrine encourages substantial
tactical independence (within broad guidelines) for its junior commanders.
Seventh, PGMs and RPVs can be inexpensive to produce and maintain. (This need not
be universally true; Condor is an example of
a high-performance but expensive system.)
This potential might not be realized unless
priority efforts are directed toward keeping
PGM costs as low as possible so that large
numbers of them can be procured.
Eighth, more and more, weapon systems
can be designed independently of weapon
platforms, enabling each to be modernized
separately, with consequent savings. Currently, most funds for U.S. weapon systems
are going into tightly integrated penetrating
weapon systems. Modularity has been a goal
of design engineers for many years, but it is
honored more in theory than in practice.
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Modem U.S. technology increasingly facilitates modular design, a trend that would do
much to improve performance and cost
goals.
T h e FULL exploitation of
PGMs must rely on a supporting structure,
from improved reconnaissance and target
acquisition capabilities to command structures to lateral transport to a logistics network for replenishment, if they are going to
operate in their most effective mode. They
should be embedded in combined arms tactics. Although some of these supporting components appear to be well suited to U.S.
capabilities, we have yet to integrate them
into a planned battle system.
Moreover, exploitation of precision weaponry requires more than technological excellence: political factors are important, too.
From the political viewpoint, perhaps the
most important new capability is that precision weaponry offers great precision in the
physical damage inflicted on the enemy, thus
permitting a more exact convergence between political decision-making and military
action. This makes for a better chance of
securing political objectives without the danger of escalation due to misunderstood military actions. Other political issues may be
raised by the great mobility possible with
PGMs.
PGM technology raises a number of arms
control issues, also. Their small size and potential for concealment undermine “national
technical means of verification.” (Consider,
for example, the frequently discussed prob-

lem of seeing and estimating the properties
of cruise missiles.) Furthermore, since their
performance is not particularly range-dependent, they blur the distinction between
“strategic” and “tactical” forces as well as
between “forward-based systems” and
home-based forces. Finally, their effect on
arms transfers warrants careful examination.6
I have mentioned enough potential
changes—many of them of great importance
to the two superpowers—to indicate that exploiting these potentials may make much
difference both in the long-term military
competition between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union and in the ability of small powers to
possess effective military forces. Many of the
weapons mentioned earlier, as well as PGMs,
are well adapted to being used in small packets. Some writers have compared them to
the Colt revolver, the equalizer of the old
West. The small power would need to be able
to deal with relatively advanced technical
systems, though. As to the Russians, they now
seem to be adapting more flexibly than we
are, with large produetion runs of small missile boats, mobile air defense systems, and
the well-armed BMP mechanized fighting
vehicle. But their great numbers of tanks
with old-style armor and reliance on massive
artillery barrages might be made obsolete.
For the past forty years we have counted on
superior technology to outweigh sheer numbers. While we clearly need numbers as well
as technique, it seems that we are in a period
of both peril—if we are stodgy—and opportunity—if we are nimble.
Rand Corporation

Notes
1. The Economist. December 4. 1974, pp. 100-101. The points made
here are summarized, not quoted directly.
2. This definition is slightly modified from the one I give in Adelphi
Paper No. 118, Precision-Cuided Weapons. The International Institute for
Strategic Studies (London), Summer 1975.
3. Slightly modified from my previously eited monograph. PrecisionCuided Weapons, p. 4.
4. The Big Five include the Patriot antiaircraft missile, the XM-1 tank.

the AAH armed helicopter. the MICV armored fighting vehicle. and the
UTTAS transport helicopter.
5. The BMP is a modern. heavily armed mechanized fighting vehicle. Its
employment in specíal regiments is described by John Erickson in Trends
in the Soviet Combined-Arms Concept, Strategic Review. Winter 1977,
pp. 38-53.
6. For more on these topies see "New Technology and Control of Conventional Arms: Some Common Ground." by S. J. Dudzinsky, Jr..and James
Digbv. in International Security, vol. I. no. 4, Spring 1977.
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HARL1E FLIGHT, a flight of four
strike aircraft, was joined by the remainder of the strike force over Western Lurope and began the ingress to the
initial point (IP) for run-in to the target. After
the IP and approximately two minutes from
target, “Charlie rolled in to the right and
released bombs on a heavy concentration of
antiaircraft artillery (AAA) and surface-to-air
missile (SAM) defenses. The remainder of the
strike Hight did a separation maneuver and

then struck the primary target, a mass armor
staging area. Charlie lost one aircraft, but the
defenses were sufficiently suppressed to allow the remainder of the strike flight to complete the strike unscathed. The strike flights
departed the area and returned to their
bases.
“Not an unusual mission,” one might say.
However, suppose these flights had been
controlled by men located not in the cockpits
but rather in the basement of the Pentagon,
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each of them controlling multiple drones
through the use of a satellite link. Although
this mission is not possible today, given our
present technology and development efforts,
it could become a future operational reality.
Before proceeding we need to establish
common points of reference. The word
"drone” is used within the context of JCS
Pub. 1 definition: “A land, sea, or air vehicle
vvhich is remotely or automatically controlled.” Within the Air Force research and
development community, this word is used
to encompass our unmanned aircraft.
“Remotely piloted vehicle” (RPV) will be
used onlv when specifically referring to a
drone that will be controlled by a man during its time of flight.
The Air Force presently employs drones in
three operational roles. Target drones, such
as the BQM-34, Firebee, have been operational for several years. Modifications of the
Firebee were employed in low-altitude,highspeed reconnaissance operations in Southeast Asia.1 These recce drones have evolved
into our other operational drones that are
employed by our only tactical drone unit, the
432d Tactical Drone Group, established at
Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona, 1 July 1976.
This group consists of two squadrons: one
with an electronic warfare mission, the other
a recce mission. Both squadrons launch the
drones from DC-130 aircraft and recover
them with CH-3 helicopters. A production
decision for a follow-on model of these
drones, the BGM-34, is due in mid-1977. This
drone provides a modular concept for photo
recce as well as electronic warfare missions.
This multipurpose drone is based on existing
technology.
The Air F'orce has successfully tested an
experimental 55-pound mini-RPV in the role
of a harassment-type vehicle, including tests
in which it homed in on a ground-based radio
emitter. Examination in this area is continuing with funding support from the West German government.2

An evaluation has also been made of the
air-to-air combat application of an RPV. In
1971, a derivation of the Firebee was flown
against a Navy F-4. During the engagement,
the Firebee averted two air-to-air missiles
fired by the F-4, closed to a firing position,
and scored a simulated hit on the F-4.3 Currently, no operational capability exists for an
RPV to track or fire at another aircraft. This
engagement, however, demonstrated the
turning advantage available with drones
since rnans limited g tolerance is not a factor.
Although this is not an all-inclusive examination of ongoing Air Force efforts, it is indicative of a very real interest in the
technology. Other Services and governments
are also investigating drone technology.
Future drone development and subsequent employment appear to be limited only
by the resources and imagination applied to
drone programs.4 This technology could produce radical changes in our concepts for employing air forces.
Are we in the Air Force ready to accept
this change? Although technology has always
been a key factor in war, we have experienced difficulty in coming to grips with
changes in military technology because we
tend to address them in terms of isolated objectives. We must view these technological
changes as integral aspects of a much larger
military system.5
The use of drones to complement our
manned systems is an area of technological
change that we must now seriouslv consider.
As former Secretary of the Air Force John L.
McLucas has written:
I believe we are entering an era when RPVs
will play an inereasingly important role in
helping airpower to serve the nation. However, we need to check out our missions to
make sure that we are preserving the best mix
of different types of aircraft, RPVs, and other
systems.6

The Air Force must continue to maintain
the proper mix of weapon systems to per-
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form its missions in severe defense environments. This is necessitated by the large
Soviet inventory of advanced aircraft and sophisticated missiles and their willingness to
pro\ide nations under their influence with
these weapons. Also, it increases the probability that formidable air defense could be
encountered even in future limited wars.
Yret we are faced with a very real dilemma:
we must counter this increasingly sophisticated threat within the confines of limited
military budgets.
Secretary McLucas gave the following reasons for his interest in drones:
I would like to review why we in the military
are interested in remotely piloted vehicles
íRPVs). I see three basic reasons and I think we
should constantly keep these in mind when we
talk about the future.
First, RPVs can be used to reduce manned
aircraft attrition in the very high threat environments . . .
The second reason is to provide an acceptable way to accomplish certain tasks when the
mission or area of operation is politically sensitive, and we just don’t want an aircraft flight
crew exposed . . .
The third reason, and by far the most important for the future, is to achieve a significant
cost advantage over comparable manned aircraft systems. Here lies the key to greatly expanded use of RPVs.T

Cost advantage is the key. Yet, the fact that
drones cost less than manned aircraft is not
difficult to comprehend. They can be smaller,
thus use less material. They do not require
sophisticated life support or pilot escape Systems, and they use less fuel. Since energy
conservation is a topic of great concern today, this area will be examined further.
A recent Rand study attempted to estimate the peacetime annual fuel savings realized in the operation of an RPV compared to
operation of an F-4 and A-7.8 They considered an RVP using two engines comparable
to that in the T-37 and capable of delivering
munitions comparable to that carried by the
f-4 and A-7. Rand determined the estimated
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annual fuel consumptions to be: F-4, 460,000
gallons; A-7, 148,000 gallons; RPV, 2280 gallons. These dramatic savings require some
explanation. Fighter pilots require approximately 250 flying hours/year to maintain
proficiency while it is estimated that an RPV
operator would require only six flying hours/
year to maintain proficiency. Thus the 2280
gallons consumed by the RPV in the study is
the fuel required to maintain one operator’s
proficiency. If technology advances sufficiently and it becomes commonplace for one
operator to control several RPVs simultaneously, the illustrated fuel savings could be
readily realized. In the case of preprogrammed drones, the savings would be even
greater since no operator proficiency would
be required.
Drones and Tactical Air Forces
To facilitate determining how drones can
complement our manned tactical air forces,
the basic tasks that these forces perform
must be understood. Briefly these tasks are:
• Close air support—Attacks against
targets in close proximity to friendly forces
requiring detailed integration with the fire
and movement of ground forces.
• Air interdiction—Conducted to destroy, neutralize, or delay the enemy’s military potential before it is brought to bear
against friendly forces.
• Counterair—Destruction or neutralization of the enemy s air offensive and
defensive systems.
• Tactical reconnaissance—Collection of information concerning terrain,
weather, and the disposition, composition,
movement, installations, lines of Communications, and electronic emissions of enemy
forces.
• Special air warfare—Includes air aspects of counterinsurgency (COIN), unconventional warfare (UW), and psychological
operations (PSYOPS).

Remotely Piloted
Vehicles
The BCM-34Bs (left) are prototype strike remotely piloted
vehicles (RPV), designed to
carry various weapon loads.
Delivery is directed by a remote
control operator in a DC-130
or at a ground control site. . . .
The prototype Boeing highaltitude, long-endurance RPV
(below) makes an automatic approach for landing.
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These forces also perform tasks that are integral to the primary tasks of their employment. These additional capabilities are
electronic warfare (EW), search and rescue,
aerial refueling, and defense suppression.
The tactical forces that accomplish these
varied missions must, by necessitv, possess
the employment characteristics of flexibility,
range, mobility, responsiveness, and versatility. Possessing these characteristics, our
tactical forces can then be orchestrated to fit
the tactical situation. AFM 2-1, Tactical Air
Opera tions—Coun ter Air, Close Air Support,
and Air Interdiction, States:
The composition of tactical air forces is influenced by the air environment and the nature of air targets, whether associated with a
pure air campaign or operations in conjunction
with a land battle. The quality and number of
opposing air forces and surface defenses will
determine the number and tvpes of weapon
Systems needed to gain control of the air and
conduct air strikes. The nature of the land battle and the types of air interdiction and close
air support targets, their location and composition, will influence the force mix required for
optimum support of the area objectives. In any
area of operations, the wide range of available
firepower and support capabilities permits discriminate application of force to achieve specific objectives.

Both industry and government have, in recent years, directed extensive resources to
the study, development, and demonstration
of drone equipment and concepts. Also, the
Air Force has accumulated considerable experience with drones through acquisition
processes and operational employment. It is
within the reasoned framework provided by
these efforts that the possible uses of drones
for tactical tasks will be examined. These possible uses will be categorized under the tasks
performed by our manned tactical air forces.
close air support

A vital element of the close air support (CAS)
task is the forward air controller (FAC). He
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may be employed from the ground or an aircraft. Of course, his perspective of the land
battle and his ability to see and direct strike
aircraft are improved when he is airborne.
However, a high-threat environment may
make it impossible for him to be within visual
range of his target area. It is in this situation
that an RPV could be used to provide the
“visual” capability.
The RPV in this instance would be a small
or mini-RPV. It would weigh less than 200
pounds and be as “invisible” as possible. Design and construction would be optimized to
ensure that the mini-RPV was very difficult
to detect by radar, that it has a very low infrared signature, produces very little engine
noise, and is difficult to acquire visually. The
RPV would possess a low-speed capability
and would contain a TV monitor (perhaps a
forward-looking infrared sensor) and a laser
designation capability. It would be ground
launched, capable of being guided both from
the ground and the FAC aircraft, and be
recoverable.
This mini-RPV could possibly be used by
the forward air controller in the following
manner. Suppose the FAC has been informed that the Army unit he is supporting
will be receiving a CAS strike. He discusses
the strike with the ground forces over his FM
radio and discovers that the situation is tense.
Enemy tanks have been spotted by forward
observers and are expected to be engaged
shortly. The FAC proceeds to the area only
to find that the defense umbrella supporting
the enemy is making the area too hot for
visual recce and control of the CAS strike
from the target area.
He backs off to a safe standoff distance and
calls the operations center at his Tactical Air
Support Squadron (TASS) to request launch
of a mini-RPV. The alert RPV is launched
and flown to a hand-off point by the TASS
RPV control center. At the hand-off point the
FAC assumes control of the RPV and flies it
into the target area. Because of the RPV’s
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survivability, the FAC is able to observe the
situation by monitoring the TV coverage
relayed from the RPV. He locates the friendly positions and has them transmit with a
coded beacon to ensure that the fighters will
also be able to confirm the location quickly.
Then the FAC guides the RPV over the enemy tanks and evaluates the target array. After formulating his plan of attack, he moves
the RPV into an orbit on the friendly side of
the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA)
and begins to brief the strike flight that has
just checked in. The fighters have Mavericks,
so the FAC elects to have them stand off during their deliveries. He then utilizes the
RPV to relocate the targets and designates a
target with the RPV’s laser designator, while
he has the Army forces transmit their position by coded beacon. The fighters confirm
the friendlies’ position, the laser designation,
and are cleared to expend. They do so from
a standoff position, and the mission is a success. Once the target has been hit and, in
effect, marked, the fighters could proceed at
low levei, pop-up, and attack associated targets with guns or other “close-in” munitions.
The FAC then flies the RPV to the hand-off
point for the TASS RPV control center. The
RPV is recovered and prepared for its next
mission.
air interdiction

The many facets of this tactical task provide
several possibilities for drone employment.
Because the interdiction effort is usually directed against substantial targets, the strike
drone envisioned for this mission would have
to be a rather large vehicle. It would have to
be capable of carrying a 2000-to-3000-pound
payload in order to carry a practical amount
of ordnance for striking interdiction targets.
The vehicle should have sufficient navigation
systems to provide reasonable accuracy for
typical long-range interdiction missions. It
should contain a TV capability and a laser

ranging/designation feature. The altitude
and airspeed capabilities should be similar to
those of manned interdiction aircraft as
should its radar return signature. It should
also have the capability to carry electronic
countermeasure (ECM) pods.
As mentioned earlier, drones could be
used to reduce the need for manned aircraft
to attack heavily defended targets. This benefit of drones could be exploited by utilizing
them to attack targets such as airfields, SAM
sites, and AAA sites. There are varied employment concepts available for an interdiction drone.
This vehicle could be a drone or an RPV,
or it could combine drone and RPV capabilities. If a drone, it would most likely be a
“one-way” expendable drone. It should contain a navigational system, such as inertial,
with sufficient accuracy to be programmed,
before launch, with the route to the target. It
could be programmed to arm its weapons
automatically after passing a given inertial
point. The drone would then fly itself into the
target by attacking the programmed latitude/longitude coordinates. This drone
could fly at the lowest practical altitude from
takeoff to attack.
A variation of this configuration could be a
drone with the capability to release its weapons and return to a general recovery area. At
this point the drone would decrease its
speed, deploy a recovery chute, inflate a
“cushion bag,” and float to earth for later
pickup.
A more versatile and perhaps cost-effective configuration would be an RPV7 with a
modular payload capability, which would
employ easily changed packages to provide
strike, recce, or electronic warfare capability. Here we shall address only the strike capability.
Presumably a vehicle that can be preprogrammed as well as remotely controlled
would provide optimum employment flexibility. One possible use for these vehicles
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would be as part of a strike force. Four of chore— h it the target —as effectively as our
these vehicles could be launched, joined up, fighter pilots? That is a good question, and
and released to fly a preset route to the tar- one that will have to remain unanswered
get. A force of manned strike aircraft could now. However, there are some aspects of the
then join with the drones to use the drone weapon delivery problem that should be adstrike capability in addition to their own. If dressed in order to speculate on the answer
this is not feasible, perhaps the drones could to that question.
The problem is somewhat lessened when
fly at a higher altitude and the manned force
we consider laser-guided weapons. The
to the rear and lower.
An RPV controller would assume com- greatest accuracy problem for either
mand of the drones as they neared the tar- manned or unmanned vehicles will be how
get. In the target area the drones could accurately the target is designated. It apattack the heavily defended portion of the pears that an RPV controller safely detached
target while the manned aircraft struck a less from the target area may be capable of more
defended portion. For a smaller but heavily concentration on the designation problem.
defended target, perhaps the drones would This potential advantage could apply to
attack first followed by the manned aircraft. manned systems as well, since an RPV7could
If the target were very heavily defended, be utilized to designate for them as well as
perhaps no manned aircraft would be com- for other drones.
mitted; only a large drone strike force would
The problem does crystallize somewhat
be utilized.
when we consider accuracy in delivery of
With the combined preplanned and unguided bombs. Manned aircraft for interremotely controlled capability, this drone of diction strikes will have either a computerfers maximum flexibility in targeting. A controlled or manual-delivery capability.
modular capability would enable use of one Meeting the parameters for accurate delivof the drones as a photo recce system. Flying ery of either mode may be difficult for the
at the rear of the strike force, it could provide pilot. If he plans to bomb by Computer, he
immediate battle damage assessment in its faces two primary problems, both caused by
pass or passes over the target.
a single factor, the enemy threat. Because of
A Rand study has concluded that RPVs can the high threat envisioned for the hypothetibe more cost effective than manned systems cal interdiction mission, he is forced to use a
in terms of cost per kill for one of the most higher-release altitude. Therefore, if he has a
demanding strike tasks, attacking SAM sites.9 good system and can expect 15-mil accuracy
Another interdiction task that has been in this combat condition, releasing at 8000
costly to manned aircraft operations in the feet above ground levei he can expect to hit
past has been implanting target activated within approximately 120 feet of the target.
munitions (TAMs). The use of drones, either This expected miss distance is compounded
singly or in flights, may provide a more cost- by the fact that he has used a higher-release
effective method. In addition, if the drones altitude, which means he has less tracking
have a TV' capability, the RPV operator could time and a less detailed view of the target
do recce simultaneously over an area that is before release, resulting in a less accurate
of obvious interest since we had decided to positioning of his aiming symbol.
implant TAMs in the area.
Another factor in considering release disA discussion of how the strike drone can tances is that a pilot must pull out using only
accomplish its weapons delivery is appropri- 4 to 5 g*s applied in 2 seconds. This requires
ate. Will it be able to do the most vital substantial altitude and extends the manned
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vehicle deeper into the dense air defense environment. If RPVs are utilized in this type
of mission, certain advantages may be accrued. An RPV would not be restricted to an
8000-feet release altitude because loss of life
is not a consideration. Also, the RPV controller may be better able to align the aiming
Symbol vvith the target since he would have
fewer outside disíractions. Further, the RPV
may be capable of releasing from very low
altitudes due to its ability to sustain many
m o re is in the pullout. An RPV may be capable of using as much as 10 g s in the pullout
with a resultant reduction in altitude lost.
These advantages lead to another spin-oflF.
Considering the same 15-mil system in the
manned aircraft: If an RPV could release at
1000 feet instead of 8000 feet, the expected
miss distance would be reduced from approximately 120 feet to approximately 15
feet. This means the Computer capability
utilized by the RPV could be reduced to only
a 30-mil system (less accurate by a factor of
2), and the RPV could still expect only a 30foot miss distance. The RPV operator, when
bombing manually, would be faced with the
same problems of the fighter pilot. But again,
he would be out of the threat environment
and could release from much lower altitudes.
Problems of one RPV operatoFs employing
multiple RPVs in a target area would be one
of the demanding technological developments required.
Another application of drones to the interdiction task oflfers a stark contrast to the
strike vehicle. That is the use of a mini-RPV,
similar to that discussed for use by the forward air controller in the close air support
role, as a recce/designator for interdiction
strike aircraft.
If the mini-RPV is designed to be capable
of air launch from a strike aircraft, it would
aflFord this interesting interdiction capability.
The mini-RPV could be carried by the strike
flight to a convenient holding point for the
fighters, perhaps to a prestrike refueling

point. Then the mini-RPV could be launched
and flown toward the target area. Control
after launch could be by the strike aircraft or
by data link from an RPV operator through
a relay drone.
In either case the TV capability of the RPV
would be utilized to find the assigned target.
The RPV could then be used to laser designate the target for the strike flight. If laser
designation is not required, then weather information, threat information, or changes in
target disposition could be relayed from the
RPV to the strike leader. Most likely, this
RPV would be expendable and not be returned for recovery.
counterair

Any discussion concerning possible use of
RPVs for counterair operations will have to
be very conceptual. However, there are
some roles which seem applicable, given the
technology to bring them to fruition. For example, consider such roles as augmenting the
theater air defense force and protecting the
Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS).
This counterair vehicle could take either
or both of two forms. First, it could be a vehicle capable of employing both long-range
and short-range air-to-air missiles. Second, it
could be a vehicle that is flown into the target
in a manner similar to a missile.
Either type of vehicle could be used to
augment theater air defense forces. These
vehicles could be based with interceptor
units and guided to a hand-off point after
launch by a controller located at the unit
command center. The RPV could be handed
off to an RPV controller located at the Control and Reporting Center (CRC) for employment in the counterair effort.
Protection of AWACS by RPVs could take
different forms. Perhaps the same vehicles
that are based with interceptors could remain on call near AWACS. During this orbit
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they will be controlled by an RPVcontroller
located on the ground. If they are required
for AWACS defense, control of the necessary
RPVTs could be transferred to AWACS for
employment. Perhaps AWACS could carry
its o\vn RPVrs aloft, then employ them if the
need arises.
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damage assessment along with a timely
photo intelligence capability. They would
also eliminate the need to expose a man to
the very hazardous recce mission in politically sensitive areas.
special air warfare

The capabilities of drones are applicable to
the special air warfare (SAW) task, especially
in
psychological operations. They could perThis is the one primary tactical task for which
the Air Force has established an operational form the leaflet drops and low-altitude public
unit. Our tactical recce drone, the AQM-34, broadcasts required during psychological opevolved from the use of modified versions of erations even within today’s technology. This
the BQM-34 target drone for recce opera- capability would be more flexible with the
tions in Southeast Asia. This experience development of ground-launched or airdemonstrated the applicability of drones to launched options.
the recce task. A recent study of the capabilities of manned and unmanned recce vehicles
Employment of Tactical Forces
likely to be available by the 1980s revealed
that both tvpes would be needed for a recce
Several tasks are criticai to the successful
force.10
accomplishment of most of the primary tasks
The drones that would complement our performed by the tactical forces. These tasks
1980 recce force must provide better are electronic warfare (EW), defense supcapabilities than today’s unmanned systems. pression, and search and rescue (SAR).
The vehicles will have to provide high- and
The electronic warfare and defense suplow-speed capabilities in addition to high- pression areas are extremely complex. There
and low-altitude capabilities. Although one are many systems for accomplishing these
vehicle may not be able to provide all of tasks, and many systems are in development.
these capabilities, each type of vehicle con- The entire task becomes even more complex
sidered should provide the maximum pos- when one realizes our technology must keep
sible flexibility. Our present recce drone is pace with the ever changing enemy threat.
capable of air launch, air recovery only; our
future force must provide for both air and electronic warfare
ground launch.
Given the required flexibility and capabili- In the electronic warfare (EW) role, drones
ty, a future drone force could participate in could be employed for jamming in an escort
all leveis of recce tasks. They could be em- role and a standoff role, or a combination of
ployed in the immediate area of the FEBA both. The modular strike RPV discussed as an
against first and second echelon enemy tar- interdiction vehicle would be the vehicle engets. They could ease the need for manned visioned for this task. It would be capable of
aircraft to face the high-threat environment flying at the altitude and airspeed of the
surrounding very-high-priority, lucrative strike vehicle and would possess the same
targets behind enemy front lines. Employed radar return characteristics on enemy radar.
as a portion of an interdiction strike flight, Several of these drones could be employed
they could provide immediate TV battle- with a strike force of manned or manned and
tactical reconnaissance
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unmanned aircraft. The ECM RPV would
jam on command of the ground RPV controller by use of a relay aircraft or on command
of the pilot leading the strike flight. It is noteworthy to recognize another advantage of
combining ECM RPVs, strike RPVs, and
manned aircraft into a strike force. Not only
do the manned aircraft receive the jamming
benefit of drones but their pure numerical
chances of not getting hit by enemy fire are
improved.
The effectiveness of the strike flight could
be improved even more by utilizing either a
preprogrammed drone or an RPV, in a standoff orbit, for additional ECM jamming support.

defense suppression

In the defense suppression role, drones could
have several applications. Our present operational drones have demonstrated the capability to release chaff in support of strike
aircraft. In addition to this support of strike
flights, drones could also be used to attack
enemy air defenses. They also could be utilized to seek out these defenses and data link
target type/position information to the Combat Information Center (CIC) at the Tactical
Air Control Center (TACC) for use in generating defense suppression strikes.
The attack RPVs for this mission should be
similar to the type envisioned for the CAS
mission, although it would not have to pos-

The Tactical Expendable Drone System (TEDS) is a decoy and jamming platform for use with strike aircraft.

Combat Anget. an electronic uarfare
support remotely piloted vehicle.
•carries chaff pods and nose-jamming
transmitters. It is floun by a Tactiical Air Command drone squadron.
A lou-cost. expendable harassment test lehicle beàng flight tested at Sellis AFB. Sevada. in june 1976
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sess a laser designator. The RPV envisioned
here would be a flying bomb using a TV capability for the RPV operator to search for the
target visually. Once the target is located,
the RPV operator flies the RPV into the target. This RPV would be directed against
“soft” portions of the target array. Troops,
radar vans, trailers, etc., would be the types
of targets applicable for this small weapon.
The enhanced survivability of the vehicle—
small size, high g capability, low radar return, reduced infrared signature, and, possibly, armor—would make it very suitable for
this demanding mission.
We could also use a very small vehicle in a
seeker function. This vehicle could be a preprogrammed drone or an RPV. It would be
compatible with an accurate navigational
system such as the Global Positioning System
(GPS). Once in orbit the vehicle could use a
number of sensors to search for emitting targets. This vehicles position would be tracked
very accurately by a ground or airborne station. From this known position, bearing and
distance to any discovered targets could be
measured very accurately by use of a laser
ranging device. This target information
could be data linked to the CIC at the TASS
for target generation.
For a pure defense suppression strike role
the strike RPV or a drone could be utilized.
Use of this vehicle would reduce the number
of manned aircraft employed against this
high-threat type of target.
search and rescue

The search and rescue (SAR) role is a fertile
area for drone employment. All of the possible uses for drones in a SAR context would
require characteristics similar to those previously discussed.
The most basic employment would be a
drone in a preplanned orbit with the capability to home in automatically on an emergency beeper. The ground operator would have

the capability of obtaining a very accurate fix
on the drone. This coupled with an accurate
readout of range and bearing from the drone
to the beeper location would provide immediate survivor location information.
A drone similar to that envisioned for use
by the FAC could then be used to enter the
survivor’s area and feel out the enemy defenses. Current tactics call for this to be done
by the fighter aircraft on the scene. This
same drone may also be used to acquire the
survivor visually.
Strike drones could aid in the suppression
of enemy defenses, lay smoke screens for
protection of rescue helicopters, or other
support functions. Another possibility would
be the use of a drone to drop supplies, etc.,
to a survivor in an area of high enemy threat.

T HIS

DISCUSSION has
highlighted the ongoing interest in drones by
the Air Force. There are several development and procurement programs being pursued. The Air Force is going to utilize drones
to complement its manned aircraft. In fact,
that is the situation today. There are two operational drone squadrons within the Tactical Air Command. It is obvious then that
drones, within today’s technology, can complement manned aircraft in accomplishing
tactical tasks. With improvements in technology, their future use appears to be limited
only by man's imagination. Several employment possibilities for all facets of tactical operations have been suggested.
As a separate entity, drones can perform
tactical tasks. They can complement manned
aircraft. But, can they be integrated, as an
unmanned tactical force, into our manned
tactical force? We cannot do this today. Yet
it is only through this integration that the
true capabilities and benefits of drones will
be fully realized. The key to this integration
lies in two areas: technology and operations.
With proper emphasis, it appears that
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technology will enable us to employ drones
in any imaginable way. However, the degree
to which RPVs can effectively accomplish
tactical tasks is directly related to their
capabilities for large-scale coordinated operations that can be conducted in a timely and
efficient manner. Without multiple drone
control, the very attractive interdiction
strike application of drones appears doomed.
If each drone used in strike force employment must be individually controiled, the
cost would be unreasonable for the iimited
operational capabihty. Work is being done in
this area. However, the recent Program
Management Directive for Automated Mission Plaimer (AMP), 1 February 1977, States:
... development for a new RPV mission control
system was initiated.... it was determined that
the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) should be used. . . . However, the
scope and importance of JTIDS to the overall
tactical air control complex has prevented
RPVs from being afforded a high priority in the
formulation of the program.

This management directive illustrates the
need for the proper emphasis and direction
for our drone development efforts if the Air
Force is to be capable of integrating manned
and unmanned systems. The most favorable
impact from the use of drones is reduced
cost, and it must be kept in mind through all
aspects of the drone life cycle. It is a factor in
the design, production, operation, and utilization of drones.
Low cost must be considered by industry
and the military alike. Technologies for
drones have been demonstrated except for
the ability to provide low-cost vehicles. Yet
industry says it is possible to achieve drone
systems with remarkably low life-cycle
costs.11
The military must realize that in dealing
with drones we must develop unique techniques, not reduce manned aircraft techniques for drones. Our specifications,
inspection requirements, and maintenance
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procedures must reflect low life-cycle cost
efforts. We must realize that drones are not
expected to fly for years as manned aircraft
do. Yet there are mány subsystems in a drone
that must operate perfectly at all times. Even
occasional failures of some subsystems may
cause catastrophic loss of an entire drone
mission. In other areas, we must establish
practical yet minimal performance requirements. New and innovative construction
materiais such as compressed paper, plastics,
or epoxy should be considered. High production rates through automated fabrication
would also reduce cost. All these possibilities
are applicable to thinking of all drones as
expendable. We can then view those drones
that are designed for recoverable operations
as reusable expendables. Perhaps this would
aid in meeting the required low-cost thinking.
[ 3 r ONES present the Air
Force with an interesting challenge: A
chance to accomplish their mission in a more
cost-effective manner but at the cost of a very
solid tradition. That tradition is the one of Air
Force fighter pilots in the cockpit of tactical
aircraft. Now the Air Force must consider
placing man in a different position in the control loop. His ability to make decisions, fly
aircraft, and deliver ordnance will be maintained, but his physical limitations will be
removed from the aircraft.12 Acceptance of
this concept for a portion of our tactical force
requires not only development of new vehicles but other basic changes as well.
The Tactical Air Control System (TACS),
which is the Air Force component comm ander’s system for control of tactical force
employment, must be reorganized to integrate drones. Provisions must be made for
autonomous drone operations as well as integrated drone and manned aircraft operations. Drones cannot be simply plugged in to
a control system. Removal of the pilot from
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the aircraft and perhaps remoting the drone
system are going to require changes in airspace management, coordination, and vehicle control.13
The Air Force will be faced not only with
force structure decisions but also decisions
such as where drones should be based.
Would it be practical to base interdiction
type drones with an interdiction-capable
fighter wing? Would it be better to disperse
a drone unit? Also, who would fly drones? Is
an officer required? Must the RPV operator
be a pilot? Is the only requirement for a pilot
during the attack phase of flight? How do we
train? These and many more questions will
have to be answered.
However, the most basic unanswered
question is: What is the Air Force position on
the roles and missions of drones? Perhaps a
solid position on the roles and missions of
drones is lacking to some extent because of
the reluctance of pilots to have an interest in
a system that could replace them. Unfortunately, development funds will probably not
be increased until the Air Force develops a
solid position on drones. Drones can accom-
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THE IMPACT OF V/STOL
ON TACTICAL AIR
WARFARE
WlNC COMMANDKR
P eter P. W. T aylor ,RAF

L et us honour i f ive can
The vertical man,
Though we value none
But the horizontal one.
-W. H. Auden

T

HE VERTICAL and short takeoff
and landing (V/STOL) concept is
not new, having fascinated air
theorists with its possibilities for many years.
French, American, German, Russian, and
British designers are a few among many who
have experimented either theoretically or
practically over the last twenty or so years.
And now, V/STOL is really with us. This arti-

cle proposes that V/STOL is the future of
tactical fighter aviation. Unfortunately, as
Auden indicates in his pithy poem, complete
agreement on the issue has so far eluded us.
It will, therefore, be the purpose here to examine the impact that V/STOL technology
has and might have in tactical air warfare; to
present facts, interpretations, and views; and
logical argument to convince a wide audi-
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ence that V/STOL has much to offer—and
that time is getting short for the West to exploit the advantage it currently enjoys in this
field of technology.
The Hawker Siddeley Harrier has been in
Service with the Royal Air Force (RAF) and
the United States Marine Corps (USMC) for
eight years; and the Royal Navy and the
Spanish Navy have either acquired or are acquiring seagoing Harriers. As for the Russians, their first experimental design, the
Freehand, has developed into the Yak-36
Forger, currently embarked on the carrier
Kiev. In the near future, we shall see an updated version of the USMC Harrier (the AV8A), now designated the AV-8B. It is also inconceivable, as John W. R. Taylor asserts in
Janes Aerospace Review 1976-1977 that “if
the Soviet Navy was prepared to show off the
Yak-36 so blatantly, we must assume that it is
regarded as merely a first step towards something better.”1
Some, then, are clearly convinced by the
possibilities, and they are those who usually
argue V/STOL with the most persuasive enthusiasm. But why, if the case is so good, has
V/STOL not found greater acceptance in
military aviation circles? If a V/STOL aircraft can show significant advantages over its
conventional counterpart, why have we
been so hesitant and tardy in developing
both technology and concepts?
History provides many examples of new
technology, both in industry and in the military, that have either been ignored, discarded too soon, or have been developed much
later than they should have been. With the
benefit of hindsight, we look back and marvel
that anyone could have been so blind as not
to have seen the advantages of, say, the bow,
the machine gun, or the torpedo. Yet, they
were only to have been proved wrong time
and again. It will be proposed here that V/
STOL is a technological advancement similar in significance to those just cited. We must
hope, therefore, that we are not ignoring an

innovation of such fundamental importance
that we shall be similarly accused by our
successors.
Characteristics,
Functions, and Principies of
Tacticai Air Forces Employment
How would V/STOL adapt to the current
concepts of tacticai air operations? To answer this question,we shall look first at the
doctrine prescribed by AFM 2-1, Tacticai Air
Opera tions—Coun ter Air, Close Air Support,
and Air Interdiction, which States that flexibility is the most significant operational characteristic of tacticai air forces. It continues
that tacticai air forces have the inherent capability to react rapidly and selectively to a
wide range of missions under varying operational conditions throughout the entire spectrum of conflict.2 And how is this flexibility to
be derived? By capitalizing on the inherent
range, mobility, responsiveness, and versatility of tacticai aircraft. None of these characteristics is adversely affected by V/STOL
aircraft; on the contrary, as we shall see later,
they can replace, enhance, and even revolutionize their application.
AFM 2-1 has further pertinent advice to
offer concerning the security of tacticai aircraft on the ground. Under the headings
“Dispersai” and “Security,” the manual
States:
Since tacticai air forces can operate at high
speeds and over long distances, they should be
dispersed for security.
Technological advances should be exploited to
minimize the force required and to reduce operational losses.
Measures to maintain and strengthen the
security of available forces against all actions
which could reduce, neutralize or destroy
capabilities are of paramount importance.3

Could there be a more effective way to provide dispersai and security than the V/STOL
option? V/STOL allows dispersai and con-
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cealment, freedom from fixed bases and rigid
concepts, and therefore contributes to a reduction of operational losses. And finally,
could there be a more effective vvay to maintain and strengthen the security of available
forces than the theoreticaJ freedoms to hide
and operate from aimost any surface?
Sufficient evidence exists to propose that
V/STOL could replace, enhance, and revolutionize the doctrine dictated by AFM 2-1 for
tactical aircraft. For the first time, the oftrepeated ideal requirements that are espoused in the doctrinal manuais could be
translated into an actual capability.
Deterrence Value of NATO's
Conventional Air Forces
The present doctrine for deterring Soviet
aggression in Western Europe is based on a
defense triad consisting of strategic and tactical nuclear forces and conventional forces.
Since tactical nuclear and conventional aircraft are often the same in NATO (possibly
until the introduction of the cruise missile),
no specific effort vvill be made to draw clear
lines of distinction between tactical operations involving the two. The discussion vvill
focus on the broad category “tactical aircraft” and encompass all the generally accepted roles in tactical operations.
It is axiomatic that the tactical air contribution to the deterrence equation must be
credible or it may assume a negative value.
That is to say: if N"ATO’s tactical air forces are
so structured and employed that they are either vulnerable to surprise attack or have a
doubtful capacity to operate in war, then
these forces invite rather than deter aggression. A closer look at the relative deterrence
values of both the Warsaw Pact and NATO
air forces is taken later in the article. For the
moment, however, the deterrence value of
tactical aircraft vvill be discussed more in the
abstract than the subjective.
If we begin by proposing that the tactical
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part of the triad must be as invulnerable as
we can make it, we must examine how this is
currently achieved. Air Force doctrine
stresses that the vulnerability of tactical aircraft can be reduced by applying the following principies:
Flexibility. Aircraft must be given as many
operating options as possible.
Readiness. The highest state of readiness
commensurate with peacetime and training
requirements ensures some degree of security from surprise attack.
Training. A high state of training coupled
with realistic exercises contributes to successful operations and reduces losses both on
the ground and in the air.
Defenses. A combination of hardening and
toning down key equipment and installations, plus improved antiaircraft artillery
(AAA) and surface-to-air missiles (SAM), will
reduce vulnerability.
Dispersai. Dispersai and concealment are
ancient military principies whose validity has
been proved in many campaigns.
In light of these principies, we pose the
question: How applicable will the principies
be in the face of advancing technology? To
answer, we will assess the vulnerability of
today’s airfields against precision-guided munitions (PGM); and we begin with a few published statements on the subject:
Nor are all the tactical implications of even the
current generation of PGM yet apparent. Thus
far only two have been clearly identified. The
first is that fixed installations seem to be particularly vulnerable to PGM. . . . This means
that depots, airfields . . . are less secure than
they have been in the past----This tends to put
a premium upon hiding, blending with the
background, . . . 4

James Digby of the Rand Corporation
wrote on the same subject.
It will become much less desirable to concentrate a great deal of military value in one place.
... If the attacker has a finite number of PGM,
any one of which has a high probability of de-

V/STOL Comes of Age
Long a subject of fascinating speculation to
theorists, the V/STOL during the past two
decades has progressed from theonj to
actuality. For eight years the Hawker
Siddeley Harrier AV-8A has been part of
hoth the Royal Air Force and V.S. Marine
Corps inventory. The Marine Corps version
trightl is artned with homhs and SideWinder
rriissiles. . . . That the V STOL is well
established in the Soviet arsenal is confirmed by the wide display made of the
Yak-36 Forger. seen below landing on the
first Soviet aircraft carrier Kiev in the
Mediterranean.
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stroying its target, then it is better to force him
to spread them over many targets which are
individually of small value. . . . Smallness and
mobility will make hiding easier. . . . However,
one must also consider the degree to which
concentrations can still be sheltered, or protected bv active defenses . . . (but) there is no
question of PGM not being used if fighting
takes place, and no tactical planner can any
longer afford to ignore their effect on his vulnerabilities.
Even small units can be very powerful when
equipped with PGM or with designators that
can call in and guide remotely-launched PGM.
5

The significance of these extracts is clear:
PGM among other weapons can probably defeat airfield defenses. Furthermore, the principies from which a degree of vulnerability
had previouslv been derived now look less
valid. How flexible can one be if either individual targets or the inain runvvay are successfully attacked? All the readiness in the
world cannot help if runways are destroyed
in the first salvo. And finally, the security of
the base can be overcome not only by air
attack but also by ground attacks, if the
threat from sabotage groups, for instance, is
enhanced as much as Digby’s last statement
would lead us to believe.
Although the extracts about PGM predict
a rather gloomy future for the fixed installation, they were chosen because they not only
described the potency of the PGM but also
how PGM effectiveness might be reduced if
certain other principies were reapplied to
the argument. The extracts all hinted that
dispersai of forces into a number of smaller
targets and mobility and concealment could
still allow the flexibility, readiness, and
security required for effective tactical operations.
Warsaw Pact and NATO
Tactical Air Forces Compared
the Warsaw Pact

The threat from the Warsaw Pact tactical aircraft is today both quantitative and qualita-
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tive. Until quite recently this was not the
case since although the pact enjoyed a considerable numerical superiority over NATO,
their aircraft possessed little sophisticated
equipment and a relatively poor offensive capability. The aircraft were, however, very
rugged and designed to operate from a variety of natural and prepared surfaces. The apparent qualitative deficiency in Soviet
designs has now been considerably reduced
by the advent of a new generation of tactical
combat aircraft. By almost any estimate, the
Fencer, Flogger, and later series of Fitter
and Fishbed are formidable aircraft giving
the Warsaw Pact air forces an immensely improved offensive capability. Nor, seemingly,
has this achievement been accomplished at
the sacrifice of numerical strength. According to FJight International magazine, the
Russian aircraft industries supply about 1000
new combat aircraft every year, not counting about 700 helicopters. In addition, improvement to some earlier models has meant
that they are often being replaced roughly
one-for-one, over and above being reinforced by new types.6
Soviet operations have traditionally
stressed the need for surprise and security,7
and nowhere has this been more clearly
demonstrated than in their doctrine for the
use of tactical air power. The Soviets have
always clearly understood the need to safeguard their air assets either from a surprise
attack or during operations, through a combination of strong static defenses and dispersai. Contemporary developments have not
changed this perception. Descriptions of the
formidable Soviet air defenses can be found
in almost any aviation magazine today,
stressing the numbers, complexity, and efficiency of the various systems.8 Furthermore,
the emphasis on dispersai, combined with
hardened shelters, remains of fundamental
importance to the Warsaw Pact:
The operational readiness status of Soviet
Frontal Aviation units is on a permanently high
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levei, and is continually improved and checked
on by practice alerts. As part of these practice
alerts, units are redeployed from their bases to
small auxiliary airfields, of which there are severa! hundred in frontal areas.9

see a significant qualitative improvement in
aircraft, provided by the F-16, F-15, the Tornado, and the A-10.
Unfortunately, NATO’s aircraft are concentrated on a few, easily identified airfields
It would, therefore, be fair to conclude that whose position is precisely known. This prethe Warsaw Pact is well equipped, well sents NATO planners with three main probtrained, enjoys the benefits of standard lems: how to reduce the eífectiveness of a
equipment, and maintains a high State of pre-emptive attack; how to continue operareadiness. The continued emphasis on dis- tions during war; and how to receive the
persai capability bestows the dual advan- planned reinforcements from the U.S. to offtages of reducing aircraft vulnerability in the set the present numerical inferiority. In othevent of a pre-emptive attack by NATO, er words, apart from the Harrier, NATO does
while at the same time allowing an unrivaled not have a dispersai capability and pays the
offensive capability to either pre-empt or price in the lack of flexibility inherent in its
conduct operations in war. Warsaw Pact tac- tactical air doctrine. Nor does the future look
tical air power is thus credible in terms of bright, for the main effort to reduce the vuldeterrence and capable in terms of perform- nerability of NATO’s airfields is being directance.
ed to such static measures as hardening,
toning down, and improved air defenses.
Worthy and necessary though these measthe North Atlantic
ures may be, they retain the essential weakTreaty Organization
ness of being static, a point aptly summed up
NATO’s approach is somewhat different, by Bill Bedford, a former Hawker Siddeley
stemming in part from military, economic, chief test pilot:
and political perceptions. Colin Gray sumIn war certain basic principies apply of which
marized the basic NATO approach:
flexibility, mobility and surprise with quick
The NATO countries are essentially status quo
powers, and so have generally adopted a mix of
strategic and arms control policies that give the
initiative to the other side. . . . 10

This quotation suggests many of the policies
and doctrines that NATO has adopted in the
equippingand use of its forces. To deal with
the specific case of tactical aircraft, we see
that NATO intends to undertake all the traditional roles, such as interdiction, counterair, reconnaissance, and close air support.
It is intended to pursue these roles irrespective of the Soviet air defense threat and the
imbalance in numbers of aircraft between
the Warsaw Pact and NATO. The current
Military Balance estimates the imbalance in
Central and Northern Europe to be 2085 for
NATO and 3975 for the Pact.11 Recent reequipment programs have seen or will soon

reaction are of the utmost importance. Is there
not a tendency for these fundamentais to have
been overlooked in latter years where air
power is concerned? Have certain NATO and
other countries not partially buried their heads
in large, vulnerable concrete runways, protective shelters, SAM and Anti Aircraft defences?
History points, time and time again, to the danger of STATIC inflexible defence whether it be
a stone age cave, a castle, Maginot line, or an
airfield. The Achilles Heel is that of being static
—no matter how well protected and defended
such bases may be.12

This, in essence, is what NATO has done. As
a result, options are few, a high State of readiness is difficult to achieve, and fixed installations can be accurately targetted. The
new-generation NATO aircraft are highly sophisticated and aggravate the problem further since their very sophistication argues
against operations from anywhere other than
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a fixed installation vvith the necessary support.
Thus we see a NATO air force that although well equipped and trained possesses
the fundamental operating weakness of being highly concentrated. Furthermore, there
appears to be little enthusiasm for developing any kind of comprehensive dispersai capability, relying instead on improving static
defenses. The deterrence posture gives little
comfort or credibility, and the imbalance
created mainly by the dispersai issue is or
should be worrying. NATO has pursued an
unequivocably defensive strategy that
should have placed great stress on survivability of its forces. A paraUel strategy can be
found in the most expensive efiForts which
both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. have undertaken to ensure the survival of their respective
strategic weapons. Yet whereas NATO’s tactical forces are grouped closely, the Warsaw
Pact’s, already enjoying the luxuries of superior numbers of aircraft and airfields, have
a further marked superiority in dispersai capability.
What can be done to correct this imbalance? We have already found arguments
which stress that technology is the West’s
strong point, but it seems that on the subject
of dispersai, a proper course is not being pursued, despite such exhortations as
The side which can maximize the effects of the
new technology first is likely to be the better
prepared for the next confiict.13

Current V/STOL aircraft and associated
concepts of operations have shown how
effectively they could free NATO’s tactical
aircraft from the dangerous constraint of operating from a handful of airfields. Unfortunately, only a few have seized the
opportunities now offered.
The V/STOL Argument
The human race has seldom distinguished
itself by the rapidity with which it has em-
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braced new ideas, and military innovations
fit only too neatly into this hypothesis. Admirai Alfred Thayer Mahan expressed this aptly
in his classic study The Influence o f Sea
Power o ij History, 1660-1783:
Changes in tactics have not only taken place
after changes in weapons, which is necessarily
the case, but the interval between such
changes has been unduly long. This doubtless
arises from the fact that an improvement in
weapons is due to the energy of one or two
men, while the changes in tactics have to overcome the inertia of a conservative class; but it
is a great evil. It can be remedied only by a
candid recognition of each change, by careful
study of the powers and limitations of the new
ship or weapon, and by a consequent adaptation of the method of using it to the qualities it
possesses, which constitutes its tactics. History
shows that it is a vain hope that military men
generally will be at the pains to do this, but that
the one who does will go into battle with a
great advantage—a lesson in itself of no mean
value.14

These are brave and prophetic words that
apply to many technological advances, of
which V/STOL is one of the latest. So let us
examine “the powers and limitations” of this
new technology and provide perhaps one example to history of military men who have
adapted it, made capital from its properties,
and produced new, even revolutionary tactics for jet fighter aircraft.
advantages o f V/STOL
The advantages of V/STOL technology will
be developed under three headings: operational flexibility, survivability, and combat
agility.
Operationalfíexibility. V/STOL technology allows aircraft to disperse from fixed bases
whenever a threat seems imminent, providing both a survival and a return strike capacity. Any attem pt by the enemy to locate and
destroy these dispersed forces (either close to
or far from the main base) will compel him to
dissipate a large proportion of his air power.
This fact is emphasized when we consider
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the type of operating surface that may be
available to V/STOL aircraft. The Harrier,
for example, has already operated from
meadows, parts of active or disused airfields,
roads, playing fields, light aircraft strips, railway stations, woods, and has flown from 18
different tvpes of ships;15 there may be a future application for the security of oil rigs.
If the V/STOL aircraft is brought close to
the area of operations, either on land or sea,
there are possibilities for providing exceptionally rapid response to calls for ground
support. There are other advantages to be
gained from this. For example, rapid response can be provided whenever required
without having to adopt an expensive airborne alert, and pilots can become very
familiar vvith the operating area, thus reducing briefing times and navigation problems.
Furthermore, in relative terms, more ordnance can be dropped per flying hour since
so little time needs to be spent in transit. This
factor also ameliorates the impact of being
forced to jettison weapons in an air-to-air
combat encounter. Finally, V/STOL aircraft
can operate and recover in very low cloud
base/visibility conditions and generally without regard to crosswinds. V/STOL allows the
recovering aircraft to slow down, maneuver,
and land if it is not aligned with a strip, or
even to maneuver to undamaged areas of a
main runway that has been attacked during
its absence. V/STOL, therefore, offers unparalleled operating flexibility for a modern jet
aircraft.
Survivability. As already mentioned, survivability is one of the aspects of operating
flexibility that is derived from V/STOL, but
it is of such fundamental importance that it
should be amplified further. The ability to
survive a pre-emptive attack and to operate
during war are two essential prerequisites
for any air force. V/STOL aircraft fulfill both
these requirements; in the first instance dispersai greatly improves the chances of survival and, in the second, if they survive the

initial attack on an airfield either by dispersai
or by protection, it is unlikely that sufficient
space could not be found for subsequent operations. Even in the worst case, where airfield logistics and runways were destroyed,
whereas the conventional aircraft would be
forced to wait for runway repairs, the V/
STOL aircraft could depart in one of its various modes, fly to another source of fuel and
weapons, and recommence operations. The
flexibility that allows an aircraft not only to
maneuver and fly to another airfield when its
own is damaged but also to maneuver within
its airfield perimeter to reach fuel and weapons is, without question, a unique capability.
Combatagility. Combat agility in V/STOL
aircraft like the Harrier is an unusual capability derived from the design concept of vectored thrust. Startling maneuvers can be
generated in ftight during air combat
through a combination of aerodynamic and
jet reaction Controls. Extremely rapid decelerations and instantaneous turns can be
achieved in the vertical or horizontal planes
that cause almost unmanageable overshoot
problems for an attacker with guns. As an
example of what can be achieved, it was stated recently in JanesA erospaceR eview 19761977 that whereas the F-14 Tomcat had
fought successful engagements against the
Mirage F-l and F-5Es, results against the
Harrier flown by United States Marine Corps
pilots were quite different:
Using the full V/STOL aircraft's low-speed maneuver ability, and rapid acceleration and deceieration, the Marine pilots outfought F-14s in
six of the sixteen engagements, losing only
three, with the others indecisive. There could
be no better incentive for ensuring the successful development of the McDonnell Douglas
AV-8B advanced version of the Harrier; and
the U.S. Navy must be relieved to know that
the Kievs Yak-36s do not share the HarrieFs
VIFF (thrust vectoring in forward flight) and
STOL capability.16

It should be stressed that this capability is
derived from the vectored thrust design for
producing V/STOL aircraft.

V/STOL Versatility
The vertical and short takeoff and
landing (V/STOL) concept has much to
offer in theory, and in practice the RAF
has found much in it to endorse. A
vertical landing by the Hawker Siddeley
Harrier is easily accomplished (top) on a
70-foot square pad. . . . V/STOL aircraft
can be hidden in most unusual and
innovative places (middle), and they can
operate over extremely rough ground.
. . Also. the Harrier (bottom) can
operate just ivithin or outside the
normal airfield boundaries.

In addition to advantages during combat
maneuvering, there are other distinct operating gains that follow from the vectored
thrust idea. For example, steep dive bombing or evasive descents are possible without
speed fluctuations. Fuel consumption, a most
important aspect of air combat, can also be
kept to a surprisingly low levei. In aircraft
like the Harrier, vectored thrust allows the
use of all the installed engine power when in
conventional flight. The high thrust-toweight ratio allows outstanding climb, accelerations and decelerations, and maneuver.
Nloreover, the Harrier engine has many of
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the characteristics of the reheated supersonic fighter without the accompanying complexity and massive fuel consumption of the
latter. For example, at full power the Harrier
burns only 220 lbs/min while the F-4 Phantom burns 1200 lbs/min.17 The Harrier thus
has a clear edge in staying power over the
F-4 and many of her likely Soviet opponents.
Even when the Harrier or any V/STOL aircraft is finally forced to retire from the fight,
whereas the conventional aircraft inust
reach a base before running out of fuel, the
V/STOL aircraft has virtuallv unlimited flexibility in finding somewhere to land.
disadvantages o f V/STOL

When the relative merits of V/STOL and
conventional aircraft are discussed (while the
merits of V/STOL are generally conceded),
opponents seize tenaciously on certain of the
alleged disadvantages and, after a brief session of bloodletting, the victim is usually pronounced dead. Such judgments are often
premature and do not stand up to dispassionate examination. Unfortunately, discussions
of V/ STOL are usually undertaken by people
who are already convinced one way or the
other, and a balance of views is seldom
reached. We, therefore, shall look at the four
most commonly cited disadvantages of V/
STOL in an attem pt to reach a balanced assessment of its contribution to tactical air
warfare: Togistics, security, command and
control, and cost. While payload and range
are also put forward as serious disadvantages,
in general this accusation has been leveled
specifically at the Harrier. Nevertheless, this
change will be discussed under future developments.
Logistics. The problem of servicing and
resupplying a dispersed force is the one most
often raised as being the Achilles’ heel of V/
STOL concepts. It, therefore, deserves a
close analysis. We shall consider two resupply problems: the first for V/STOL aircraft

operating from a main base and the second
for fully deployed operations.
1. V/STOL at the main base. V/STOL aircraft operating from main bases suffer no
more logistics problems than conventional
aircraft operating from the same base. In
fact, the V/STOL aircraft may be slightly
better off wherever an airfield is attacked and
so badly damaged that aircraft and vehicle
movement are severely curtailed. Under
these circumstances the conventional aircraft has no option but to wait for repairs,
whereas the V/STOL can either maneuver
within the airfield perimeter or fly to another
base for fuel and weapons.
2. V/STOL in tactical deployment. Although the problems of resupplying deployed aircraft are unusual today, they are
not unique. World Wars I and II, helicopter
operations, etc., ofifer many examples of resupplying deployed air forces. Moreover, it is
self-evident that any military unit requires
logistics support when deployed forward,
and, of course, V/STOL aircraft are no diflFerent. However, whereas previous arguments
about logistics were based mainly on theory,
we now have eight years of practical experience to draw on from operating the Harrier.
The Harrier logistics concept in Germany is
based on a Royal Air Force resupply system
from the Harrier main base to tactically deployed logistics parks. Each logistics park
contains a comprehensive amount of fuel,
weapons, and spares and serves its associated
operational site. If the operational site
moves, the logistics park continues to serve
it, although the system has sufficient flexibility that almost any site could be served by
almost any logistics park. In the near future,
logistics parks will also have a greater degree
of mobility. Operational sites are restocked
at night with 24 hours of supplies so that
these sites also constitute a limited source of
logistics. If either the logistics park or the
operational site were destroyed or damaged,
aircraft already airborne may be recovered
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to another site or return to the main base, or,
with greater weapon standardization, go to
any base where fuel and vveapons are availabíe. These are real Solutions to the logistics
problem that have been put to the test during Harrier exercises. In fact, so successful
has the logistics plan been that the Harrier
force in Germany has been awarded the
highest NATO ratings during realistic
evaluations for the past two years.18 Despite
the success of the Harrier, however, we must
recognize that the resupply problem for the
Harrier \ving in Germany is on a relatively
small scale. A bigger problem would require
a different approach with perhaps a renewed
emphasis on standardization of commonuser items with the army, thus allowing
greater operating flexibilitv. There is great
scope for standardizing such items as trucks,
wheels. fuels and oils, some weapons, and especially small arms for site security. In other
words, given the requisite motivation, the
army supply system could be adapted to provide a measure of support for tactically deployed aircraft. Therefore, while not
minimizing the logistics problems, we can
see that they are not insuperable for deployed operations.
Security. As with logistics, ensuring the
security of any military installation or piece
of equipment is not unique to V/STOL aircraft, although special problems do exist, as
seen in on-base and off-base operations.
1. Security on the main base. Provided that
V/STOL aircraft remain within the airfield
perimeter, there are no special security
problems. On the other hand, V/STOL offers
such flexibility that concepts have been developed which envisage the dispersai of individual or small groups of aircraft either just
within or just outside the airfield boundary to
take advantage of natural cover and suitable
roads or strips. For defense from air attacks,
these aircraft must rely on a combination of
dispersai and concealment and the normal
AAA and SAM airfield defenses. For ground
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defense, an outer defensive ring of static
ground troops and mobile patrols is supplemented by an inner ring of armed and
trained aircraft technicians. Once more the
problems of security do not seem to be insuperable, while the gains are in presenting the
enemy with an unusual and difficult targeting problem.
2. Security when deployed. The security of
V/STOL aircraft when deployed is undoubtedly one of the biggest headaches. For example, Harrier sites deployed behind forward
army elements, say 50 kms from the forward
edge of the battle area (FEBA), are extremely hard to find. No attem pt has yet
been made to provide the sites with active
air defenses, but mobile SAM technology is
advancing at such a pace that this may soon
be feasible. It is generally argued that the
greatest threat to Harrier sites will come
from a ground or airborne assault. Under
these circumstances, the first recourse would
be to divert aircraft and move the site. Failing that, the outer and inner defense concept
would attem pt to stabilize the situation to
allovv evacuation or call for help. All Harrier
site training includes operating in a nuclear,
biological, and Chemical warfare (NBC) environment. In summary, placing sites near
army units, dispersai and concealment, active air defenses in the future, and a higher
State of training provide the sites with viable
security.
Command and control. The problems of
command and control hinge on the ability of
the tasking agencies to communicate with
deployed units. On-base dispersai presents
no difficulties since the tasking facilities already exist. Individually dispersed aircraft
are reached by telebrief, mains radio, vehicle
radio, or hand-held VHF radio. Off base, the
use of secure army Communications has allowed tasking to any or all sites. Sites may
task each other and speak to logistics parks.
In addition, the use of aircraft telebrief either on or off base allows cockpit tasking and
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associated high sortie rates and reduces the
hazards of operating in NBC conditions.
Cost. To begin a discussion about cost by
proposing that it is difficult to be definitive
usually provokes a Hood of skeptical comment. Nevertheless, although the statement
is true since cost measured against effectiveness is bound to be inexact, we must grasp
this nettle. As a rough estimate, it costs 10 to
15 percent more to operate a fully deployed
Harrier squadron than its conventional counterpart at an airfield. This extra cost follows
from the need to provide logistics support,
Communications facilities, protection of sites,
etc., according to the distance of the sites
from the main base and according to vvhat is
already available.19 The return for this extra
cost is, however, a highly flexible, invulnerable, and responsive force. We can also say
that operations from a main base involve no
extra cost at all: in fact, unless the individual
aircraft are destroyed, operational capability
can be practically guaranteed. And we are
talking about a formidable capability here. It
has been said that the Harrier devours six to
seven times the fuel and vveapons of a modern tank, yet she can deliver up to 20 times
the weight of ordnance over 30 times the
distance and can assume many more roles.20
We can, therefore, sum up by saying that
there are no extra costs for operating V/
STOL aircraft from a main base, but an increase in the order of 10 to 15 percent can be
expected for deployed operations. Cost effectiveness on the other hand is practically immeasurable since operations by a V/STOL
aircraft can be guaranteed to a higher levei
than its conventional counterpart.
Battle damage. A final disadvantage that is
sometimes raised concerns the problem of
battle damage; e.g., a bullet in the wrong
place may preclude the V/STOL option.
While this is undoubtedly true, a similar argument could be applied to carrier operations, and this has not yet caused the carrier
option to be abandoned. Battle damage will

occasionally prevent a V/STOL aircraft from
operating in all its modes, in which case it
becomes a conventional aircraft facing similar problems of conventional recovery.
Dramatic improvements in both aircraft
and concept have been achieved in eight
years, and the signposts for future improvements no less dramatic are clear. Most important, however, is that having overcome the
real or imagined disadvantages of V/STOL
operations, V/STOL design allows tactical
aircraft to take advantage to the maximum
extent of the characteristics, functions, and
principies of employment.
V/STOL Concepts
The Royal Air Force has devised two basic
V/STOL concepts with the Harrier, and the
United States Marine Corps has developed
one. Meanwhile, outline concepts for naval
use are emerging, also.
concept for RAF Germany Harriers

The main concept of operations that has
been developed for the three RAF Harrier
squadrons in Germany envisages full tactical
deployment. Aircraft are dispersed to a number of preselected sites where maximum use
can be made of concealment and existing
facilities, such as buildings, barns, woods, and
where some sort of operating surface is available; logistics parks provide fuel, vveapons,
spares, etc. Secure Communications allow
tasking and link each site with a forward
wing operations center (FWOC). Sites may
also communicate with each other. The essence of the concept is its mobility, since
each site is virtuallv self-contained and retains most of its equipment on wheels to
facilitate rapid site moves. Such moves could
be generated by a deteriorating ground
situation, air or ground attack, or contamination from nuclear or Chemical sources. While
every site maintains a rudimentary decon-
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tamination capabilitv and aJl fíeld exercises squadron is assigned to NATO, mainly to the
include contamination training, the first re- flanks, but it also has a worldwide role outside
course is to effect a site move. Security of the Europe in support of national interests. A
sites is achieved by the outer ring/inner ring concept has therefore been developed that
principie. The outer ring is provided by spe- envisages an air mobile deployment of the
cially trained RAF regiment squadrons and entire squadron, including manpower and
the inner ring by the site personnel them- logistics support, to an airhead. The individuselves. Every technician receives extensive al aircraft are then dispersed, sometimes sintactical training and can fight as a soldier if he gly and sometimes in small groups, either
must. This capability is also regularly exer- just within or just outside the airfield perimecised in a nuclear, biological, and Chemical ters. Aircraft are concealed, and operations
environment. Sites contain enough fuel and are the same as for the RAF Germany conweapons for 24 hours’ operations and are re- cept except that any part of the airfield or its
stocked at night. Sufficient flexibility also ex- environs are used for dispatch and recovery.
ists to accept aircraft from other sites either
This concept has also proved to be very
during site moves or for emergency reasons. effective during operational deployments
Operations are normally conducted from overseas and exercises at home. As an examdawn to dusk and in visual meteorological ple, a recent exercise in the United Kingdom
conditions, although the unique characteris- simulated a Harrier squadron of 12 aircraft in
tics of the Harrier allow operations in very direct support of a brigade under heavy atpoor vveather. Tasking is originated through tack from the ground. In response to rethe usual channels, normally through the quests for air support, 12 aircraft generated
FWOC, although sites may be tasked directly 364 sorties in three days. One aircraft flew 45
if necessary. Within the sites, each aircraft is consecutive sorties without major servicing,
connected to the site headquarters by tele- and serviceability in general was outstandbrief, thus allowing cockpit tasking. This ing, demonstrating that flying this tvpe of
scheme permits great responsiveness to task- aircraft in a tactical setting presented no ining, high sortie rates, and a degree of im- superable engineering problems. Although
munity to the aircrew during contamination. critics of the Harrier have denigrated her
The concept has proved to be very success- weapon load, the potential amount of ordful. It is not unusual for the Harrier vving to nance that could have been dropped in the
fly about 240 sorties per day for extended brigade area is worth noting:
periods, achieve a response time of 10 to 15
72,000 30-mm high-explosive shells
minutes, and avoid detection. The daily
1500 cluster dispensers
number of sorties could be exceeded but for
or 900 X 1000-lb bonibs + 600 SN EB rocket
canisters
peacetime constraints of safety and conor 300 X 1000-lb bombs + 1800 SN EB
sumption of weapons. Most pilots fly six conrocket canisters.21
secutive sorties before relief, and this
schedule has been found perfectly sustaina- A formidable load by any standard.
ble over a period of many days.
The concept for the U.K. Harriers, while
not the best of the two RAF concepts, nevertheless has been successful and is clearly apconcept for l nited Kingdom Ilnrriers
plicable in principie to operations by other
The concept for the one Harrier squadron in V/STOL aircraft operating from airfields in
the United Kingdom has been developed to Europe. Experience has shown that while an
cope with its specific commitment. The attacker may know the precise location of an

The Soviet Mikoyatt MiG-21 “Fisbed-G, ” lhe STOL version of the MiG-2í,
was first demonstrated at the air display at Domodedovo on 9 July 1967.

airfield, individual targets that are dispersed
and concealed are hard to find and engage.
Furthermore, if these aircraft possess V/
STOL characteristics, it is virtually impossible to stop operations completely, and the
use of several strips simultaneously allows extremely rapid takeoff and landing, and exposure time is accordingly small.
United States
Maríne Corps concept

The United States Marine Corps has been
most enthusiastic about the possibilities of V/
STOL aircraft and is currently carrying the
banner for future development with vigor.
The marines are operating about 100 Harriers (designated AV-8A), mainly in support of
amphibious assault but also in a limited air
defense role. The USMC concept envisages
three phases: (1) operations from ships, (2)
operations from a temporary site on or near
the beach, and (3) operations from a main
base or shore. In the initial stages of a landing, fully loaded AV-8As operate either in
the air defense or close support roles. VVhen
the beach is secure, the ground commander

can call for the AV-8As to fly to the beach site
on ground alert (cab rank) and retum to the
ship for refuel and rearm. The temporary
beach site can provide basic turnaround servicing, but the aircraft still depends on its sea
base for major support until the main base is
established on shore.22
Convinced of the possibilities of V/STOL,
the USMC has been most active in the development of the AV-8A. The marines have
proposed an improved version of the AV-8A,
designated AV-8B, which includes specific
modifications to make it more suitable for
USMC duties. If the development programmed is successful, the marines envisage
a force of 342 AV-8Bs by the 1980s.23 Lieutenant General T. Miller, USMC, has stated:
The advantages of V/STOL are so important
that we have stated a requirement for an all-V/
Stol light-attack force to begin to phase in during the 1980s . . . 24
Navy coneepts

To introduce the subject of the uses of V/
STOL for naval purposes, it is appropriate to
quote John Fozard, the Harrier’s chief de-
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signer: “The Harrier is the only aircraft that
Nelson could have used at Trafalgar!” Not
surprisingly, then, many navies of the world
have seized on the possibilities that V/STOL
offers. Already we see both Western and
Soviet navies beginning to develop V / STOL
aircraft, and various apphcations are emerging.
As carriers become ever more costly with
their complex arrester gears and catapults,
the validity of the carrier concept as a future
weapon system is in the melting pot. Yet,
there is an increasing need for long-range
maritime patrol aircraft to be complemented
by high-performance combat aircraft integrated and based with the fleet. These aircraft must combine the virtues of fleet
protection and quick reaction. It is well
known that ships are highly vulnerable without air cover, even with good antiaircraft
(AA) defense, and this problem has become
more acute with improvements in antishipping weapons. The sinking of the EiJat by
Styx missiles provides a striking example.
However, if the carrier concept becomes too
expensive to support in the future, the requirements for responsive high-performance
aircraft can still be met by using V/STOL
aircraft. Seaborne V/STOL aircraft can undertake any of the traditional fixed-wing
roles, including antisubmarine warfare, from
a variety of deck surfaces without the complexity of the carrier. In fact, V/STOL aircraft once more open up the possibilities of
pursuing the classic naval roles of projecting
power and control of the sea quite inexpensively.
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now the Forger, discussion of the merits of
V/STOL aircraft was mainly theoretical.
Events have changed this, and we now have
much practical experience about operations,
logistics, costs, and so on, and concepts have
been developed, modified, and proved to be
effective. Skepticism, however, remains very
strong despite 18 years of V/STOL flying,
eight of which have been operational. Brigadier General Atkeson made some pertinent
points when he wrote that:
. . . conventional defense of Europe is not only
possible, but that its feasibility and facility are
improving steadily. Inasmuch as the new technology very definitely favors the defense, and
is only beginning to have its weight felt in the
tactical balance, we can look forward to an era
of positive improvement and increased confidence in Western security. Technology is the
strong suit among the Allies (particularly the
United States) and the rapid expansion of
known and shortly-to-become known physical
and engineering principies is a task for which
Western society and industry is naturally
geared. . . . weapons revolutions have become
routine and are really held in check only by the

imagination limitations o f those who contempla te their meaning.25

The invention and development of V/
STOL aircraft relate directly and significantly to these statements. It has been argued
here that the development of a tactical air
force with a viable V/STOL element could
enhance the deterrence value of the conventional leg of the NATO triad of forces. V/
STOL would enable NATO to develop a dispersai strategy that is clearly lacking today.
Moreover, despite the length of time that
V/STOL has been on the scene and the
achievements of the Harrier forces, development of the idea seems to be being hindered,
The Future
even blocked by .. imagination limitations
No study of this kind would be complete of some of those who contemplate their
without a brief look to the future, since it meaning.” While one can perhaps underseems evident that V/STOL indeed has a fu- stand from the practical aspect that there is
ture in tactical aviation. What are the signs a limit to the number of systems that can be
and portents? Unfortunately, some are not developed simultaneously, it is more difficult
good. Until the arrival of the Harrier and to understand downright skepticism. Never-
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theless, we must take heart from present this aircraft, combining these with the miliachievements and continue sanguine regard- tary advantages produces a strong case for its
ing developments on the horizon.
development. An aircraft with the inherent
On the Soviet side, as we have seen, the flexibility derived from V/STOL technology
Forger is in Service now with every expecta- that was also equipped for all-weather operation of seeing a more sophisticated V/STOL tions, was supersonic, and could carry a wide
aircraft in the near future. The USMC plans range of Stores over a long distance would be
to develop the AV-8A into the AV-8B and a potent weapon. And, as John W. R. Taylor
buv them in considerable numbers. The U.S. adds in Jane’s Aerospace Review 1976—
Navy is showing interest in V/STOL aircraft 1977:
using a different design to the vectored
Add thrust vectoring in forward flight, and the
thrust idea,26 vvhile the Royal Navy has orresulting aircraft begins to sound expensive,
but is anything else practical to preserve baldered a naval derivative of the RAF Harrier,
anced
forces in a period when the Soviet Union
to be named Sea Harrier. Other navies of the
is
producing
1000 tactical aircraft every
world are watching the development of
year?27
these aircraft very carefully, and already the
Spanish Navy has purchased a version of the It is not yet clear whether the differing reHarrier, now named the Matador. But so far quirements of the AST 403 and the FTCA
the development of the V/STOL idea is be- can be reconciled, but in the light of NATO’s
ing developed more stongly by naval than clear requirement to develop a dispersai
land-based air power, although the applica- strategy and enhance the credibility of its
tion for the latter seems clear.
conventional deterrence, a golden opportuOne of the few possibilities that presently nity appears to be open. The first step, thereexist is to be found in the RAF’s plan to build fore, ought to be to include V/STOL
a single replacement for the roles currently technology in the AST 403.
fílled by the Harrier and Jaguars. The reBefore leaving future aspects of V/STOL,
quirement has been designated Air Stafif Tar- we should perhaps glance briefly at the prosget (AST) No. 403. This could be one of the pects for the development of payload and
most significant aircraft of the future and is range, since this has been an area where the
worth a short digression. The RAF plans to critics have been most active, and we refer
identifv and build the Harrier/Jaguar re- here specifically to engine development.
placement by about the end of the 1980s. At Hopefully, the story of the development of
present it has not been decided whether this the H arrier’s engine, the Rolls-Royce Pegaaircraft wifl be V/STOL or not, or whether it sus, might allay the fears.
The present payload and range of the Harwill develop into an aircraft similar to the
F-16. A further factor in the development of rier are largely functions of engine power, so
AST 403 is that other European countries that an increase in engine power would allow
(France, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany) the V/STOL idea to be applied to many othhave identified a need for a versatile follow- er roles than the present close support. For
on battlefield support aircraft. These four na- example, air defense, reconnaissance, and intions, plus Britain, have formed a five-nation terdiction are roles that would be highly
working group to discuss their possible m utu- compatible with a V/STOL aircraft. In fact,
al requirements for a future tactical combat a V/STOL aircraft with tactical nuclear
weapons would provide a most potent deteraircraft (FTCA).
While there are obvious political and eco- rent and war-fighting force. Although V/
nomic overtones to discussions surrounding STOL technology can be provided by means
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other than vectored thrust, the simplicity of
the idea and its proven reliability remain an
attractive proposition. Can vectored-thrust
engines meet future requirements? History
answers yes. The Rolls-Royce Pegasus entered RAF service in 1969 at 8680 kg thrust.
In three years this had grown by 12 percent
for an increase of only 2 percent in the
weight of the complete weapon system. The
net gain in thrust minus weight represents a
44 percent increase in the payload carried
from vertical takeoff (VTO) and a somewhat
smaller proportional increase in the (larger)
STO payload.28 It could be argued that thrust
growth benefíts the V/STOL aircraft more
than it does its conventional counterpart.
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Any future thrust increases should therefore
enhance the already highly competitive
capabilities of today’s V/STOL aircraft.
The future is clouded by uncertainties. V/
STOL aircraft exist today and have demonstrated their possibilities for both land and
sea warfare. Further developments are
clearly possible, and some avenues of approach for the future have been identified.
We must not enable history to point to us and
say that even with the examples of the machine gun and the torpedo less than 50 years
old, another technological advance took
years to be fulfilled.
Hq Tactical Air Command
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Our age of anxiety is, in great part, the result of trying to do
today's job with yesterday’s tools—with yesterday’s concepts.
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THE IMPACT OF COMMAND,
CONTROL, AND COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGYON AIR WARFARE
C harles A. Z raket
Stanley E. R ose

T

HE TECHNOLOGIES of aerodynamics, propulsion, and structures have produced a marvel in terms of the aircraft
that have resulted; however, the technology
that has produced the ability to command
and control and to communicate with these
aircraft has given us air power. This C3 technology has recently enjoyed an explosive
growth in capability and reduction in cost
that promise an even greater impact on air

warfare than we have witnessed to date. The
short history of the development of C3 technology for air defense is illustrative of the
roots of command/control capabilities for air
power.
Following World War I, while air power
advocates struggled to gain acceptance of
their weapon, all nations disarmed rapidly.
Airmen could do little toward improving air
defenses. Yet, for the future of air defense, by
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1935 the British had made a most iinportant
technological development, radar. Radar
revolutionized the art of air defense.1
After the outbreak of war in Europe in
1939, all nations had begun the construction
of air defense systems. But only Great Britam
had built a radar early-warning network capable of alerting and controlling the air defense system. When World War II began,
Great Britain had a network of 20 radar stations. This radar network allowed the few
Royal Air Force fighter squadrons to remain
on the ground until the last possible moment
before taking off to intercept the bombers.
Largely because of the British early-warning
network and other radar developments such
as ground-controlled interception (GCI), airborne interception (AI), and identification,
friend or foe (IFF), the Battle of Britain of
1940-41 was won bv a numerically inferior
fighter force.
The operation of the early radar systems
was difficult since people had to interpret
manually some hundreds of plots every
minute, all subject to variable delays and to
the personal errors of the observers. Quite
trivial difficulties proved surprisingly hard to
overcome. It was difficult to find room for all
the plotters around the table, and they could
not plot fast enough. They might disturb one
set of plots when they leaned over to plot
another aircraft. Such rather simple difficulties could be, and often were, the limiting
factors on the use that could be made of the
radar plots, and an intensive study of all the
stages in plotting and filtering was made
throughout the early years of the war.
In the U.S., a first step toward coordination
of air defense was taken early in 1940 when
the War Department created the Air Defense Command and sited about 95 radar sets
—65 on the Pacific Coast. By early 1943, the
danger of enemy air attack had passed, and
in the following year the continental air defense system was dismantled.
During the early years of peace that fol-
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lowed the defeat of Germany and Japan, air
defense seemed unnecessary. The victorious
Western allies quickly demobilized and
scrapped or stored most of their air defense
weapons. However, by 1948, the cold war
had begun, and as the split between the free
world and the Communist nations widened,
most governments began to rearm. With the
world’s two strongest powers armed with nuclear weapons, defense against air attack assumed new importance. Nations on both
sides of the Iron Curtain felt compelled to
erect the most effective air defense system
possible.
By the mid-1950s, the free world, under
the leadership of the United States, had
made substantial progress in constructing an
early-warning radar network around the periphery of the Soviet Union and its satellites.
Inside the Iron Curtain another radar network was poised to alert the Communist air
defense system. Into these air defense systems went a substantial part of the defense
budget of each nation.
In late 1950, the United States Air Force
recognized the shortcomings of the continental air defense system in being at that
time. As a result, the Air Defense Systems
Engineering Committee (ADSEC)* combined air defense data-handling work at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(M.I.T.) Digital Computer Laboratory with
radar data-transmission equipment from Air
Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.
The results were favorable, and the Air
Force then suggested the establishment of a
laboratory to continue this program. In the
spring of 1951, negotiations were carried out
which first led to a five-month study (Project
CHARLES) and, second, to the establishment of the Lincoln Laboratory in August
1951.
It was during this study period that the use
•ADSEC. a group formed in 1950 by the Scientific Advisory Board at the
reijue.st of the Air Staff to study the overal) problerns of air defense.
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of a high-speed digital Computer gained full
momentum for application to air defense.
Project CHARLES recommended the testing of such a Computer in the ground environment by use of the Whirlwind I Computer
then in being at the Digital Computer
Laboratory, M.I.T. This test was to provide
information to the Air Force on the capability of such equipment to solve the ever growing air defense problem. The Cape Cod
system, vvhich was established as the experimental system, led to the development and
deployment of an operational system for air
defense.
The air defense art developed during the
Battle of Britain is remarkably well preserved but automated in the Air Force’s
semiautomatic ground environment (SAGE)
system, as it was called. This automation
overcame many of the problems the British
system experienced when it was saturated
with a high traffic density.
At an FPS-3 radar station, for instance, the
signals from the radar were processed so that
they could be transmitted within the bandwidth capability of a telephone line. This was
done by equipment at the radar station that
integrated the video signal over one radar
beam width and transmitted on the telephone line one range sweep during that interval. A number of radars were netted and
sent their data to a SAGE direction center.
The mapping station at the direction center
consisted òf a plan-position indicator (PPI)
scope display of incoming radar data from a
particular radar set. From this data, information displays were generated so that operators could make decisions and guide weapons
to the target.
Charles Babbage’s Computer designs were
limited by mechanical devices, and the engineers of the early 1950s were limited by
vacuum tubes, which by today’s standards
would be impossibly bulky and unreliable.
The first engineering model of SAGEs AN/
FSQ-7 Computer contained almost 60,000

vacuum tubes. Its m em ory, however, was
small by today’s standards—8192 words of
32-bit length, though that was later expanded to 69,632 words. T he m em ory cycle time
was six microseconds. Processing speed was a
m ere 75,000 instructions per second. And,
though the drive to snatch new developm ents from the forefront of technology and
press them into Service has been a continuing thesis throughout Computer history, the
fact is that prudence governed the choice of
tubes, rath er than transistors, for the FSQ-7
digital Computer. Transistors w ere close, but
they w ere not quite there; and the fate of the
system could not be staked on them . So
SAGE rode into the future on a technology
that was swiftly being overtaken by a new
generation.
But the SAGE Computer was able to generate about 200 different kinds of displays, requiring up to 20,000 characters, 18,000
points, and 5000 lines every two and a half
seconds. By tim e-sharing the central Computer, each air defense routine could be ope ra ted at least once every 15 seconds. The 22
SAGE centers that eventually dotted across
the U.S. and Canada w ere n e tted together
with digital data Communications and went
into operation in the late 1950s and early
’60s.2
From this point, advances in Computer
technology followed one of two distinct directions. T h ere w ere the “num ber-crunche rs”—large,
powerful
devices
that
m anipulated enorm ous am ounts of data and
perform ed com plex calculations at ever
higher speeds. These w ere in essence the logical descendents of the systems gone before.
And th ere w ere the representatives of a newer breed: the smaller, lighter, m ore reliable
processors that w ere faster and m ore capable
than their predecessors and which w ere being called on to do m ore diverse sorts of operations.

The technology of miniaturization put
digital computers into the air. Before the

Cold War Vigilance
In the decade following World War II, the
Western nations constructed early-waming
radar networks to "observe’’ the Iron
Curtain nations. Texas Tower 3 (left) stood
in the Atlantic some 30 miles south of
Nantucket, Massachusetts, on the alert for
incoming enemy aircraft. . . . The Distant
Early Waming (DEW) Line, completed in
1957, was a 5000-mile chain o f radar
stations (like the one below) stretching along
the Arctic Circle from the Aleutians to
Greenland. Its missiori: to spot enemy
manned bomhers attempting raids on North
America over the polar approaches and
wam the North American Air Defense
Command (NORADl.
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days of transistors, digital computers were
much too heavy and bulky to be airborne.

ably with less than a hundred atoms.
Three orders of magnitude in performance per decade is a significant increase.
When a technology is improving by several
M,TRE, we recently orders of magnitude and can be reasonably
defined one measure of progress in Computer expected to continue at the same rate, so that
circuitry. As the basis for developing a figure perhaps another eight or nine orders of magof merit, we used an element about a centi- nitude will be available for exploitation by
meter on a side—that is, an element that the end of this century, then that can, in fact,
would have been a fraction of a vacuum tube have revolutionary as opposed to evolution20 years ago, a single transistor 10 years ago, ary implications. Similar improvements are
an integrated Circuit today. This turns out to taking place in high-speed and secondary
be a useful volume because the cost and reli- storage and in analog techniques, such as surability of these elements have been roughly face-wave devices and charged-coupled dethe same over the past 25 years, but the com- vices.3
puting power has grown. If you take as a
Although it is difficult to predict the effects
measure of Computer power—that is, the of improvements of many orders of magniEgure o f m erit—the product ofspeed (opera- tude, there are some things that seem likely
tions per second) and com plexity (equivalent to us at MITRE. For example, the statement
number of gates per package) that can be that Computer scarcity will be replaced by
accomplished in our centim eter cube, and if Computer plenty may seem odd because apyou plot this over the past 25 years, you get parently computers are everywhere you
an amazingly smooth curve with an improve- turn. The very phrase “computational scarciment three orders o f m agnitude each decade ty” sounds strange applied to computers.
—a factor of ten every three years or so. In However, even though there are lots of com1950, the figure of merit was 105; now it is puters, we still treat them as a scarce reabout 1012, and in 1980 it will be about 1013 source, try to ensure that they are used
or 1014—that is, about eight orders of magni- efficiently and that we not buy a larger one
tude greater than in 1950. Costs for the same than is necessary. The situation is going to
performance have been decreasing at about change, though, and we are going to be in
half that rate, not including peripherals.
the position where we can really get all the
We know that this trend will continue for computation that is needed. Efficient use of
at least five more years because of the experi- hardware will, therefore, become less impormental and prototype equipments that exist tant, and other things will become the drivtoday in laboratories and pilot production ing forces in C3 technology—e.g., software,
facilities. We are almost sure it will continue sensors, and Communications.
The application of command and control
for ten to fifteen more years since many ideas
are being explored and tested with radically to other military uses multiplied after the denew materiais, new ways of interconnecting velopment of SAGE. As would be expected,
these materiais, and new methods of fabrica- the availability of data processing to accomtion. Also, we know we are a long way from plish them has grown to accommodate the
violating the laws of physics. In these ad- need. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figvanced projected systems, in order to store a ure 1, where command and control requirebit or a logic-gate, it takes tens of thousands ments have been plotted over the years. The
of atoms. In comparison, living material capabilities of computers that have been reStores each bit of the genetic code pretty reli- sponsive to these requirements are plotted
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Figure 1. Trends in command and control requirements

signal reflected from the ground clutter. By
means of this processing capability, small in
size but powerful in concept, we can overcome the shortcomings of earlier radars that
dealt with the clutter problem by ignoring
(as the British filter officer did) signals from
this region. Now we can purposefuliy look
down from a moving radar platform into an
ever changing overland clutter background,
ignore the clutter, and extract the signal all
automatically. This capability had a farreaching effect on the way that air warfare
will be conducted. Its implications are only
now being appreciated and embodied in
such systems as the F-15 and E-3A Airborne
Warning and Control System (AWACS).
Similarly, this same processing capability
allows us to eliminate the familiar mechani-

Figure 2. Trends in cost per instruction

on the figure. Machines of these capabilities
have become possible because of the miniaturization of high-performance Computer
circuitrv already mentioned .4
Figure 2 further iliustrates the effect of this
technology on the practicability of acquiring
this capability in terms of the dramatic decrease in cost per instruction over the last
two decades. Note the order of magnitude
cheaper capability available with a million
instructions per second microprocessor.5
The resulting technology of miniaturization not only allowed us to put computation
capability into the air but also made it possible for an aircraft to sense its environment
and communicate securely with friendly
forces. By sheer dint of computational force
in an airborne radar, we are able to process
returns of thousands of unwanted echoes
per second from the terrain below, eliminate them all, and leave only the desired
returned signal of a low-flying enemy aircraft. We can pick out targets that are reflecting radar power that is 60 dB below the
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cally scanning antenna that often is the bane
of the aerodynamicist looking for a clean profile. It is possible to process signals from a thin
array of transceiving elements by inserting
computed delays among them to form simultaneous beams in space that are equivalent to
many equivalent rotating antennas. We can
even adjust the antenna pattern to place
nulls in the directions of unwanted signals.
Other sensors that the technology will support are the following:
• Receivers that sense enem y-em itted signals and by m eans of adaptive Processing form m atched filters to these signals. This
ability enables the perception of distant
threats before they can be effective.

• Devices that continuously sense
many simultaneously arriving signals from
threat emitters and adapt the best combination of barrage jamming, spot jamming, and
chafif to optimize the penetration of the air
defense.
Although much of the described technology helps make the aircraft more self-sufficient, maximum air power results only if we
can communicate betvveen aircraft and with
the aircraft from ground-based command
and control centers. Realizing this, the enemy will attem pt to jam, spoof, or eavesdrop
on the communication links.
The availability of digital signal Processing
spawned from these technologies has proved
to be an answer to this threat to the communication links. By encoding the signal,
thus spreading its spectrum in a way known
only to friendly receivers, it is possible to
force an enemy jammer to dilute his energy
over a much broader spectrum than that of
the actual information bandwidth. This encoding process also is the basis for protection
against spoofing and eavesdropping.
The spreading of the spectrum of the signal is accomplished by dividing each information bit into many pseudorandomly coded
bits. We can then recover these data bits at
the other end by passing the pseudorandom

code into a digital filter that matches the
code at that instant of time. This filter is
made up of digital shift registers with feedback paths that locally generate the same
code that is being sent. Further processing
allows the detection and correction of any
errors in the data. The codes are very long
and therefore do not repeat to allow the enemy to eavesdrop or spoof. The present State
of the art in this technique allows the signal
to be recovered even if the jamming signal is
20 dB higher at the friendly receiver.
New surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices
where the matched filter is a tapped delay
line (of variable delays) will allow signals to
be extracted with jamming power leveis 40
dB above the signal. Digital communication
systems like this also lend themselves to a
time division multiple access (TDMA) mode
of use where many subscribers can use the
communication link almost simultaneously.
For instance, in the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) now being
developed by the Air Force, a net of users
contains 128 transmission time slots per second. Each time slot consists of a synchronization preamble so that the receiver’s filter can
synchronize its pseudorandom sequence to
the correct position. Following this preamble, the information is transmitted in up to
233 error-coded bits, each in a spread spectrum and frequency hopping format.
This is a receiver-oriented system in which
all participants have connectivity with all
others and where, therefore, no central, vulnerable mode exists. The messages are encoded so that each receiver may select only
that information of interest to it. This feature
provides a circulating bus architecture for
the n et’s information base.
By means of such a net, many aircraft can
be connected to each other and to control
centers, thus achieving a force multiplying
effect through the use of C3. Similar techniques could be used to provide more jamproof tactical voice systems.
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T HE

POWER of digital

com puters and their associated sensor and
comm unication equipm ents has led us to a
new coneept of piloted aircraft control. You
m ight call it the “digital airplane,” a nicknam e that indicates one of the m ore important aspects of such an integrated system: it
uses the com paratively fast, highly condensed kind of information Processing m ade
possible bv the use of digital instead of analog
data. Such an avionics system Controls the
aircraffs on-board systems and makes flight a
vastly different affair—u i th new freedom s
and new responsibilities.

An example of the digital airplane is the
B-l bomber,whose future at this time is at
best uncertain. About two-thirds the size of
the B-52, it can carry almost twice the payload—75,000 pounds. This aircraft is essentially run, managed, flown, maintained, and
controlled by its computers, integrated and
under the command and control of a small
crew of four men.
The design of the instrumentation and
Controls is influenced by the availability of
digital computers. This is manifested by the
profusion of dedicated processors which deal
with such functions as rotation, go around,
angle of attack, and air vehicle limits—one
processor—and engine instrument system,
signal conditioning and distribution—another processor. There is a processor to manage
the fuel center of gravity and one for a vertical situation display. Separate processors
control the flight instrument signal converter, the gyro-stabilization system, central air
data storage and manipulation, and the electrical multiplex subsystem.
The B-l’s weapon systems involve five
large general purpose computers: a general
navigation avionics control unit, a weapon
delivery avionics control unit, and a defensive avionics control unit; all use computers
with 32-bit words. Two more computers control radio frequency surveillance, electronic
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countermeasures, and an integrated test subsystem that check out everything onboard.
In addition, there are multiplex systems that
interconnect all the on-board Processing systems.
The important part about this aircraft is
that it is an integrated system—an aggregation of subsystems under the control of higher-level systems that are themselves under
the general direction of the pilot. He can
make the aircraft do what he needs it to do,
by executive control. What we have, then, is
not an airborne assemblage of a dozen or two
dozen discrete systems but rather something
like an organism—all of whose parts are functioning toward a common purpose under
centrally coordinated control. And, that control is a mixture of machine organization and
human judgment.6
Over recent years, the development of air
defense systems had reduced the effectiveness of bombers. The improvements in radar,
computational capabilities, and the augmentation of interceptors with supersonic surface-to-air missiles might have produced a
strategic air power stalemate that would
have continued except for the impact of the
development and acquisition of the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM).
However, the maturing of the developments that made air defense command and
control possible are now providing an opposing force that is making possible the penetration of air defense systems by means of
adaptive countermeasures. The B-l capability with its small crew is an embodiment of
this trend.
In addition, recent maturation of a number of relatively independent technologies,
such as composite materiais, small turbine
engines, smaller and more powerful warheads, compact and accurate navigation systems, and, most important, solid-state
microelectronics, have made possible the development of an air-launched cruise missile
that promises to enhance significantly the
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strategic bomber force. The highly accurate
cruise missile provides the potential for additional attack modes, for suppressing and saturating defenses as a standoff weapon, and for
increasing the number of strategic targets at
threat by both widening and extending the
effective flight path of the penetrating bomber. This conclusion is based on three factors:
the cruise missile’s small size and relatively
long-range flight at low altitude; its potential
for low cost; and the consequences of exploiting in C3 Systems the major technological
asvmmetry enjoyed by the U.S. in microelec-
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tronics and large-scale integrated (LSI) circuitry.
Now the technology has enabled us to
come full circle. Where the invention and
development of the radar and digital Computer have yielded a ground environment
whereby the effect of defensive high-speed
interceptors could be multiplied through
command and control, the ability to place
this command and control in airborne vehicles has also given the offensive aircraft more
viability.
We are entering the age where bombers

The E-3A AWACS (Airborne Waming and Control System) can “look down . . .
into an ever changing overland clutter background, ignore the clutter, and extract the signal all automatically." . . . The distinguishing feature o f the E-3A is
ifs 30-foot rotodome, which contains much of the equipment that makes the aircraft a sunivable command and control center for Identification, surveillance,
and tracking of airborne forces. The E-3A (opposite) approaches a KC-135
tanker for aerial refueling ocer Edwards AFB. Califórnia. The operators (below)
are at tuo of the four multipurpose consoles on each E-3A AWACS aircraft.
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will not only have self-contained adaptive that their simultaneous time of arrival at a
penetration systems but could also act as “air- defended target can help to saturate the deborne command posts” to fleets of accom- fense.
panying pilotless vehicles. We will probably
These capabilities will amplify the effecsee a restoration, through this feature, of the tiveness of the carriers manyfold, permitting
balance between offensive and defensive air new tactics to be employed and thereby expower that has for many years been tilted ploit the U.S. advantage in electronics by
toward the defense.
providing a combined weapon system with
The principal virtue of the manned bomb- high performance at relatively low cost.
er leg of the strategic Triad is the many ways
To exploit fully this potential, the integratin which the intellect and the versatility of ed command and control system should have
the crew can be applied to a rapidly chang- the following capabilities:
ing situation. At present, one of the ways that
• The ability to net the ground control
this flexibility is manifested is in dynamic se- centers with the carrier aircraft acting as airlection of penetration aids where enemy de- borne command posts to perform strike planfenses appear or by the choice of less ning and dynamic battle management.
hazardous routes or alternate targets. There• The ability to achieve high nuclear
fore, built-in “smarts” or adaptability of the
safety
for exercises and alerts and provide
cruise missile—the role of command and
control—can preserve this characteristic of positive launch control of missiles from the
the Triad by allowing aircraft crews execu- carriers.
tive control over a large, sophisticated pene• The ability to control criticai functrating force.
tions during and after the launching of the
The open-loop operation, where each cruise missile, which contains self-adaptive
bomber launches its magazine of cruise mis- electronic threat sensors for evasive maneusiles toward predestined targets, along paths vers and countermeasures as well as self-condetermined by prehostility knowledge of de- tained navigation and homing modes.
fense positions, need not be tolerated with
• The ability to communicate, withsmart cruise missiles under the executive out enemy interference, among all elements
control of the bomber crew.
of the system.
A smart cruise missile, which flies from
about one to three hours and which operates
semiautonomously and adaptively after
O FAR, we have mostly
launch under the overall control of the carri- discussed the impact that C3 technology
er, should have the self-contained capability could have on strategic air power. Air power
of two-way communication with the carrier, has had and will continue to have a profound
the ability to sense electronically the envi- impact on land/air battles where air cover,
ronment through which it is flying, the abili- close air support, and air interdiction can
ty to store and process this information for provide precision firepower in tactical situaevasive maneuvers, and the ability to report tions. Recently, we have seen the acquisition
this information and its status to the carrier. and build-up of mobile surface-to-air missile
Based on this information, subsequent mis- (SAM) capability to attem pt to offset this tacsiles that may have already been launched tical advantage of air power. As a matter of
can be reprogrammed via a data link to at- fact, the proliferation of shoulder-fired SAMs
tack alternate targets still within the missile’s (e.g., Redeye) among our own troops has infootprint. Also, missiles may be redirected so creased the fratricide problem to further in-
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hibit the application of air power near the
battle area. In addition to the SAM threat to
air power, a direct measure against today’s
relatively unsophisticated tactical C3 is appearing in the forin of electronic warfare
(EW).
It is the application of new C3 technology
for the secure, jam-proof control of tactical
strike aircraft that will allovv us once again to
utilize air power to help friendlv air/land
forces move the forward edge of the battle
area (FEBA) toward the enemy-held territory.
It is feasible with C3 technology now in
research and development to gather a
myriad of information from battlefield surveillance and target acquisition sensors and
use these data in real time to arrange for and
direct air strikes against ground targets. A
ground target strike control center could assemble a strike force consisting of manned
and smart unmanned aircraft, electronic
warfare and defense suppression assets and
in real time orchestrate such a force against
time-critical ground targets.
It is conceivable that the manned aircraft
operating beyond the FEBA could be directly augmented with accompanying smart
cruise missiles under the executive control of
the manned aircraft crews themselves.
Cruise missile costs in quantity can probably
be brought down to a small fraction of the
cost of a manned aircraft. If they can be used
in a way that increases the per sortie survivability of the manned aircraft, we can probably afford to make them expendable
(nonrecoverable), even using large cruise
missile /manned aircraft ratios per mission.
These augmenting cruise missiles could be
used in the following potential applications:
• Additional platforms for air-to-air or
air-to-surface missiles with launch decision
and terminal guidance under control of the
manned aircraft crews.
• Carriers for additional standoflf jamming transmitters under control of the elec-
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tronic warfare members of the manned
aircraft crews.
• Chaff and expendable jammer dispensers propitiously released under control
of the EW officers.
• Electronic support measure sensor
platforms to locate and identify enemy emitters to be displayed to appropriate penetrating aircraft and thus help perceive the extent
of the enemy defense system as it applies to
each aircraft in the mission.
• Platforms moving ahead of strike
aircraft to help detect moving ground targets
so that the strike aircraft can maneuver into
best position.
• Platforms carrying look-down radars which can be netted to provide an air
surveillance picture to Combat Air Patrol
(CAP) aircraft crews.
• Platforms
for
Communications
relays.
A tactical strike force, then, could consist
of manned strike aircraft, CAP aircraft, and
specialized cruise missiles, each capable of
performing one or more of these tasks. In
addition, the cruise missiles could perform
decoy duties, and since they need not be
recovered, they could carry a warhead to be
delivered after the cruise missile performed
its support function.
The key to achieving these capabilities is
an overall tactical command, control, and
Communications structure that allows supporting cruise missiles to be controlled with
a minimum of attention from busy aircrews
and a ground-based distributed air-control
facility to command and control this mixed
force. To exploit the C3 capability which
technologically exists, we must mount a development program concomitant with the
cruise missile development to evolve systems
like the tactical air control system (485L) into
this capability.
In the twenty-five years since the beginning of SAGE, we have seen an explosion in
C3 technology that multiplied the computing

At the forefront of USAF involvement with C3 technologij is the E-4 Advanced Airborne Cornmand Post, a
Boeing 74 7 adapted to accommodate our most sophisticated cornmand, contrai, and Communications
equipment. The presently projected program will be
complete in 1983. with six fully equipped E-4Bs. The
operations team area is shown at the bottom and lhe
Communications area tdata section) on the opposite page.
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power of the SAGE FSQ-7 machine and
shrank it in size to microscopic chips. Where
the technology of C3 made defensive air
power awesome, the miniaturization of the
circuitry has now reaped the same benefit to
offensive air power. Aircraft can now carry
sophisticated sensors and computers that can
exchange data with other computers by
means of a secure antijam, digital data link.
We are now on the brink of another revolutionary change in air warfare. Manned aircraft can now’ command and control an
accompanying armada of pilotless but smart
cruise missiles. This combination has the potential of regaining from the defense some of
the same command and control advantages.
In both strategic and tactical applications,
a command, control, and communication capabüity is achievable which will:
• Provide strike planning and dynam-
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ic battle management from ground-based
command and control centers with manned
aircraft, in addition to their primary role of
acting as airborne command posts.
• Allow the manned aircraft to utilize
the pilotless vehicles in supportive roles to
suppress, overwhelm, and confuse the enemy defensive command and control.
• Augment the manned aircraft offensive capabilities by providing additional firepower to the pilotless aircraft, which can be
directed to targets under the command and
control of the flight crews.
• Modernize our own tactical and
strategic air defense Systems to keep pace
with the virulence that C3 technology will
also and inevitably bring to enemy offensive
systems.
To achieve this C3 capability, the foliowing
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developmental activities must be pursued
aggressively:
• Acquisition of a narrowband, secure, jam-proof, multiple-access data link System
to ensure that the required
communication connectivity is available to
all elements.
• Acquisition of ground-based, survivable command and control centers (especially for tactical applications), which can
handle the data in real time to accomplish
dynamic battle management that capitalizes
on the availability of real-time sensing data
and retargetable weapon assets.
• Exploitation of the availability of
new airborne sensor and navigation technology for the new cruise missile technology
to produce a smart cruise missile, which
would result in an adaptive autonomous craft
requiring the minimum of control from the
C3 system.
• Acquisition of ground-based and
air-based sensors to gather data on air and
ground data.
Finallv, it is of interest to conjecture what
impact the C3 technology may have on the
future personnel requirements of the Air
Force and the cost of new systems. We have
been visualizing highly automated air warfare. The classical duties of the air officer—
flving, navigating, flight engineering—are
being taken over by the Computer.
Automation will put more and more vehicles and firepower under the command of
each Air Force officer, flight or ground crew.
The era is Corning where Air Force combat
personnel will require more training as military tacticians rather than as only technicians

or pilots. One impact of C3 technology on air
warfare, then, may have the potential of allowing more emphasis on the development
of air warfare tactics and tacticians.
The impact of C3 technology on the cost of
air weapon systems shows up in two ways.
First, we can put into the inventory effective
air weapons that need not be man rated and
thus trade off the cost and weight of a life
support payload with a C3 payload. We can
then attem pt to produce unmanned air
weapons at less than 10 percent to 20 percent of the cost of manned air weapons, but
retaining the same firepower. Second, the recent trend toward higher life-cycle costs due
to skilled labor-intensive maintenance and
operations expenditures can be reversed
with automatic checkout, redundancy, and
throwaway modularity features available in
the same technology that yielded C3 itself.
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W it h a rigorous development and deployment program, the conjectures in this article
could be operationally attainable within the
next ten to fifteen years. If these advances in
technology continue to accelerate and we
capitalize on them, the future impact of C3
on air warfare before the turn of the century
will indeed be revolutionary. It is beyond our
scope here to attempt to predict the details
of this revolution. But suffice it to say that the
U.S. has, at this point, the initiative in this
area as a fallout of its superior electronics
technology and production know-how. Let
us hope that we recognize the availability of
this initiative and proceed to exploit it.
The M ITRE Corporation

DÉTENTE, DEFENSE, AND THE FUTURE
COURSE OF AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY
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FINAL YEARS of Américas Vietnam experience, coupled with the tragedy of Watergate, witnessed an ever more
bitter debate about the role of the United
States in world affairs as well as about the
place of the executive branch in formulating
It is singularly significant that after years of
that role. Both Vietnam and Watergate are
now historical events, although vestiges of focusing national security debates on matters
both are likely to affect American thinking relating to Southeast Asia, we now virtually
and behavior for some time to come. Al- ignore the region. Our major concerns, acthough America is now fundamentally at cording to the Department of Defense, are
peace with the world and herself, the debate Europe and Northeast Asia as well as a minor
continues.
contingency “elsewhere”—probably the
h e
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Middle East. VVe have thus shed much of our
interest in that region which for a decade
absorbed our major systems, our stocks of
ammunition, and our thinking. Instead, we
have returned to contemplate developments
in those regions that have been the focus of
intensive Soviet activity for that same
decade, and we are now debating the significance and consequences of that activity.
What are the intentions of the Soviets and
their allies? What is the meaning of the Soviet strategic and conventional buildups? What
is the role of our allies? Who, for what, and
where, if anywhere, should we be prepared
to fight next? Is our focus to be solely on the
Soviets? What about their surrogates, or others who might obtain nuclear weaponry?
Thankfully, these questions and the debate
in general are being posed in a manner far
less frenzied than that which accompanied
the great national divide over Vietnam. But
the issues are no less pressing; indeed, they
are more so. Vietnam, after all, was the “half
war” of the two-and-one-half wars for which
the United States Command Authorities
planned. It is with both the full war (we now
plan for one-and-one-half1) and the half war
that the present debate is concerned.
Robert Pranger’s book D étente and Defense, The Brookings Institution’s latest
volume on and entitled Setting National Priorities, and The Last Chance by William Epstein all reflect aspects of this new debate, f
Each highlights different views of the evolving world order and different priorities for
coping with it.
Pranger’s reader is not meant to be a formal position paper. Nevertheless, its focus on

the U.S.-U.S.S.R. competition, notably in the
strategic arms arena, dominates its contents.
Other areas of concern—the role of allies on
both sides, the Chinese-U.S.-Soviet triptych,
mutual balanced force reduction, Helsinki,
and stresses in África and the Mideast—receive far less attention, often only passing
reference. Nevertheless, all clearly impact
on the prospects for détente and requirements for U.S. defense. The contrast with the
Brookings volume could not be more
marked. The latter stresses the dangers inherent in a Mideast conflict, which it posits
may be the next immediate focus for U.S.
military involvement. Epstein’s preoccupation with nuclear proliferation seems lost on
the editor of D étente and Defense.
In short, the book clearly does not provide
the reader with the “global perspective on
détente” that Pranger advertises in his introduction. (pp. .5-6) All the same, it is a valuable volume for what it does provide,
namely, the setting for the present debate
over détente and an insight into three specific aspects of that debate: (1) the nature of
Soviet intentions and what these imply for
the future course of American policy; (2) the
value of détente to the United States, particularly with respect to strategic arms competition; and (3) the nature and significance
of comparisons of U.S. and Soviet-related defense expenditures.
Of the three subject areas, the book’s treatment of the first theme is both the most interesting and, together with the source
documents on détente, probably of the
greatest value. It includes a restatement by
Richard Nixon of the foreign policy initia-

f Robert J. Pranger, editor, Détente and Defense: A Reader (\\ ashington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research,
1976, $4.50), 445 pages.
Henry Owen and Charles L. Sehultze, editors^Setting National Priorities: The Next Ten Years (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1976, $6.95), xvii and 618 pages.
William Epstein,77/e Last Chance: Nuclear Proliferation and Arms
Control (New York: The Free Press, 1976, $14.95), xxiv and 341 pages.
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tives of his first administration as well as a
contribution by Melvin R. Laird, written especially for the volume, which reassesses the
foreign policy accomplishments and failings
of the Nixon-Ford years. Additionally, and
following the Nixon selection, the book juxtaposes a neo-cold vvar view of Soviet intentions with a more benign assessment of
East-West relationships by placing side by
side selections by Charles Burton Marshall
and J. YVilliam Fulbright, respectively. These
pieces are most useful because it must constantly be remembered that relatively recent disagreements about Soviet motives
and U.S. responses, which stem from disillusionment with recent U.S. policy in Southeast Asia, nevertheless, have been projected
backward into time to address U.S. foreign
policy from Yalta onward. A historical perspective that goes beyond the mere evaluation of current trends, which are affected by
the base year from which their data points
are plotted, is criticai to clear comprehension
of both sides of the present debate. Motives
are, however, unquantifiable; subjective
themselves, they can only be judged subjectively. The quantitative overlay cannot and
should not obscure that fact.
Immediately following the Marshall-Fulbright“exchange” is a selection from the writings of Zbigniew Brzezinski. It provides the
reader with a good taste of the panoply of the
new National Security Advisers views on the
proper course for American foreign policy to
follow and on the shortcomings of that policy
in the Nixon years. Brzezinski catalogues
these shortcomings: insensitivity to the concerns of our allies; indifference to the needs
and problems of Third World States; and the
“historical irrelevance” of the balance of
power approach to world affairs. (pp. 65-67)
Brzezinskis own focus is primarily on the
question of alliance relationships and how
they should be improved. He sets forth his
well-known “trilateralist ” conception of
intensive cooperation between the three
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pillars of the developed Western world:
the U.S.A., Europe, and Japan.
Brzezinskfs prescription in turn is subjected to Stanley Hoffmann’s incisive criticism in
the following selection. Trilateralism, according to Hoffmann, implicitly seeks to
maintain American supremacy in a world
characterized by hostility between the Western and Communist camps. It is noteworthy,
however, that Hoffmann does not produce
his own foreign policy blueprint contra Brzezinski or, for that matter, Kissinger. He suggests that the U.S. orient herself to
“North-South” questions, a perspective that
Brzezinski, among others, has incorporated
into his own foreign policy world view. But
Hoffmann does not say very much about how
one goes about doing so. Likewise, he does
not point to the optimum “synthesis” (his
term) between what he describes as a role of
American “primacy” in world affairs and one
of American “modesty.” One leaves the Hoffmann piece with that familiar feeling that it
is far more difficult to construct a foreign
policy framework than to criticize one. Nevertheless, Hoffmann’s points are telling;
taken in tandem with the Brzezinski contribution, Hoffmann’s paper comprises the
book’s most valuable analytical unit.
As already noted, there is less to be gained
from the book’s treatm ent of its other two
major themes: the value of détente to the
United States, particularly in the strategic
weapons realm, and comparisons of U.S. and
Soviet expenditures on armaments. The latter may be more of a fad than an issue. It is
the product of debates that took place
primarily in 1975-76, when the Pentagon
sought to reinforce its demands for additional resources to counter a very real Soviet
arms buildup, and Pentagon critics sought to
minimize the appropriation of those resources to the extent that one responsibly
could in the face of that buildup. Expenditure comparisons are input comparisons.
They say little about what types of war-
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fighting capabilities are being added to a given force; instead they indicate how m uch is
being expended to acquire some degree of
additional capability. Of necessity, these
measures understate inefficiency, regardless
of the monetary unit (dollars or rubles) employed to express the comparisons. They can
only be one rough guide of many, and the
degree of their roughness depends on the
accuracy with which they are tabulated.
The debate on optimum defense budget
leveis has recently begun to move away from
expenditure comparisons, precisely because
it is clear that these measures cannot substitute for true output measures and have been
accorded too much significance as input indicators. Their accuracy, as noted, is moot
and discounts inefficiency; their inaccuracy
does not disprove the existence or likelihood
of a Soviet buildup. The value of Pranger’s
focus on this subject—other than to provide
the reader with a picture of the quirks of
recent debates on the defense budget—
therefore, is somewhat problematical.
The section on the strategic competition is
a useful primer for the new student of strategic policy issues but easily could have fulfilled
this function with fewer pages and selections. The Nitze-Lodal-Nitze debate need
not have been played out in full (Why was
Mr. Nitze given the last word?), partly because it is still going on (Nitze-Warnke-NitzeWarnke . . . ). Additionally, it conveys the
impressiori that, within the panoply of U.S.U.S.S.R. com petition/détente, strategic issues are the most criticai factor today and in
the future. Yet no need to subscribe to one
recent appointees belief that “nuclear
weapons mean crap,”2 or to Henry Kissinger’s more subtle but similar views, in order
to cast doubt on the perspective that Pranger
fosters. As Henry Owen States, in his contribution to the Brookings volume, “Soviet
leaders can be expected to proceed with caution, constrained by the fear that large scale
war would destroy everything they have

built up since the revolution.” (p. 45) Such
caution is likely to result in Soviet probings of
the American will in the nonstrategic arena,
with possible conflict likewise limited to that
arena. The strategic balance remains important, indeed vital, but the areas of greatest
concern may lie elsewhere.
Regarding the choice of source material, in
general it is a useful complement to the
analytical matter. Nevertheless, one would
have expected more than a single document
—the Shanghai communiqué—focusing on
U.S.-Chinese relations. Also, inclusion of a
statement setting out Chinese objectives, in
the manner of the Kissinger and Brezhnev
statements appearing in the text, would have
been appropriate. And the Helsinki agreements would seem to be “Basic Documents
on D étente” and deserve inclusion in the
chapter of that name. Or are they to be completely discounted?

I F THE focus of the Pranger American Enterprise Institute reader is
somewhat narrower than might have been
anticipated, the framework of the Brookings
volume, Setting National Prioríties, is as
broad as its title implies. Indeed, its focus in
the national security chapters is significantly
broader than that of previous volumes in the
series. The 1977 version, in fact, is far different from its six predecessors in many respects. Previous volumes were a key source
of budget alternatives to those of the NixonFord administrations. They employed a fiveyear framework, issuing counterprojections
to those officially put forward. Their emphasis seemed to highlight programs and postures that were likely to find more favor with
Democrats than with Republicans: more caution in approaches to cuts in domestic programs, relatively greater willingness to find
economies in defense expenditures.
The creation of the Congressional Budget
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Office (CBO) by the 1974 Congressional
Budget Act may have prompted the change
in the format of the Brooking volumes. The
CBO, as its first annual report to the Congress (1976) made clear,3 promised to be the
key source of budget alternatives to those
presented by the executive. Its status as an
agency of Congress placed it in a position to
analyze and produce budget options in
greater detail and depth than could Brookings.
In order to maintain the impact of its
previous contributions to official Washington
thinking, given the new role of CBO Setting
National Priorities has moved from a fiveyear projection format (which CBO employs)
to a ten-year one. This longer-term framework is particularly welcome and useful. Insofar as policy debates tend to look past the
horizon of the current year, they merely fali
in line with the administration’s five-year
structure. Yet five years is not necessarily the
ideal format for prognostication, certainly
not in the national defense/foreign policy
area. For example, new weapon systems in
particular take a decade, or even longer,
from initial development to entry into Service.
Similarly, while international crises inevitably have the air of suddenness about them,
they tend to be the product of many—often
more than five—years’ gestation. Developments in Southern África, for example, are
the result of more than a decade’s insurrection by the Rhodesian government, equally
long internai strife in Angola under Portuguese rule, and the steady growth of Soviet
and Chinese influence in that part of the continent for at least the same time period. A
longer-term view might help to assess the
likelihood and significance of these and similar developments. It might, therefore, help
to point to likely trouble spots and forestall
the use of improper frames of reference
drawn from other scenarios. Such misapplied
frames of reference were, in fact, in evidence
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during the debates over Angola. That situation was termed “another Vietnam” by both
proponents and opponents of U.S. involvement there. Yet this phrase obscured a multitude of factors indigenous to the Angolan
civil war, of which race and the participation
of a variety of actors, including Chinese,
Soviets, Cubans, South Africans, Zairians,
represented only the most prominent differences from the Southeast Asia situation.
In adopting a broad-brush, longer-term
view, Setting National Priorities provides a
useful perspective for an approach to reevaluating the needs and requirements of
American foreign policy. Consistent with
this approach, the volume generally and sensibly avoids the budget-oriented approach of
its predecessors, which is more difficult to
apply to a ten-year span and is in any event
best left to CBO. Nowhere is this change in
approach more marked than in the national
security affairs chapters. Gone are line-item
cost comparisons as well as five-year costs
compared to administration “base lines.”
Rather, the emphasis, particularly in the
chapters by Henry Owen and Barry Blechman, is on the changing nature of the worldwide military balance, the importance of
different regional balances to U.S. global interests, and the ways to improve U.S. posture
in those regions.
The Owen chapter provides a most useful
OverView of the likely structure of U.S. foreign policy in the later seventies and eighties. Owen argues that the Mideast, Persian
Gulf, and perhaps Yugoslavia are likely to be
the next flashpoints that could elicit U.S. military involvement in hostilities. As previously
noted, he feels that the Soviet Union will
move cautiously but always to its own advantage. He considers further normalization of
relations with China unlikely without movement regarding Taiwan, and he posits that
there is little the United States can do in
África because a consensus on this racially
oriented question will not be found domesti-
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cally. These conclusions are unobjectionable,
but they do not add much to the present
fund of knowledge about U.S. foreign policy.
They reflect a crisis-avoidance approach,
which is certainly healthy, but offer little that
is positive. With the exception of a fifth policy
line, a phased withdrawal of the U.S. presence from Korea, they are also cautious to a
fault.
0\ven’s message—and it is an important
one—is that the United States cannot withdravv from the world, which will continue to
be a dangerous place and which we will not
be fully able to control. But surely there
might be innovative ways for the United
States to exert its influence by capitalizing on
new situations and untapped resources.
Ovven says little about the promise that the
outcome of the Lebanese war might hold for
Mideast peace. Even if the war had not
reached cease fire by the time of writing,
some speculation might have been in order.
He says nothing at all about the positive role
U.S. blacks could play in stabilizing relations
with África and working toward a settlement. Yet, are Cuba’s blacks indeed to be the
only active Xorth American participants in
the developing African situation? Owen also
avoids the South African question almost entirelv. Will we really stand by and watch a
racial war take place? Risk avoidance is but
the beginning of a new, more balanced foreign policy.
Blechman’s lucid and thoughtful essay addresses a quite different problem: the nature
and consequences of the Soviet buildup. He
argues, quite persuasively, that the evolving
threat requires a reassessment of United
States posture in Europe and elsewhere that
might lead to reductions in some geographic
areas (Korea) as well as improvements in others (Europe and its surrounding seas). His
chapter also addresses manpower efficiency
questions, drawing attention once again to
that most costly element of the U.S. defense
budget. In general, his message is that spend-

ing patterns should be neither uniformly
higher nor lower but geared to changing
needs. That point cannot be reiterated too
often. Many arguments on both sides of the
defense spending issue continue to be
framed in doctrinaire terms. As Blechman
concludes: " . . . the process of reducing the
share of U.S. resources devoted to defense
has more or less run its course. . . . This
Outlook may be disheartening to some
Americans, but the alternative is worse.” (pp.
127-28)
Philip Farley’s section on nuclear proliferation provides a brief but useful overview of
the history of nonproliferation efforts, the
evolution of U.S. policy in this area, the shortcomings of that policy, and possible remedies
as well as prospects for a regime on nonproliferation. His focus is virtually identical
to that of William Epstein’s considerably
longer (341 pages of small print) study, The
Last Chance, discussed later. Farley seeks to
limit proliferation and feels that the nonproliferation effort may yet succeed. To be
sure, he carefully distinguishes between nuclear potential and the inevitability of proliferation. He argues that the potential is there
and that formal restraints on proliferation
are quite weak. Nevertheless, Farley argues
that the momentum for proliferation may
not be as great as some observers imply.4 He
reasons that States rationally and realisticallv
appraise the costs and benefits of acquiring
nuclear weaponry in light of their position in
both regional and global balances. They are
aware of the great costs of acquisition, of the
vagueness of benefits, and the clear risks of
further destabilizing regional balances and
alienating great power protectors who provide valuable—and often criticai—military
and economic assistance.
Clearly, Farley’s premise about the rational behavior of States with regard to acquiring a nuclear force capability may not alvvays
hold true. Some Third World governments
betray attributes that are far from rational in
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the accepted Western sense and have sufficient resources clandestinely to acquire nuclear weapons, if not technology, to support
what they might perceive as their “interests.”5 Additionally, his premise fails adequately to address the probability of a
chain-reaction effect—if one State “went nuclear” and thereby altered the “rational”
perceptions and calculations of its neighbors
—and how that probability could be lowered.6
Nevertheless, Farley accurately observes
that the nuclear club hardly has grown in the
past decade, China and índia (if one counts
membership in terms of explosions, “peaceful” or otherwise) being the only new inembers. That the club has not expanded more
rapidlv is the product of choices made by
individual States rather than their lack of nuclear potential. Thus, there is some hope that
the pace of proliferation can be maintained
at its present slow pace, if not entirely arrested.
Farley appreciates the need for major superpower SALT agreements, without which,
in the long term, the Nuclear Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) regime cannot survive. However, he does not feel that present SALT
agreements damage that regime. Indeed, as
long as the superpowers evince good faith in
their negotiations, the agreements will have
little impact on \P T for good or ill, whose
fate “will be decided on other grounds.” (p.
152)
Farley’s presciptions, like his assessment of
SALT, are not dramatic, but they are realistic
and, hopefully, attainable. They focus less on
the NPT per se than on cooperation generally. They do include support for formal instruments of the nonproliferation regime.
Additionally, they call for cooperation with
non-NPT States on terms similar to those prescribed by the NPT; coordination among
suppliers to ensure that safeguards are not
undercut; support for international measures
to prevent terrorist and other subnational ac-
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cess to nuclear facilities and materiais; and
support for cooperative approaches to key
stages of the nuclear fuel cycle. The latter
would include expansion of U.S. uranium enrichment capacity to permit a resumption of
American supplies to slightly enriched uranium to the international market. Underlying
all these recommendations, and itself a
proposal, is the need to foster a sense of
security among smaller and more vulnerable
States, by means of guarantees and cooperation that will lower the value of the nuclear
option in their eyes.
Farley’s chapter completes the series of
chapters of Setting National Priorities that
directly address national security issues.
However, a word is in order on Graham Allison and Peter Sztanton’s chapter on reorganizing government to manage the national
security policy. If problems such as nuclear
proliferation or indeed the overall future
course of U.S. foreign policy are to be addressed coherently, some shift away from the
present governmental structure that focuses
on the Executive Office Building to the
downgrading of certain cabinet departments
and Congress clearly is desirable. Whether
the complete diagnosis of governmental ills
that the authors put forward, and the suggestions they propose based on that diagnosis
indeed are correct, is, however, another matter.
For example, Congress may not need a
new special committee on Interdependence
—with unclear jurisdiction and no grip on
the purse strings—in order to foster improved executive legislative relations. It is
noteworthy that the authors hardly explore
the limits on congressional participation in
foreign policy formulation or their effect on
the viability of their proposal for a new committee. Yet these limits may be such that a
genuine informal network of contacts between President and congressional leaders,
in addition to the reams of paper already
available as reports, testimony, and studies
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may suffice to keep Congress a well-informed
contributor to the foreign policy process.
Similarly, the authors’ proposed abolition
of the NSC and creation of an executive cabinet committee, seemingly following the
model of the British cabinet, may go further
than necessary for efficient organization.
Cabinet officers will continue to lobby on behalf of their departments; the President will
continue to need an independent analytical
staff, responsible only to him. If the cabinet is
properly utilized and the NSC cut down to
more manageable size, as Mr. Brzezinski has
ordered, there may be no need for an “ExCab” that might itself become a new NSC
with an inflated staff of its own.
ExCab and the congressional committee
are but two of the more innovative suggestions that Allison and Sztanton put forward.
Others are equally timely and deserving of
consideration. These include the proposals
that cabinet officers remain longer in office
and that the Departm ent of State, if it is to
function effectively, elevate the levei of its
focus on politico-military affairs and hire
more economists. VVhether any or all of these
suggestions are adopted, the authors will
have performed a useful Service in pointing
to the need for a reassessment of government mechanisms for promoting foreign and
security policies in addition to that of evaluating the policies themselves.

ILLIAM EPSTEIN’S
agenda in The Last Chance resembles that of
Philip Farley’s contribution to Settíng National Priorities. It, too, traces the history of
efforts to contain nuclear weapon proliferation and examines ways to enhance and sustain those efforts further. Like Farley,
Epstein adopts the premise that States act
rationally in their own self-interest. However, whereas Farley’s presumption of rationality and his optimistic prescriptions

based on that presumption are touched by a
realistic view of world affairs, Epstein allows
his optimism to run wild.
A member of the United Nations staff, Epstein attaches great faith in the chapter and
verse of international agreements. He carefully documents those relating to nonproliferation to show where they have not been
followed and chastises the major developed
countries—notably the United States and
U.S.S.R.—to honor both their spirit and letter. Unlike Farley, Epstein is particularly
criticai of the SALT agreements, which in his
view foster a qualitative strategic arms competition and have become “blueprints for the
continuation of the nuclear arms race by the
two superpowers under agreed terms and
conditions.” (p. 190)
Epstein contends that the superpowers
must go further than SALT to ensure the
integrity of the NPT. Such an effort also
would prevent small power feelings of “discrimination” that could serve as an excuse
for nonadherence to NPT, as well as for nuclear tests such as India’s “peaceful” blast. To
that end, Epstein puts forward his own list of
twelve “proposals for the future” that he
feels will put a definitive end to the nuclear
arms race. These include (in order of descending realism): cessation of underground
tests; the phasing out of ICBMs and strategic
bomber forces; a ban on new tactical nuclear
weapons and a pullback of those already in
existence or use; the convening of a world
disarmament conference; new draft treaties
for complete disarmament; and the reduction of general purpose force leveis, unilaterally by the United States, if necessary. (pp.
200-05) Epstein himself admits that these
proposals are unlikely to be achieved within
the foreseeable future. But that observation
leads him to urge scientists (presumably
Americans) to stop all further work on the
research and development of weapon and
delivery systems. (p. 206)This suggestion is
one which can in fact be implemented. It is
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all the more dangerous for that reason. Indeed, like the proposaJ for a world disarmament conference—a long-standing Soviet
plov—or for American unilateral reduction
of its conventional forces, in the face of a
Soviet buildup and/or improvement in qualit>- in most weapon system categories—the
“call to scientists” seems to focus more on the
imagined sins of the United States than on
the motives or misdeeds of others. In doing
so, it vitiates the author’s credibility as an
objective analyst.7
Despite its legalism, its frequently shrill
tone (“Man Is an Endangered Species” is the
title of the final chapter), and the air of unreality, and bias, that pervades its “proposals
for the future,” the Epstein volume does
have much to offer. It provides the student of
nonproliferation issues with a useful, detailed
history of the development of the NPT
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regime. Additionally, it does contain an articulate description of the problems that continue to plague the effort to limit the spread
of nuclear weapons.
Clearly, further steps must be taken to promote that effort. These steps perhaps need
not be as radical as Epstein proposes. Nevertheless, as Farley illustrates, they do require
a greater degree of cooperation among the
world’s leading powers. It should not be forgotten that the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty,
perhaps the first real breakthrough in easing
the Cold War, was also a key milestone in the
effort to foster a regime that limited the
spread of nuclear weapons. Similarly, the
achievement of future milestones in furthering that regime will in fact also serve as criticai indicators of the expansion and resilience
of the policies of détente which both superpowers profess to pursue.
Washington, D.C.

Notes
1. See Melvm R. Larrd. Annual D efense Departm ent fíeport for Fiscal
Year 1971. Kebruan 1970. especiallv pp. 1-20.
2. puoted in C. Robert Zelnick. "M-X and the Next Arms Debate." The
Washington Post. Febraary 27. 1977, p, C2.
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Options for Fiscal Year 1977. 4 fíeport to the Senate and House Committeeson the Budget {Washington. D C : Government Prmting Office. 1976).
4 See. for evample. the arguments of Lewis A. Dunn and William H
Overholt. "The Next Phase of Nuclear Prolíferation Research." Orhís. XX
(Summer 1976)

5. See Lewis A. Dunn. "Nuclear 'Grey Marketeering,' ” International
Security. I (Winter 1977), pp. 109-12.
6. Ibid.. pp. 111-12, 114-15; and Dunn and Overholt, especially pp.
505-7, 509-16.
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found in Richard Falk, “Nuclear Weapons Prolíferation as a World Order
Problem," International Security. I (Winter 1977), especially pp. 85-93.
Views represented herein are entirely those of the uuthor. The Congressional Budget Office, wliere he is emploved, bears no responsibility for the
contents of this article or the opinions of the author.

The Soviets have been developing satellite destroyer systems for
five years, and there is no guarantee they will not use them when
it appears to suit their purpose.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
10 May 1976
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Seaford Ilouse Papers, 1975 edited by Philip Panton. London: The Royal College of Defence
Studies, Her Majestys Stationery Office, 1976,
127 pages.
The Royal College of Defence Studies (RCDS) is
the sênior Service staff college of the British armed
forces, equating with the National War College.
Its .students are drawn from the three armed Services and diplomatie Services of Britain, the Comrnonvvealth, and Europe, thus ensuring an
extremely broad mix of backgrounds and interests. This volume, the sixth to be published of Seaford House Papers, contains nine contributions by
RCDS students from Britain, Australia, Germany
and Sweden and representing seven separate Services. As expected, the subject matter clearly illustrates the diversity of a cosmopolitan student
body, for it ranges from NATO to Cambodia, from
Japan to the Persian Gulf, from current problems
of youth and race in Britain to the role of Sweden
in Europe.
Such a collection, however, does have some
relevance for the American military reader at the
staff college and academy faculty levei if nowhere
else. Within the context of professional military
education, it is useful to know and appreciate the
subjects of concern to students of such a prestigious institution as RCDS. In this connection Air
Commodore Knights plea that greater progress
could be made in \A T O ’s air arm—in common
tactical doctrine, command and control, and, of
course, standardization—by a commitment to
“think NATO” is far from new. Indeed, some
Americans see this as the most outworn of all
"European arguments,” yet, if it is still very much
an issue for the Royal Air Force’s future top commanders, it should surely be of continuing concern for their opposite members in the United
States Air Force.
Of more specific interest, however, will be the
two Australian contributions on the future role of
Japan and the inside view of the war in Cambodia
by the then head of the German Diplomatie Vlission in Phnom Penh. Brigadier Morrison argues
that the historie hostility between China and Japan ignores the equaliy historical adaptability of
the Japanese and that both countries have much

to gain by developing closer economic relations.
Air Commodore Trebilco believes that Japan is
content to exert influence through diplomatie and
economic channels and sees no possibility of a
revival of Japanese militarism. Both authors are
convinced that American resolve to honour her
defence commitments in the Far East are as firm
as ever. Neither, of course, was in a position to
consider post-Mao China.
Dr. Walther Baron von Marschall of the German Diplomatie Service has most lucidly analysed
the military and political events in Cambodia between 197Ò and 1975 that led to the downfall of
the Khmer Republic and victory for the Khmer
Rouge. His compassion for the ordinary people,
who suffered so much at the hands of the devious
Sihanouk, the stupid Lon Nol, the ruthless Vietnamese Communists, and continued to suffer under the Khmer Rouge, dominates his account of
the Cambodian tragedy. His view of the American
involvement is tinged with some bitterness:
American aid, well intentioned though it might be,
was always given half-heartedly. It was always
enough to continue the war but never enough to win
it. It served onlv to prolong the agony and increase
the suffering but it did not provide the means to end
the war and restore peace in the country.

I know many Americans who, while wishing the
author had specified what was "enough.” would
not disagree too much with that general verdict.
To have it restated by an impartial eyewitness to
the events will not be wasted.
However unpromising at a first glance this short
volume of Seaford House Papers, with its dull presentation and potential remoteness, may appear,
I recommend it to the American military officer
who aspires to a deeper understanding of the attitudes of his Allies and friends.
Squadron Leader J. D. Brett.
Royal Air Force
Department o f History, USAF Academy

The Sorting Machine: National Educational Policy since 1945 by Joel Spring. New York: David
McKay Co., Inc., 1976, index, notes, 309 pages,
$4.95.'
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“How far does one move to the horizontal and memory: when, for exainple, local attempts to
retain the right to remain vertical?" is an old avoid desegregation caused the vast liberation
philosophical question that expresses the dilemma movement to thrust itself into the streets and back
of government intervention into local school Sys- alleys and along the country roads. There are
tems. How far does our national government painful recollections as we read of a lack of admove in the direction of control and still remain ministrative initiative during those postwar years
able to say it represents a free society? Joel Spring to implement the Supreme Court’s findings. We
has written a sound book, rich in history and var- are reminded that it was only after consideration
ied in interpretation, that delineates this problem. of the potential damage to our cold war foreign
At times, it reads like a novel. A well-written ac- policy that the President was moved to executive
count of events and persons caught up in the sig- action. In other words, the nation’s educational
nificant decision-making that established our policy was motivated by its foreign consideraeducational priorities from 1945 until the present, tions, reflecting deep irony on a profound socioit shapes succinetly the making of a national edu- logical levei.
The government as adversary—to goals which
cational policy, which focused increasingly on
manpower needs in relation to military security, in former times received only words, not actions
unemployment, and civil rights. In a phrase, the —was thus created. The power of Washington had
author explains how our school system became “a to be and was increased in defense of civil rights.
social-sorting instrument in terms of national The overriding issue which we have come to face
is that students are citizens and fali under the
needs.”
This reviewer, who as a professional educator equal protection of the Fourteenth Amendment,
was a part of some of these developments, finds and, because of this ruling, the power of the federJoel Spring’s account accurate and his judgments al government to influence educational policy is
well formed, especially in his references to the now a given. The movement of the last thirty
“Titles” programs of the 1960s. Through it all, years has been one away from local control
some interesting philosophical ideas are well ar- (which, by its very being—"local,” that is—was
ticulated, and key questions are raised effectively. unequal) to state and national control.
For instance, there is a probing insight into the
The book is most assuredly one of Spring's best,
control of curriculum by publishers and special- yet it is hard to know how to react to it in a culinterest curriculum-developers through their minative way. I keep wanting to ask, after he has
textbooks.
thoroughly briefed us on these historical events,
Also, some explicit as well as implicit notions “Now what?”
concerning human nature and society parallel the
Dr. Porter J. Crow
panoramic description and lead to deeper considM ontgomery, Alubuma
erations. Classic conflicts are defined and described: manipulation versus understanding, craft
versus thought, skill versus intellect, aids versus
ideas. The greatest conflict deals with the school Bom on the Fourth of July by Ron Kovic. New
as a democratizing process of the social system
York: McGraw-Hill, 208 pages, $7.95.
versus the school as an agency for nurturing intellectual excellence.
Bom on Independence Day, Ron Kovic grew
One fascinating conclusion reached regarding up in the Dr. Spock-Sputnik-Mickey Mouse Club
all these programs and concerns is that people era. In Vietnam he learned that the real article
respond positively to special treatment, no matter bore little resemblance to the war games he had
what the nature of the specialized project: Treat played with Mattell toys or to such movie epics as
someone—a student or a teacher, a class or a The Sands o f Iwo Jima and To Hell and Back.
school—as if important for any reason, and the
Born on the Fourth o f July relates Kovic’s unresponse invariably will be supportive and pro- successful effort to adjust to reality after an enemy
ductive. For instance, serious consideration is giv- bullet had left him permanently crippled. The
en to the "American dilemma," the struggle of story, though poignant at times, is all too trite.
the American black for equality of educational Indeed, practically every clichê one can associate
opportunity, and in every case, no matter what with the Vietnam debacle can be found in this
the program, the black responds positively.
book. A typical, sheltered, immature all-American
All these developments are depicted against a boy, the son of devout working-class parents, enbackground of the awful events that crowd our lists in the marines in a fit of romantic idealism;
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seeking glory, he accidentally shoots a comrade
and slaughters Vietnamese civilians. A cruelly
disabling wound earns him not honor but merely
a disgustingly pro forma award of the Purple
Heart.
Returning home, Kovic is assigned to a Veterans’ Administration hospital, which resembles a
chamber of horrors; his family fails to comprehend the agony he is suffering; hometown
American Legion hawks exploit him shamelessly;
and the “Great American" public could not care
less. Finally, the Kent State riot restored a sense
of purpose to his life—speaking and demonstrating against the war. Kovic became obsessed with
the desire "to make people remember, to make
people as angry as he is, every day of his life, every
moment of his existence.. . . ” Presumably, this is
also the aim of his book, but, sad to relate, he fails.
Others have long since beaten him to the punch;
even horror can become tiresome.
This is not to say that Born on the Fourth o f July
is totally without merit. Although his syntax is occasionally bizarre, the author has a sure ear for
authentic GI dialogue and an uncanny ability to
recreate the feel of Vietnam. Moreover, he has a
flair for black humor and a sharp eye for the absurd: witness his sketches of the pompous, insensitive general pinning a decoration on a babbling
human vegetable while a photographer takes
snapshots for the folks back home and the VA
hospital orderlies playing poker on toilet seats
while helpless patients’ urine bags overflow onto
the floors of the ward. Aside from these and other
novel literary devices, however, the book has little
to commend it to the military professional. Principally, Kovic rehashes a hackneyed tale. The exercise may have provided a catharsis for him, but it
adds nothing to our knowledge of the war.
Colonel James L. Morrison, Jr., USA (Ret)
Assoeiate Professor o f History
York Co!lege o f Pennsylvania

Soviet Strategy in Europe edited by Richard
Pipes. New York: Grane, Russak, 1976, 303
pages, $14.50/$7.50 paper.
“Rússia must be regarded as a serious imperial
power with a sense of mission and an inflexible
will to fulfill it . . . . ” In this era of détente and
“adversary relationships,” which has replaced the
cold war, Soviet Strategy in Europe comes across
like a dash of cold water. Nor is this shock accidental. Clearly, editor John Pipess purpose is to warn

us of what he sees as an unwarranted relaxation of
Western vigilance against an enemy whose goal
continues to be “to detach Western Europe from
its dependence on the United States . . . and to
make it dependent on the U.S.S.R.”
Reflecting the current trend of considering
“strategy” within a broader framework than the
traditional employment of military forces, Pipes
defines Soviet strategy as “the coordination of
political, military, economic, and ideological instrumentalities toward predetermined long-term
objectives.” In analyzing this multifaceted approach, he has brought together eight essays by
distinguished Sovietologists. Four of the essays
focus on political dimensions, two grapple with
military considerations, and two deal with Soviet
economic policies.
As could be expected in any such compilation,
the authors do not agree completely on the exact
nature of the Soviet threat to Western Europe.
None of them, in fact, adopts quite the strident
tone of the editor’s opening essay. On the other
hand, they all tend to view the Soviet Union as an
aggressive power which seeks through a variety of
means—probably short of the actual employment
of military forces—to gain greater leverage over
Western Europe.
Soviet Strategy in Europe is not a comfortable
book to read. The inforrnation it presents and the
conclusions it suggests (however tentatively the
individual analysts couch them) are disquieting.
All the more is this true since the contributors are
not half-baked reactionaries who see Communists
hiding in every dark corner. Even those who do
not accept fully the warning contained within—
that “as now defined and practiced, détente
primarily benefits the Soviet Union”—should consider carefully the sober and judicious analysis
contained in Soviet Strategy. Unfortunately, the
gnawing feeling remains that this is the type of
study read only by those who already accept its
conclusions, a condition that may make the book
little more than an exercise in “preaching to the
choir.”
Captain Robert C. Ehrhart, USAF
Department o f History, USAF Academy

The Road to Yorktown by John Selby. New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1976, index, x + 214 pages,
$

10. 00 .

The Road to Yorktown is a survey of George
Washington and the Continental Army during the
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American Revolutionary War. John Selby writes a
clear, concise analysis of major events and includes, as well, stories of human interest.
The book is recommended for someone not
familiar with the war. Military heritage classes
and history readers will appreciate the books uncluttered maps. However, specialists will quickly
recognize the books inaccurate uniform illustrations reflecting the Napoleonic era. Other specialists will notice incomplete names and false
legends; the famous myth of Mrs. Murry detaining
General Sir William Howes British army in New
York City is perpetuated in this book. Readers
who like miscellaneous details—such as the names
of Washington’s horses or that whores were sometimes used as nurses—will be occasionally
amused.
Selby presents an overview and sometimes allows contemporary writers to describe details.
The book includes an appendix of the orders of
battle of the armies at Yorktown, and a select bibliography is also included. On the whole, this book
is useful only as popularized short history.
Alan Conrad Aimone
U.S. Military Academy

Battles Lost and Won: Essays from Civil War History edited by John T. Hubbell. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, Contributions in
American History #45, 1975, 289 pages,
$13.95.
This addition to the Contributions in American
History series is a collection of articles previously
published in Civil War History. Some of the articles are of interest only to serious students of the
Civil War, but others raise points of interest to any
serious student of the military art.

A num ber of selections concern firepower—
broadly interpreted as the ability to inflict damage
to the enem y on the battlefield—and its relationship to tactics. Two selections that nicely complem ent each other concern “cold Steel": the cavalry
saber and the bayonet. Both w ere weapons to
which ante-bellum military leaders assigned great
im portance but which events proved to be seldom
used and even less frequently effective. As any
student of the war knows, the advances in firepower made in the decades preceding the war
resulted in the superiority of the tactical defensive over the tactical offensive, a fact amply
dem onstrated by shattered attacks on countless
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Civil War battlefields. This lesson was learned
slowly, however, and only at the cost of much
blood and thousands of lives. Some commanders,
like Confederate General John Hood at the Battle
of Franklin, never learned this lesson. The point
is brought out repeatedly in articles on trench
warfare and on the causes of Confederate defeat.
The inference in all four selections is that the successful commander must constantly assess the impact of changing technology on his art and make
whatever adjustments are necessary.
The most interesting set of articles are the two
by Thomas Connelly and Albert Castel. Connelly’s selection originated the furious debate over
Robert E. Lee that still rages among Civil War
historians. Connelly assigns to Lee a significant
portion of the blame for the South’s defeat, stating
that Lee’s emphasls on the war in the East to the
exclusion of the West, the Confederacy’s heartland, cost the Confederacy more men and resources than it could afford. Connellys attack on
Lee, and CastePs defense of “Marse Robert,” published in response to Connelly’s selection, are easily the highlights of the book.
This is not meant to denigrate any of the other
selections. Topics such as military preparedness,
civil-military relations, intelligence-gathering operations, guerrilla warfare, and the measurement
of officer effectiveness (they had OER troubles
then, too!) are the subjects of very interesting articles. The book could have benefited from the inclusion of a selection on a naval subject, such as
the blockade, but this is a minor criticism. It is an
excellent anthology that anyone with an interest
in military or American history will enjoy reading.
Captain Daniel T. Kuehl, USAF
Albert F. Simpson Historical Research Center
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

Jeppesen Sanderson Aviation Yearbook 1977 edited by Ed Mack Miller. Denver, Colorado:
Jeppesen
Sanderson,
Inc.,
1977, 442
pages, $14.95.
If a browser can overcome his initial resistance
to open a book with the formidable title of Jeppesen Sanderson Aviation Yearbook 1977 and disguised as a training manual in a plain blue cover,
he is almost certain to become a reader. Ed Mack
Miller, well established as an old pro in the aviation writing fraternity, has compiled a 442-page
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anthology of some of the most entertaining and
informative aviation articles published in 1976.
Whether your interest runs to military aviation,
parachuting, the airlines, wing walking, ballooning, women, Ag flying, FAA, air traffic eontrol,
aerobatics, hang gliding, air safety, B-ls to BD-5s,
antiques, foreign developments, spaee, history,
aerodynamics, helicopters, or the first man-powered flight in the Western Hemisphere, this yearbook has something for you. As in any gathering
of articles, there is considerable variation in the

writing, but in general the pieces are short, amusing, and, as might be expected, resemble the
breezy style of the editor.
If you, like this reviewer, have the backward
reading habit of an Oriental and tend to read from
back to front, this book is perfectly suited to this
regression. In fact, you can open the Aviation
Yearbook almost anywhere and begin reading for
fun and profit.
Colonel Glenn Wasson. USAF
Air University Review

Spaceborne systems will certainly constitute an increasingly important part of military capability. They are absolutely essential,
for example, to our Communications, command, eontrol and surveillance functions. This will increase in the future. With the
advent of the space shuttle in the early 1980s, I personally feel
our capabilities in space will increase very perceptively. Our
reliance on space will also increase. Systems such as the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System will, in my view, not only revolutionize navigation per se worldwide, but will revolutionize
weapons delivery against a variety of targets. Of course, this
increased dependence upon space raises questions of the vulnerability of our space systems. The question is, will space eventually
no longer be a sanctuary, and will one have to worry about the
increasing vulnerability of space systems? I believe this will require a great deal of attention in the next few years.
D r . M a l c o l m R. C u r r ie
Director o f D efense Research and Engineering
Countermeasures, D ecem ber 1976
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contributors
is Chief. Analysis Division, AFSC/XR.
svhere he was earlier a staff officer. He has
served as an interceptor pilot with the 61 st
Fighter Interceptor Squadron. 32a FIS. Holland. and the 64ihFIS. Philippines Other assignments include tours as a T-33 instructor,
assistant flight commander, ground training
officer, defensive operations and staff offi cer.and battle director; with Space and Missile Systems Organization / XR he has been a
project officer, chief. studies and analysis,
and chief of planning division.

FranV N. Trager iPh.D , New York Universityi is Professor of International Affairs and
Director. National Security Prograin. New
York University. and Director of Studies,
National Strategy Information Center. Dr.
Trager currendy is general editor of the National Security Studies Series, editor of the
Strateg} Papers. and a member of the
editorial boards of Orbis and Asian Affairs:
An American fíevieu : He is chairman of.the
Amencan-Asian Educational Exchange:
board member of the Foreign Policy Research Institute: chairman. Executive Committee. Chinese Cultural Center. Inc.; and
member of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Burma Research Society, and the
Siam Society. He has been on the faculties of
Johns Hopkins and Yale üniversities. the
National War College. the Foreign Service
Institute. Department of State, and has held
various government positions. Dr. Trager
has served as Director of the U.S. Economic
Aid Mission to Burma and has frequently
visited Southeast Asia. He has been a consultant to the Rand Corporation. Stanford Research Institute, Hudson Institute, and to
the Departments of State and Defense He
is author of numerous books. monpgraphs,
and articles on Burma. Asia, and national
security topícs.

I.icutenant Colonel David Thomas Macmillan Md».. University of Southern Califórnia)

Seymour J. Deitchman (M.S., State University of New York at Buffaloj is Vice President. Planning and Evaluation, Institute for
Defense Analyses. Arlington. Virgínia.
Before joining ID A in 1960. he worked as an
aerody namicist at NACA s Langley laboratory. with Bell Aircraft Corporation, and on
a variety of Air Force and Army tactical and
equipment problems. From 1963 to 1969
Mr Deitchman was in the Department of
Defense concerned with R&D support for
operations in Southeast Asia. He was a member of the group that designed the unattended ground sensor system applied there. He
is author of two books on defense problems
and of articles on various subjects.

James Digby (M.A., Stanford University) is
a sênior staff member at the Rand Corporation and Executive Director of the Califórnia Seminar on Arms Control and Foreign

Policy. During World War II he served as a
radar officer ui a trixip carrier group of the
Nmth Air Force during the Normandy invasiou and ui several techmeal assignments. At
Rand since 1949. he has analyzcd air defense Systems, assisted m the development
of strategic ideas, and managed various international programs. He is a director of the
European • American Institute for Security
Research.

Major Eugene F. Bigham is a staff officer in
the Directorate of Concepts, Hq USAF. He
is a fighter pilot, having flown the F-100 and
A-7D during assignments with tactical
fighter units in Germanv. Vietnam, Thailand. and in the States at Myrtle Beach AFB
South Carolina. and Langley AFB. Virgínia.
He was also an A-7D Stan / Eval officer at Hq
Tactical Air Command. Major Bigham is a
graduate of Squadron Officer School and Air
Command and Staff College.

Wing Commander Peter P. W. Taylor, AFC,
RAF, is the Royal Air Force Exchange Offi
cer at Headquarters. Tactical Air Command,
Langley AFB, Virgima. He has flown tactical fighters throughout his career. in the Far
and Middle East and in Europe. Involved in
the Harrier program since 1967, he has
served as a flight commander in a Harrier
squadron in Cermany, followed by a tour as
Squadron Commander of the United Kingdom Harrier Squadron, No. 1 (F). Wing
Commander Taylor is a graduate of the
Army Staff College. Camberley, and the
USAF Air War College.

Charles A. Zraket (S.M.E.E.. Massachusetts
Instituto of Technology) is Sênior Vice
President, Technical Operations. for the
MITRE Corporation and has spent his
professional career at MITRE and M.I.T.s
l.mcoln Laboratory in research and development activities. At MITRE he has
inanaged large- scale projects in defense
control and commumcation Systems for
DOD and air and ground transportation Systems for the Department of Transportation.
He has also directed MITRE's R&D projects
in energy-related fields.

Stanley E. Rose (B.S.M.E.. Worcester Polytechnic Institute) during the last 17 years at
the M1TRE Corporation was responsible for
advanced planning in such areas as tactical
command and control, Communications,
military air traffic control. range instrumentation, and space systems. He worked in industry at AVCO Corporation and was
responsible for re-entry vehicle armmg and
fuzing systems development and penetration systems preliminar) design. Mr. Rose
was Chief Development Engineer at Avien.
Inc.. responsible for developing aircraft foel
gauging and fuel management systems.

Dov S. Zakheim (D. Phil.. Oxford Universityj is an analyst with the National Security
and International Affairs Division of the
Congressional Budget Office. Previously. he
was a research fellow of St. Antonv's College. Oxford, was associated with a London
bank. and taught and lectured on comparative polities and aspects of international
finance to various U.S, collegiate programs
in Britain. His publications include CBO papers on naval force programs as well as studies on themes in British-European
community relations and the polities of the
Atlantic alliance.

The Air University Review Awards Committee has selected "Industrial
Democracy and the Future Management of the United States Armed
Forces" by Dr. Laurie A. Broedling, Navy Personnel Research and
Development Center, San Diego, as the outstanding article in the September-October 1977 issue of the Review.
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